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ABSTRACT

Although, the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950's and 1960's in the Ameri-
can South is often characterized as a non-violent revolution, it also embodies this
longstanding tradition of armed resistance . Scholarly and popular literature of the
Movement rarely speaks about the significance of armed resistance in Black
struggle for desegregation, political and economic rights, and basic human dig-
nity. In dozens of Southern communities, Black people picked up arms to defend
their lives, property and movement for human rights. They often relied on armed
self defense, particularly in communities where Federal government officials
failed to protect Movement activists and supporters from the violence of racists
and segregationists, who were often supported by local law enforcement. Armed
resistance played a key role in allowing Black communities to survive and the
Movement to continue .

The primary purpose of this project is to examine the role and efficacy of
armed resistance in the Civil Rights Movement in the American South, particu-
larly as a compliment and alternative to non-violent direct action . I will examine
the post World War II Civil Rights Movement in the state of Mississippi, particu-
larly from 1954 until 1967 to illustrate the role of armed resistance in the human
rights struggle of Black people in the American South. Mississippi provided
interesting political and cultural terrain for this study because of its reputation as a
center of white supremacist terrorism during the period of de jute segregation .
Those who resisted faced some of the most brutal violence in the country's his-
tory.

This study examines the role of armed self-defense and other forms of armed
resistance in the survival and success of the struggle for human and civil rights fm
people of African descent in the state post-World War II Mississippi . I argue that
the tradition of Black armed resistance existed in the state of Mississippi as a
significant aspect of the culture prior to non-violence being formally introduced
into the Black freedom movement as a tactic or strategy. The evidence presented
in EyeforAn Eye will demonstrate that even after the tactic, strategy, and rhetort .
of non-violence was introduced in the state in 1961, it was generally compliment
ed, directly or indirectly, by armed self-defense . Finally, EyeforAn Eye will
examine the internal debates over armed resistance and the shift from non-violent
direct action and the rhetoric of non-violence in the Mississippi freedom move-
ment after 1964 to a greater reliance on armed resistance.



Finally, "Eye for an Eye" will argue that, in several Mississippi communities,
armed resistance played a significant role in winning concessions and reforms for
Black civil and human rights. The evidence will again show that armed resistance
was an effective method, in compliment with others, for challenging white su
premacist and increasing the bargaining power of Black leaders in negotiations
with local white power structures . The evidence also demonstrates that armed
resistance reduced acts of racist violence on southern Black communities and
Movement activists .
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INTRODUCTION

One winter evening in 1978, six Klansmen attacked four members of the

United League, a Black human rights organization, on the streets of Holly

Springs, Mississippi . As the four men approached the street from their office, the

Klansmen started shooting . United League president Alfred "Skip" Robinson

jumped to safety behind his brother's car, that was parked on the street . From

behind the car Robinson pulled his .357 magnum revolver out of his briefcase and

started firing back at his attackers . The Klansmen scattered after Robinson's

armed response . One Klansman even dropped his rifle after the counter-attack by

the United League leader. After this incident Robinson and the United League

were not bothered again by Klansmen in Holly Springs . Active mainly in the

1970's, United League members carried weapons and believed and practiced

armed self-defense . In organizing communities in the state, in response to white

supremacist violence, Robinson encouraged Black people to arm themselves and

take "a life for a life ."

Robinson's armed response was not an isolated incident . Black people in

the South have a long history of using weapons to defend themselves, their fami-

lies, institutions and movements for human and civil rights . Robinson and the

United League were only an extension of a tradition which had existed in the

South centuries before them. Although, the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950's

and 1960's in the American South is often characterized as a non-violent revolu-

tion, it also embodies this longstanding tradition of armed resistance . Scholarly

and popular literature of the Movement rarely speaks about the significance of



armed resistance in Black struggle for desegregation, political and economic

rights, and basic human dignity. In dozens of Southern communities, Black people

picked up arms to defend their lives, property and movement for human rights .

They often relied on armed self defense, particularly in communities where

Federal government officials failed to protect Movement activists and supporters

from the violence of racists and segregationists, who were often supported by

local law enforcement . Armed resistance played a key role in allowing Black

communities to survive and the Movement to continue.

The primary purpose of this project is to examine the role and efficacy of

armed resistance in the Civil Rights Movement in the American South, particu-

larly as a compliment and alternative to non-violent direct action. I will examine

the post World War II Civil Rights Movement in the state of Mississippi, particu-

larly from 1954 until 1967 to illustrate the role of armed resistance in the human

rights struggle of Black people in the American South . Mississippi provided

interesting political and cultural terrain for this study because of its reputation as

a center of white supremacist terrorism during the period of de jure segregation .

Those who resisted faced some of the most brutal violence in the country's his-

tory. While much is written about the 1964 Mississippi "Freedom Summer," its

triumphs, tragedies, and betrayals ; there has been little focus on the dynamic

campaigns for human rights in local Mississippi communities. In local communi-

ties like Greenwood, Canton, Harmony, McComb, Mileston, Hattiesburg, Natchez

and Port Gibson local Blacks and their allies waged courageous battles against

local segregationist, white supremacist power structures . In all of these places

Movement leaders were threatened by the possibility of white supremacist vio-



lence . In Mississippi and other southern states, white supremacist violence was an

essential arm of the system of segregation . Local Blacks in all of the

abovementioned communities, not to mention many other communities that fall

outside the scope of my study, had to organize collective systems of armed self-

defense. This study examines the role of armed self-defense and other forms of

armed resistance in the survival and success of the struggle for human and civil

rights for people of African descent in the state post-World War II Mississippi.

I argue that the tradition of Black armed resistance existed in the state of

Mississippi as a significant aspect of the culture prior to non-violence being

formally introduced into the Black freedom movement as a tactic or strategy. The

evidence presented in "Eyefor An Eye" will demonstrate that even after the

tactic, strategy, and rhetoric of non-violence was introduced in the state in 1961, it

was generally complimented, directly or indirectly, by armed self-defense . Finally,

"Eye for An Eye" will examine the intemal debates over armed resistance and the

shift from non-violent direct action and the rhetoric of non-violence in the Missis-

sippi freedom movement after 1964 to a greater reliance on armed resistance .

Finally, "Eyefor an Eye" will argue that, in several Mississippi communi-

ties, armed resistance played a significant role in winning concessions and re-

forms for Black civil and human rights . The evidence will again show that aimed

resistance was an effective method, in compliment with others, for challenging

white supremacist and increasing the bargaining power of Black leaders in nego-

tiations with local white power structures. The evidence also demonstrates that

armed resistance reduced acts of racist violence on southern Black communities

and Movement activists .



Review of the Literature

The Literature of the Civil Rights Movement gives several examples of

acts of armed resistance in the struggle for human rights in the American South .

Most works however only present passing references to Black armed resistance .

Only a few works attribute any prominent role for Black armed resistance in the

Civil Rights Movement. The failure of the literature to include, in a significant

way, the role of armed resistance presents a distorted picture of the reality of the

Movement.

Aldon Morris' Origin of the Civil Rights Movement : Black Communities

Organizing for Change as insightful as it is on the Movement's local roots, could

have benefited from a broader of discussion of armed self-defense . In defining the

Civil Rights Movement, Morris does not include armed self-defense . While

Morris ignores the role of armed resistance in his definition of the Civil Rights

Movement, he provides an important example of armed defense in the first move-

ment campaign he describes . Recounting the 1953 campaign to desegregate the

public transportation system in Baton Rogue, Louisiana, Morris speaks of the

creation of an armed defense force, the "movement's police department." The

"movement's police department" was an armed defense group created by the

Baton Rogue movement to protect the local movement leadership, its participants

and the Black community in general . In limiting the definition of the Civil Rights

Movement, Morris ignores his own story and misrepresents the various methods

which had to be employed to maintain the Civil Rights Movement in the segrega-

tionist and white supremacist South.

Other attempts to reconstruct the history of the Civil Rights Movement do



recognize the existence of armed resistance and make mention of its influence on

Movement organizations . August Meier and Elliot Rudwick's CORE: A Study In

the Civil Rights Movement 1942-1968 , provided numerous occurrences on the

internal debate within the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) on the question of

adhering to non-violence or practicing armed self-defense as a deterrent to racist

violence . Clayborne Carson's In Struggle: SNCC and the Black Awakening of the

1960's relates SNCC's movement from its original adherence to non-violence as

the sole method of the Movement and factors for the abandonment of this posi-

tion. Both of the above works mention the presence of armed activists in local

Southern communities and their influence on SNCC's and CORE's embrace of

armed self-defense . Neither of these texts describe what effect armed resistance

had on local struggles to achieve human and civil rights.

Black Protest History Documents_ and Analyses 11619 to the Present,

edited by Joanne Grant, Negro Protest Thought in the Twentieth Century, edited

by Frances Broderick and August Meier, and The Eyes in the Prize Civil Rights

Reader: Documents Speeches and First hand Accounts from the Black Freedom

Struggle. 1954-1990 , edited by Clayborne Carson, David Garrow, Gerald Gill,

Vincent Harding and Darlene Clark-Hines, are three of the most important an-

thologies of the post World War H struggle by people ofAfrican descent in the

U.S.A. for human rights, social justice, and political power. All of these works

possess essential primary sources from the Civil and Human Rights Movements

in North America. These works also reflect the general treatment of the literature

on the role of armed resistance in the post World War II movements for social an. :

political change in the American South. While they share primary source evidem .



from advocates of armed self-defense in the Black liberation movement in the

South, their examples are limited to the efforts of Robert F Williams' armed

guards in Monroe, North Carolina and the para-military Deacons for Defense and

Justice in Bogalusa, Louisiana . Confining the role of Black armed resistance to

the Monroe and Bogalusa movements without mention of self-defense and para-

military efforts throughout the South paints an incomplete picture of Black resis-

tance . Armed resistance was a pervasive response in the Southern movement, not

an anomaly.

Some recent works have done a better job of documenting the role of

armed resistance in the Mississippi freedom movement. Among these works, John

Dittmer's Local People and Charles Payne's I Got the Light of Freedom, mention

several occurrences of armed self-defense . Both are important contributions on

the Civil Rights Movement, yet both authors underplay the role and development

of armed resistance in the Mississippi struggle. While Dittmer mentions the

existence of the Natchez Deacons for Defense and Justice, he does not detail the

importance of this organization for the success of the economic boycott organized

by the NAACP in Natchez . Local People does not address the development of

para-military teams to enforce the Natchez boycott . Enforcer groups were essen-

tial to the success of boycotts on Mississippi . Dittmer also describes Natchez as

the last major campaign in Mississippi, but even after Natchez major campaigns

were organized in Mississippi cities like Hattiesburg and Port Gibson that in-

cluded para-military organizations . Payne's work primarily covers campaigns in

the Mississippi delta and does not look at the post-1965 development of para-

military organizations like the Deacons and boycott enforcer groups .



While much of the literature of the movement ignores the broad nature and

	

I
significance of armed resistance, autobiographies and oral histories of Movement

participants and observers suggest that in many Southern communities armed

resistance was essential for the survival of the Movement itself. Howell Raines'

My Soul is Rested: The Story of the Civil Rights Movement in the DeeR South is
i

an important source of interviews with Movement activists, supporters, oppo-

nents, and observers . My Soul is Rested contains several references to the exist-

ence of armed resistance by people of African descent in the South, including an

interview with Charles Sims, spokesperson for the Bogalusa Deacons for Defense

and Justice and accounts of armed resistance in Alabama and Mississippi . Mind

Stayed On Freedom : The Civil Rights Stru

t= by the youth of the Rural Organizing and Cultural Center presents the

testimony of fifteen local participants in the Civil Rights Movement in Holmes

County, Mississippi. Utilizing interviews compiled by teenagers during an educa-

tional summer project, Minds Stayed on Freedom presents several examples of

individual and collective armed responses by armed activists . The story of the

Holmes County Movement provides is full of examples armed resistance .

Autobiographies are important aides to uncovering the place of armed

resistance in the Movement. James Forman's The Making of Black Revolutionar-

ies, Mary King's Freedom Song: A Personal Store of the 1960's Civil Rights

Movement, Cleve Sellers The River of No Return , and Ann Moody's Coming o

e in Mississippi are first person accounts by activists who participated in the

Black freedom movement in the Deep South. These works contribute descriptions

of local communities where Black people utilized arms to protect themselves and



the Movement. Each of these authors tell stories of how local Blacks provided

activists with protection from the violence of white supremacists .

The participants and observers of the Movement, in autobiographies and

oral histories, provide us with a more diverse picture of the Movement than do its

interpreters of the Movement. Although recent contributions to the historiography

of the field tend to focus more on studies of local activists and campaigns, much

of the traditional literature of the Movement narrowly focuses on the activities of

national leaders ad organizations . This traditional historiography does not reflect

the perspectives and stories of local people. The majority of the national organiza-

tions active in the South in the early 1960's (the Southern Christian Leadership

Conference, the Congress of Racial Equality, and the Student Non-violent Coordi-

nating Committee) were philosophically and strategically committed to non-

violence . Local activists tended to utilize a variety of tactics, from non-violence to

armed resistance, depending upon what they judged was necessary at a particular

time. The evidence shows that there was broad support in local communities for

armed self-defense as a means of individual and collective survival. By not

including the varied contributions of all the methods utilized by freedom fighters

in the struggle against racism and white supremacy, with the exception of recent

scholarship, the literature of the Civil Rights Movement has generally painted a

narrow and elitist picture .

The level of quantity and quality of descriptions of instances of armed

resistance from oral histories and autobiographies confirmed for me the impor-

tance of oral testimony as an essential primary source. Given the treatment of

armed resistance in the secondary literature, only through the stories of actual



participants and observers in the Movement could the role of armed resistance be

placed in the proper perspective . Including new voices in the historiography will

improve our understanding of the broad character of the Movement and about the

southern Black experience.

BriefSum of Chapters

Chapter One: The purpose of Chapter One is to demonstrate that armed

resistance is a tradition in the historic Black freedom struggle . This chapter

presents a brief history of Black armed resistance, particularly in the American

South, from the 16th Century until the early 1950's. The roots of the Black armed

resistance tradition is also explored in this chapter.

Chapter Two: In Chapter Two, a historical background is presented for

the beginnings of the post-World War II civil and human rights offensive in

Mississippi . The nature and role of white supremacist violence in Mississippi is

explored. In exploring the historical background of Mississippi, Chapter Two also

discusses the tradition of armed resistance in the state in the years prior to the

civil and human rights offensive . The organization of the NAACP, throughout the

state, is also explored. Finally this chapter will explore NAACP leader and Move-

ment martyr Medgar Evers and his views of and involvement with armed resis-

tance .

Chapter Three: This chapter focuses on the origin of non-violence in the

Black freedom movement nationally in the state of Mississippi . Much of Chapter

Two concentrates on the interplay between SNCC and CORE, whose activists

were committed to non-violence, and local Black activists in Mississippi, many of



whom were committed to and practiced armed resistance .

Chapter Four: Chapter Four looks at events during 1964, including the

"Freedom Summer" campaign in Mississippi. Debate within SNCC and CORE on

the issue of armed resistance is be discussed in this chapter. This chapter will take

a special look at various communities in Mississippi and how they utilized the

armed resistance tradition to respond to the increase in white supremacist violence

in 1964 .

Chapter Five : In this chapter, the development of para-military organiza-

tions, primarily to support boycotts in Mississippi will be explored . The leader-

ship of two NAACP activists, Charles Evers and Rudy Shields, and the develop

ment of the Deacons for Defense and Justice in Louisiana as key factors in organi-

zation of para-military groups in the state. Conclusion : The conclusion of "Eye

for an Eye" attempts to identify what significance this study has on scholarship

related to the Civil Rights Movement and southern Black culture .

Explanation and Definition of Basic Concepts

"Eye for an Eye" attempts to utilize terminology to illustrate the broad

nature of the Black freedom struggle in the South . To aid the reader in interpretin_

this work, it is necessary to define core concepts of the study. This section will

help clarify the author's utilization of terms appearing throughout this study.

Recent historiography has challenged the notion that the Civil Rights

Movement began with Rosa Parks refusing to give her seat to a white man on a

segregated bus in Montgomery, Alabama in 1955 . I agree that there has been a

struggle for civil rights in the United States since American independence from



England . Civil rights are basically rights which citizens are entitled to under a

democratic government's rule of law or fundamental standard. At the same time in

the period after World War II, this struggle gained a momentum, due to domestic

and international conditions, which gave the struggle for Black civil rights a new

qualitative and quantitative level of involvement and organization. While recog-

nizing that the struggle for Black civil rights is a continuum that goes back to at

least the Eighteenth Century, the text of this work will refer to this struggle from

the post World War II period until the late 1960's as the "Civil Rights Movement."

The terms "Black freedom movement" and "Black liberation movement"

are also utilized in this work . These two terns are a recognition that the achieve-

ment of civil rights is just one, though very important, aspect of the overall his

toric political, social, and economic struggle of Black people in the United States .

Besides efforts for citizenship rights, nationalism and Pan-Africanism have been

significant tendencies in the historic Black freedom struggle . The objectives of

Black nationalism and Pan-Africanism, while often complimentary, are not

synonymous with civil rights .

The term "human rights" is often utilized as a companion to "civil rights ."

I have often found that southern Blacks before and after World War II were

concerned with their treatment not only as American citizens but as human be

ings . For example, in the 1960's, people ofAfrican descent in several communi-

ties in southwest Mississippi included in their demands that they no longer wished

for Black adults to be referred by whites as "boy" or "girl," but as "Mister,"

"Misses," or "Miss." A significant aspect of the Black freedom movement in the

South, then, was a struggle to destroy the stigma of inferiority that was attached



and enforced against Black humanity. Understanding the importance and central-

ity of the desire for basic human dignity the term "human rights" is often used in

this study.

"Mississippi freedom movement" is used in the title and text of this work.

In the 1950's and 1960's, activists and local Blacks referred to their struggle as

one for "freedom." Major organizations and institutions (e.g . Mississippi Freedom

Democratic Party, Mississippi Freedom Labor Union, freedom school, Freedom

House, Freedom Summer, etc.) incorporated "freedom" in their names . To Black

folks in Mississippi and other parts of the South, the civil and human rights

campaigns were synonymous with the "freedom movement."

The terms "armed resistance," " armed struggle," "armed insurrection,"

"armed self-defense," "retaliatory violence," "spontaneous rebellion," and "terror-

ism" are all utilized in this work. "Armed resistance" is a broad term which is

inclusive of all other terms utilized above . "Armed struggle" refers to political

violence by insurgent groups or oppressed groups to achieve state power. "Armed

insurrection" is the conspiracy of insurgent groups to use force to overthrow the

ruling group. In the experience of people of African descent in the U.S., the

orientation towards armed struggle and insurrection primarily existed, with some

exceptions, prior to emancipation . Armed struggle and insurrection will not be a

focus of this study during the period covering the Mississippi freedom movement.

Much of the armed resistance referred to in this work, during the period of

the 1950's and 1960's is "armed self-defense ." In this work, it is defined as

protection of human life, dignity, and property, through force, against violence .

The preparation and organization of force to diminish the threat of violence is



also considered armed self-defense . Generally Mississippi Blacks utilized armed

self-defense as a compliment to non-violent direct action, voter registration

campaigns and economic boycotts . Black armed self-defense was considered

insurgent violence in the South since it was often utilized to defend the lives,

institutions, and property of a subject community and their activists efforts to

challenge the authority and mores of the (local) ruling group.

Armed self-defense was the most pervasive form of the armed resistance

practiced in the Movement and in Black communities in the South in the 1950's

and 1960's . To only speak of armed self-defense, however, denies that other forms

of insurgent violence were important tools of local Movements and communities .

Also that were utilized in the Southern freedom movements were retaliatory

violence, spontaneous rebellion and terrorism . Retaliatory violence is the orga-

nized use of force to avenge an act of abuse, particularly, an act of violence .

Retaliatory violence was often utilized to respond to white supremacist violence

and abuse . On several occasions, Blacks would respond, or threaten to counter,

with violence to return white violence . Since retaliatory violence goes beyond

protection of the lives, institutions and property to an actual (counter) offensive

attack, it must be distinguished from armed self-defense . In some cases terrorism

was utilized .

"Spontaneous rebellion" is an unplanned violent response by an ag-

grieved group or community after an act of abuse by the dominant group or its

agents . These acts are often called riots in scholarship and mass media. The term

"riot" often diminishes the intentionality of the rebellious group or community.

No matter how unorganized, spontaneous rebellions often reflect a "hidden



transcript" of insurgency that has become unmasked. In many cases insurgent

groups respond in violent rage directed at those who they feel are responsible for

their pain and oppression . While spontaneous rebellions may begin as unplanned

events, their participants have political intent and are responded to politically by

insurgent leaders and by elites . In some cases Movement leaders, while not the

initiators of the revolt, offer to calm the rebellion in exchange for reforms. Elites

while applying repression, in many cases are more willing to offer concessions to

quell the violence of spontaneous rebels . Given its political nature and its utility

for social change, spontaneous rebellion must considered an aspect of the armed

resistance of the Black freedom movement .

Terrorism is the use of force to intimidate civilians . Of course, we recog-

nize terrorism from the dominant powers, for it was essential to the survival of

white supremacy . But a from of terrorism was used in Mississippi by Movement

,leaders to coerce Black residents to comply with economic boycotts . While it

might not be popular to mention terrorism, it served as an important aspect of the

Mississippi freedom movement. While some question the morality of terrorism

being included in the armed resistance of the freedom movement, Others may feel

that the violent enforcement of economic boycotts may not count as armed resis-

tance since this form of terrorism was often directed at other Blacks . Since the

violent enforcement of economic boycotts was viewed by Movement participants

as a means to compliment efforts to achieve Black civil and human rights, it must

be considered an aspect of the armed resistance of the Mississippi freedom move-

ment.
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Chapter One: Historic Armed Black Resistance :

Establishing a Tradition

The presentation of Black Southerners in popular culture, rarely represents

a tradition of armed resistance . Images of docile slaves and terrorized sharecrop-

pers reinforce the "happy darkie" mythology presented by apologists for the

systems of chattel slavery and Jim Crow. The existence of armed resistance by

Africans and their descendants in North America contradicts the myth of the

"happy darkie." While one must understand that the Black experience contains a

spectrum of responses to slavery and oppression, it is clear armed resistance is a

significant aspect of the Black experience in North America and in the South, in

particular. Black armed resistance represents a continuum within the Black expe-

rience which goes back to the sixteenth century. Several factors are responsible

for the development of this tradition . The continuity of the African traditions of

warfare as well as influences from the Native American and Euro-American

military traditions were significant agents in the development of this Black armed

resistance . Most important is that the use of force has historically been a means

of resistance for a people fighting against social oppression . In the context of

responding to oppression in a society where there is a high level of violence and

quantity and of guns, the use of violent force by oppressed groups should not

come as a surprise .

African Military Tradition and Resistance in North America

One of the most important debates within the historiography of the Black



experience has been the argument of African continuities versus the contention

that African traditions did not play any significant role in the culture of African

descendants in North America. Their has been little scholarly consideration to a

martial tradition surviving amongst enslaved Africans in the U.S.A. . In Slave

Community, John Blassingame argues that most Africans taken captive during the

African holocaust, commonly called the slave trade, were members of ethnic

groups that didn't possess "heroic" warrior traditions . Given this argument,

enslaved Africans in the Western Hemisphere could not rely on military traditions

in resisting their captivity. Blassingame argues that the African ethnic groups

brought in captivity to North America were from agrarian societies that lacked

strong militaries.' But John K. Thornton has argued that the memory of military

experience of Africans from the lower Guinea Coast and Kongo/Angola region

may have played a decisive role in the Haitian Revolution. Thornton points out

that civil war in the Kingdom of Kongo and wars of expansion provided captives

to the victors who exchanged the prisoners of war to European slavers . A large

portion of the enslaved population included soldiers of defeated African armies .=

Africans from the same regions, including the militarily oriented empires of

Dahomey, Oyo and Kongo and smaller states with military forces, were trans-

ported to North America. Africans from these states were sold into captivity in

colonial Virginia and South Carolina.' Thornton also argues that African soldiers

from the Kingdom of the Kongo transported by the British to South Carolina

played central roles in the Stono Rebellion of 1739 . According to Thornton the

rebels engaging in dancing prior to combat, marching with drums and under

similar banners that were utilized by Africans armies, were similar to maneuvers



to Kongolese armies. The use of arms by the rebels could have been learned in

Africa, since the use of guns was becoming commonplace in Africa by the eigh-

teenth century. ; It is also questionable that captives from agrarian oriented African

societies did not possess a martial tradition . The Bambara, mentioned by

Blassingame as a sedentary, agrarian-oriented society, were considered fierce

warriors by the French, who utilized the Bambara as soldiers . These same

Bambara would be important actors in Maroon rebel communities in French

colonial Louisiana.' Africans transported to the Western hemisphere, North

America in particular, certainly had military traditions from their respective

kingdoms and ethnic groups. While there is no overwhelming evidence to prove

they relied on these traditions, there is no valid argument to show that they ig-

nored tradition did not aid them in acts of rebellion against the slavers when the

opportunity presented itself.

Maroon Resistance and Black/Red Alliances

The reliance on the traditions of African warfare certainly played a signifi-

cant role in the development of maroon communities in North America during

the seventeenth, eighteenth, and early nineteenth century, when a large percentage

of the enslaved African population in North America was African-born . According

to the research of Herbert Aptheker, maroon societies existed in the United States

from 1672 until 1864 . Aptheker states there were at least fifty documented ma-

roon communities existing in "the mountainous, forested, or swampy regions of

South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, Louisiana, Florida, Georgia, Missis-

sippi, and Alabama. . ." Aptheker also acknowledges the possibility of other such
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communities since that may have gone undetected by the white settlers during the

period of African enslavement. These communities, which often expropriated the

weapons of the white settlers, became the pioneers of the Black armed resistance

tradition in North America. They generally came to the attention of white settlers

	

j

due to their raids upon plantations to liberate other Africans, or to obtain food or

supplies. In some cases maroon communities encouraged and planned armed

insurrections with the objective of freeing their enslaved brothers and sisters and

striking a serious blow against the plantation system of the white settlers . Maroon

communities also served as safe haven for other runaways . Due to their rebel

status and guerilla tactics for survival, maroons had to utilize military means to

maintain their existence.

The first African captives brought to what is today the United States

became maroons within six months of being on the North American continent. In

the summer of 1526 Spanish settlers from the colony of Hispaniola established a

settlement in present-day South Carolina. These settlers brought African captives

as forced laborers with them to their colony called San Miguel de Gualdape . The

colony was located in the eastern portion of current-day South Carolina, near the

Pee Dee River. The settlement of San Miguel de Gualdape consisted of 500 white

settlers and 100 Africans . By the fall of 1526, the colony experienced the death of

their leader, Lucas Vasquez de Ayllon, along with the illness and death of several

other white settlers . Presented with this crisis, the settlers of San Miguel engaged

in a power struggle between various factions . In November of 1526, the enslaved

Africans used this confusion, setting fires at the settlement and escaping to the

frontier. After their exodus the Africans formed an alliance with indigenous



people who were antagonistic to the white settlers of San Miguel . The Africans,

along with their indigenous allies, would return to San Miguel to harass the white

settlers . By December of 1526, nearly six months after establishing the colony,

the remaining 150 of the settlers would abandon the North American continent for

Hispaniola.' The Africans of San Miguel not only established the first maroon

community in North America, but served as a forerunner to other African rebels

who would align themselves with indigenous nations to resist slavery and geno-

cide . Certainly these Africans shared and learned from the warrior traditions of

the Native nations .

European settlers in the Western hemisphere feared the possibility of

solidarity between the indigenous nations and the enslaved Africans . Some settler

colonial governments actually designed legislation and developed policy to

prevent Red/Black solidarity . In 1502, the governor of Hispaniola, Nicholas de

Ovando, sent King Ferdinand of Spain a request that no more Africans be sent to

his colony . Ovando's request stated the Africans ". . .fled amongst the Indians and

taught them bad customs, and never could be captured." The colonial rulers of

South Carolina passed legislation in 1725 which fined settlers for bringing en-

slaved Africans to the frontier to avert Red/Black contact. In 1751, another South

Carolina colonial law stated "the carrying of Negroes among the Indians has all

along been thought detrimental, as an intimacy ought to be avoided." In its

colonies in North America, the English encouraged Native states to adopt the

practice of enslaving Africans to hoping indigenous people would have a vested

interest in the system of slavery. English settlers would also demand return of

fugitive slaves in negotiations with indigenous rulers.'



The fear of Red/ Black solidarity was based on their negative experiences

of collaborative efforts between Native nations and Africans . When Africans and

indigenous people were enslaved together they often worked in solidarity to

escape . Throughout the Americas, Africans joined indigenous communities and

offered contributions in agriculture and defense . Africans also offered to the

indigenous communities intelligence of the operations of the settler colony, as

well as expropriated tools, weapons, and supplies . The historical union between

Africans and indigenous people in North America is evident today as about one

third of people ofAfrican descent in the U.S.A. possess Native American

ancestry . 9

The warrior tradition of Africa and indigenous America surely merged in

the French Colonial Louisiana, in what is currently southwest Mississippi, when

predominately Bambara maroons aligned themselves with the indigenous Natchez

nation in the early eighteenth century. Previously, during the Yemassee War of

1715, the Natchez had incorporated African maroons in a conflict with the British .

In 1729, challenging French expansion, the Natchez offered freedom to Africans

supporting their efforts to attack a French settlement on their territory. Those

Africans remaining loyal to the French would be sold to other indigenous nations.

along with any French who were captured . With the support of the majority of

Africans at the French settlement in Natchez territory, the Natchez were able to

capture the settlement without much resistance from the whites. The French found

their white settler military unable to defeat the Natchez and their African allies .

Given the inadequacy of the settler's own troops, the French found it necessary to

align themselves with indigenous nations, including the Choctaw and Tunica



nation, and to promise Africans freedom if they would participate in a Black

militia loyal to the French. The alliance between the French, and their indigenous

and African allies was finally able to defeat the Natchez in 1731 . The French

colonial government was very much concerned with Native/African collaboration :

Its spies had uncovered a plot by the Natchez and Chickasaw nations to enlist

enslaved Africans in New Orleans in an insurrection to kill the white settlers and

form a Native/ African state . 10

The existence of African maroons and Black armed resistance in Florida

has been well documented. Florida is also an acknowledged site of Red/ Black

solidarity. From the seventeenth century to the early nineteenth century, Florida,

then claimed by the Spanish empire, was a refuge point for African maroons from

the Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama, and the Mississippi territory. In at least two

different cases, Europeans armed African maroons in Florida . In 1731, enslaved

Africans fleeing captivity in British America were offered asylum and Spanish

citizenship in Florida. This policy was designed to undermine the stability of

England in North America, particularly in the southeast. In 1739, the Spanish

governor of Florida set aside land to build a fort, Gracial Real de Teresa de Mose

(often called Fort Moussa), to be occupied by fugitive Africans, people of

Moorish descent and Natives . Fort Moussa, located near Saint Augustine in

northeast Florida, was to help defend the Spanish empire's colony of Florida from

British invasion . The adult men of Fort Moussa were organized into a Spanish

military company with their own chain of command and arms, including four

cannons . The African maroons of Fort Moussa initiated raids of plantations in

South Carolina to encourage exodus and, if possible, uprising . The instigation of



the maroons of Fort Moussa was thought to be a factor in the Stono (South Caro-

lina) rebellion of 1739 . In 1763, the community was overrun by the military

conflict between European powers (England, Spain and France) competing for

wealth and terrain . The British would control Florida for twenty years, finally

ceding the colony back to Spain in 1783, after its (Britain's) defeat to its settlers

in North America."

African maroons were armed and employed by the British along with

renegade elements of the Creek nation (known as the Red Sticks), again in north

Florida, during the War of 1812 . Taking advantage of the large community of

thousands of maroons in north Florida, particularly along the Apalachicola River

and militant Creeks, who fled Georgia after the defeat of the Creeks by Americans

in 1814, the British armed the rebel communities to fight a common enemy, the

United States ofAmerica. The British and their African and indigenous allies

established a fort at Prospect Bluff, on the Apalachicola River. After the British

troops abandoned north Florida in 1815, African and Creek rebels remained

fighting for freedom or death at the fort, which has been commonly called "the

Negro Fort." The Negro Fort served as a base for guerilla raids on plantations in

southern Alabama and Georgia to free enslaved Africans and expropriate supplies .

Led by an African maroon, Garson, and a native chief from the Choctaw nation,

the African and indigenous rebels of the Negro Fort became a threat to the slave-

owning class and their allies in the deep South, who called for the fort's destruc-

tion . In July of 1816, the commander of the southwestern military district of the

United States, Andrew Jackson, dispatched American troops and their Creek

allies, backed by Naval gunboats, to destroy the fort and return the African ma-



coons to chattel status. Rather than surrender to the superior military force of the

Americans, the combatants of the fort prepared to defend their freedom . After a

ten-day siege, the Negro Fort was attacked with artillery fire, which killed over

270 of the fort's inhabitants . The survivors, about 70 African and Native people,

were either executed or tortured to death . This conflict would serve as a forerun-

ner to the American/Serninole Wars of the nineteenth century.''-

The most celebrated alliance of Africans and Native people was the Red/

Black solidarity exhibited during the Seminole Wars in Florida. Due to the signifi-

cant role of African maroon combatants in these wars, General Thomas Jesup,

commander of American forces involved in the second U.S ./Seminole conflict,

referred to this engagement as a "Negro, not an Indian war."" African maroon

villages in north Florida pledged allegiance to the Seminole nation . This Red/

Black alliance formed a unified state that fought two intense wars with the United

States in the nineteenth century. The union between the Africans and Seminoles

provided that the maroon of African descent form their own villages, military

units under their own command. Some maroons served as interpreters, advisers to

chiefs, military commanders, and some cases chief of a band . The African ma-

roons of Florida had earned a reputation of being skilled and determined warriors .

Their desire to maintain their freedom was definitely the primary motivation of

their determined military resistance . Not only did the African play significant

roles as combatants, but maroons also provided and obtained intelligence, through

their experience and contacts within the plantation system and with the free Black

community in Saint Augustine. The Florida African maroons' ability to slip past

enemy lines and communicate with their brothers and sisters on the plantations



caused great fear in the U.S . military and the white settler population . The African

maroons promised freedom for enslaved Africans who would engage in insurrec-

tion in support of the Red/Black military alliance . The fear of uprising by a "fifth

column" of enslaved Africans on the plantations sometimes paralyzed the U.S.

military from carrying out offensives against Seminole and African maroon

villages. The commander of the Seminole/African military units was Nero, an

African maroon who also served as an advisor to the King and counsellor for the

war chief.

The first Seminole War was initiated by an attack by American troops,

under the command of General Andrew Jackson, on Seminole and African vil-

lages in north Florida in 1817 . The purpose of the American military offensive

was to expand the jurisdiction of the U.S. into Florida, re-enslave the African

maroons and reinforce the security of the plantation system by eliminating Florida

as a haven for African fugitives . This war culminated with few of the Africans

captured, but with the Seminole/African union agreeing to move into central

Florida . The migration of the Seminoles and African maroons not only provided

more land for the plantation system, but a buffer between the plantations of

Georgia and Alabama and liberated territory. In spite of this concession, Seminole

territory in Florida remained as a safe haven for African fugitives from Georgia .

Alabama, and the newly settled plantations of Florida (under U.S . jurisdiction

after 1819).'

As President, slaveowner and advocate of Native genocide, Andrew

Jackson would continue this conflict . In 1830, the U.S . legislature approved the

Indian Removal Act, which made theft of the remaining indigenous land in the



South legal . The Seminoles prepared for war rather be removed from their terri-

tory. The Seminole state later offered to peacefully migrate if guaranteed a terri-

tory which would not be subject to white settler theft and safe passage of the

African maroons allied with the Seminole nation . The U.S . refused, preferring a

settlement which would merge the rebellious Seminoles with the Creek nation .

Under the American resettlement plan, the African maroons would be re-enslaved

by the Creeks . By 1835 the U.S . military estimated over 1500 African maroons

were living as subjects of the Seminole state . On the insistence of their African

maroons allies, the Seminole state rejected the U.S . resettlement offer. This

impasse led to the second U.S./Seminole War, which began in December of 1835 .

The second American/Seminole War would be one of the most costly in U.S .

military history. The war lasted seven years with the American military suffering

1500 casualties and the U.S . expending over twenty million dollars for this offen-

sive, the most expended in an U.S./Native conflict. A breakthrough occurred to

because of the cost of the war and the conclusion by the American military com-

mand that it was imperative that the African maroons be removed from the South-

east . The U.S . generals conceded to the safe migration of the African maroons as

part of the Seminole nation to the West, due to their conclusions that the maroons

re-enslaved in the Southeast would be a negative influence on the enslaved popu-

lation, possess a high potential for escape, and a potential to reorganize maroon

guerilla warfare with their knowledge of the Florida swamps. Because of Ameri-

can deception in past negotiating, it was difficult to convince the entire Seminole/

African military alliance to accept the new American offer. Between 1838 and

1842, the majority of the Seminoles and their African allies were peacefully



migrated to Oklahoma. In 1855, a three-year conflict began between American

military forces and Seminoles and African maroons . While some of these combat-

ants were rounded up and removed from Florida, the entire Seminole/African

maroon community was never completely uprooted. Even in the West, conflict

would continue with the Seminoles and their African allies . In 1850, convinced

that the liberty of the Africans was in jeopardy, 300 African maroons and Semi-

nole allies moved to northern Mexico (near Santa Rosa) where they continued

their resistance against the slavers of Texas.'S

African alliances with the Seminoles is the best of numerous examples of

Red/Black solidarity and resistance . The influence and role of African/indigenous

solidarity is essential to establishing a tradition of armed Black resistance in the

U.S.A. While Red/Black solidarity was certainly economic and cultural, it was

most definitely a military alliance . Both entities saw the necessity of solidarity to

confront a common enemy. African maroons realized their freedom was in jeop-

ardy and that the slaveholding society would use any means to recapture what it

considered property. To maintain their liberty in the Western hemisphere, it was

necessary to defend themselves. To return and liberate others it was necessary to

master guerilla tactics . It is obvious the union between Africans and indigenous

peoples only enhanced the African's ability to resist . Certainly much was contrib-

uted by the Native nations to Black resistance in terms of skills, training, re-

sources, as well as inspiration . To those who remained in captivity, these alliances

were probably beacons of hope that freedom was possible . It is also important to

view Africans as conscious agents in their alliances with Native nations . In their

relations with the Seminoles and other indigenous nations, African maroons were



more than slaves or mercenaries . African maroons realized the necessity of

pursuing their collective interests through alliance with elements whose interests

were also antagonistic to the expansionist, pro-slavery settler society of the U.S .

In these alliances Africans brought skills and information, and were provided with

necessary resources for survival and resistance .

While there was ambivalence about arming enslaved Africans, military

necessity often overruled fear of Black rebellion . As seen in the case of fighting

the Natchez and African maroons in French Colonial Louisiana, the Spanish in its

undermining of British colonies in the southeast and the British at the Negro Fort

during the War of 1812, when they saw it in their interests white settlers and

European colonizers would employ Africans as cannon fodder. In the eighteenth

century, enslaved Africans were used on several occasions as cannon fodder by

Europeans and white settlers in military conflict with Native nations . '6 The use

of Africans as cannon fodder by white settlers and European colonizers also

contributed to the development of the armed Black resistance tradition. While the

intent of arming Blacks by white settlers was definitely emancipation, in some

cases Blacks saw fighting as mercenaries for white interests as a means of per-

sonal freedom and even, as in the case of Fort Moussa, collective liberation . In the

case of the British colonies in North America, Anglo settlers in the U.S. relied on

English law and heritage establish who in their jurisdiction should be armed .

English law supported the notion of an armed citizenry. In practice this right and

encouragement to bear arms did not extend to poor people, dissidents and reli-

gious minorities . In British North America, enslaved and sometimes free African

descendants as well as Native people were denied the right to bear arms . One



exception to this was in times of crisis, particularly military conflict with other

European colonizers, Native nations, or African rebels."

An example ofAfricans utilizing the arms provided to them by European

colonizers for personal and collective liberation occurred during the conscription

of enslaved Africans by British royalists during the American Revolution . Faced

with rebellion from subjects in its North American colonies and a shortage in its

defense forces, British officials began to solicit Africans as combatants with the

promise of freedom. In November of 1775, the American independence forces

rejected the proposal to have Blacks, free or slave, in its military. Days before the

American decision, British governor of Virginia, Lord Dunmore, proclaimed any

enslaved African who escaped from slavers that were supporting the rebellion

against the British crown, and took up arms in support of England, would be

emancipated . By early December, 300 Africans were armed by the British "as fast

as they came in." The motivation of these African combatants was clear as the

breastplate of their uniform, which was inscribed "Liberty to Slaves." The African

combatants who took advantage of Dunmore's proclamation were named by him

"Lord Dunmore's Ethiopian Regiment." These troops were responsible for the

routing of American forces at Kemp's Landing and the capture of two American

colonels . They were also utilized as guerrillas to expropriate food and free other

enslaved Africans from Virginia plantations. ' 8 The British also made use of

African combatants in east Florida, South Carolina and Georgia. While the major-

ity of the African troops employed by England were evacuated as free people with

British loyalists and military personnel after the American victory, some choose to

remain in North America to finish what they had started. Three hundred African



maroons, calling themselves the "King of England's soldiers," had previously

been armed and employed by the British in the occupation of Savannah, harassed

white settlers with guerilla raids along the Savannah River in the years following

the British evacuation . In May of 1786 they were dispersed by militia forces of

Georgia and South Carolina, who burned their fortress at Bear Creek, Georgia.'9

As in the case of the Spanish at Fort Moussa and the Negro Fort, Black resistance

was aided by the training and arms of European colonizers .

Insurrections and the Black Armed Resistance Tradition

In his study of rebellions by enslaved Africans, Herbert Aptheker esti-

mated there were approximately 250 planned insurrections on North American

soil from the sixteenth century to the nineteenth century. These conspiracies

constitute the forwarding of the tradition of armed Black resistance . Compared to

other enslaved African descendants in the Western Hemisphere, the enslaved

Black people of North America had a low frequency of attempted insurrections .

Conditions for Black insurrection was more advantageous in the Caribbean and

Latin America . The percentage of African in relationship to the white settler

population was higher in the Caribbean (e.g ., Saint Dominigue, Jamaica, Cuba)

and in Brazil than in the United States . On the U.S . frontier there was a larger

number of white settlers and a lower number of African maroons in comparison ;,

the U.S.A.'s neighbors to the South . This reality was particularly true after the

legal closing of the holocaust of the traffic of enslaved labor from Africa in the

nineteenth century . Smaller numbers lessened the potential success of revolt .

Given John Thornton's argument that captured Africans brought military training



and skills, the closing of the "slave trade" also affected the military know-how of

the Black population in the U.S . Taking Thornton's thesis into consideration, the

creolization of the enslaved African population in the U.S .A. lessened Black

military preparedness . As the enslaved population on the plantation became more

creole, any military experience was rare . Antebellum states also limited Black

military capability by placing restrictions on the use of firearms by Blacks, slave

or free . While Southern law denied Blacks access to weapons, there were gener-

ally exceptions to these measures . Not only were slaves allowed to be armed by

their slavers, but in some cases clandestinely obtained firearms. During the

American Civil War, Union Colonel Thomas Higginson reported formerly en-

slaved Blacks had "as much previous knowledge of the gun" as the average white

recruit." Finally, the numbers of enslaved African laborers on the average Carib-

bean and Latin American plantation was larger than their counterparts in the U.S .

Smaller plantations made it more difficult to communicate in the type of numbers

necessary to coordinate a massive rebellion.

In spite of the above and other obstacles, the number of attempted insur-

rections is remarkable . Most documented slave conspiracies were by definition

not spontaneous, involving planning and daring. Evidence shows that several

attempted insurrections took place when enslaved Africans sensed a shift in the

balance of forces . The previously mentioned maroon and Spanish support for

uprising in colonial South Carolina was certainly inspiration for the African rebels

of Stono. Internal debates within the political hierarchy of white American society

occurred prior to the attempted insurrections led by Gabriel Prosser in 1800,

Denmark Vessey in 1822, and Nat Turner in 1831 . 2 ' An aborted insurrection in



Adams county, Mississippi, in 1861 was influenced by debates between Northern

and Southern politicians and the Southern reaction to the election of Lincoln in

1860 . The Adams County rebels viewed Lincoln as an ally.= These examples

make it clear that enslaved Africans understood the limitations of their conditions

and looked for openings to "turn the tables" on their adversaries. Slave rebels

often overestimated the differences within the American power structure, as these

differences did not represent the necessary shift in power relations to constitute a

revolutionary situation . In spite of their deficiencies, these attempted uprisings do

represent an essential part of the continuum of armed Black resistance .

The Union Army: A Liberation Force for Captive Africans

The American Civil War provided a significant window for Blacks, slave

and free, to participate in changing their reality. Out of military necessity, Black

people were armed by the Northern forces to save the Union . The role of Black

soldiers was crucial to the Union cause. Nearly 180,000 Blacks in the Union

military engaged in 449 engagements and 39 major battles . While Blacks were not

allowed to serve as combatants in the first year and eight months of this conflict,

Black troops suffered 37,300 causalities . Even with their late entry into combat,

the Black Union causality numbers surpassed those of whites . U.S. President

Lincoln acknowledged the significance of Black troops to the Northern military

victory. Lincoln stated, "the emancipation policy and the use of colored troops

constitute the heaviest blow yet dealt the rebellion ." According to Lincoln, the

Union ". ..would otherwise be compelled to abandon the war within three weeks."

Black troops distinguished themselves in several engagements . The first regiment



of newly emancipated Blacks, the First South Carolina Volunteers, captured and

occupied Jacksonville, Florida.' In 1863, newly trained Black troops exhibited

valor and demonstrated their worth as combatants in engagements with Confeder-

ates at Milliken's Bend, Mississippi . Despite "little experience," Black soldiers

were "most gallant," in the words of Union General Ulysses Grant. Due to their

value to the Union's cause, Grant made Black soldiers a significant part of his

Mississippi Valley campaign.u

While Black troops played a crucial role in the cause of saving the Union,

their motivation in this conflict was to win their liberation and eliminate chattel

slavery. The American Civil War represented the opportunity people of African

descent in the United States had been praying for to obtain freedom . To the

emancipated African, the acquisition of arms and participation in the conflict was

equated with respect for their humanity and elimination of their status as inferior

beings. The use of armed force to win liberation by Black Union soldiers fit into

Fanon's paradigm on violence in anti-colonial struggle . Fanon argued, " . . .violence

is a cleansing force. It frees the native of his inferiority complex and from despair

and inaction; it makes him fearless and restores his self-respect."' Sergeant

Prince Rivers of the First South Carolina Volunteers reflected this sentiment in an

1863 address to a Philadelphia audience . Speaking on the significance of arming

the emancipated Africans, Rivers stated:

Now we sogers are men. . .men de first time in our lives . Now we
can look our old masters in de face . They used to sell and whip us,
and we did not dare and say one word. Now we ain't afraid, if they
meet us, to run the bayonet through them.'



The same year abolitionist and fugitive Frederick Douglass also spoke to a

Philadelphia audience of the importance of arms to securing that liberation of his

brothers and sisters in bondage. Once an advocate of moral slavery, who opposed

the call for armed Black insurrection issued by Henry Highland Garnet, Douglass

realized the American Civil War with armed Blacks in Union uniforms could

fundamentally change how whites viewed Black humanity. In his unique and

dynamic style, Douglass wrote that learning the use of arms was to:

. ..(B)ecome familiar with the means of securing, protecting, and
defending your own liberty . . .When it is found that Black men can
give blows as well as take them, men will find more congenial
employment than pounding them.'

Black participation in the war as combatants was motivated by the collec-

tive desire for liberation and personal wishes to free relatives and friends and even

retaliation against their personal slavers. In some cases Black soldiers used their

guns to raid the plantations of their former masters. In many cases Black Union

combatants helped to free spouses, lovers, children, and other family members

and friends from bondage. Newly freed Black communities realized the day of

"Jubilee" was here . These actions make it clear Black Union regiments were seen

as a liberation army to people ofAfrican descent. After Union forces seized

Wilmington, North Carolina ; one Black Union soldier commented:

Men, Women, old and young, were running through the streets,
shouting and praising God. . .We could truly see what we had been
fighting for, and could almost realize the fruits of our labors . . . We
have been instruments in liberating some five hundred of our



sisters and brethren from the accursed yoke of human bondage.-9

The Black heroine Harriet Tubman continued her efforts to liberate her brothers

and sisters during the Civil War. Tubman supervised the escape of 700 enslaved

men, women and children in a raid by the Second South Carolina Volunteers on

plantations along the Combahee River in South Carolina.'° In other cases, newly

emancipated Black soldiers sought out their former enslavers for retribution . In

1864, the First Regiment, United States Colored Troops captured Wilson's Land-

ing, Virginia. Many of the soldiers of the First Regiment had been enslaved at

Wilson's Landing . While on a foraging mission, the soldiers captured a plantation

owner who was responsible for the severe beating of several women enslaved on

his plantation . The slaver was stripped of his clothing, tied to a tree, and adminis-

tered twenty lashes by a member of the First Regiment, who happened to be one

of his former slaves. Then the whip was handed over to the women who had been

beaten . According to George W. Hatton, sergeant in Company C of the First

Regiment, "one by one" the formerly enslaved women "came up and gave him a

number, to remind him that they were no longer his, but safely housed in

Abraham's bosom, and under the protection of the Star Spangled Banner, and

guarded by their own patriotic, though once down-trodden race." 3'

While Black participation in the Union military had its liberating aspect. .

racism within the Northern forces limited its potential as a Black liberation arm%

Black leaders and soldiers were critical of the North's policies of paying Black

troops less than white soldiers and assigning white commanding officers over

segregated Black regiments. Black nationalists Martin Delany and Henry McNe.a .

Turner called for Black units with Black commanding officers . Turner desired a



separate Black army with its own "captains, colonels, generals" to "strike for our

own liberty." Delany campaigned for and finally won Lincoln's approval for a

"corps d' Afrique ." Delany's inspiration for the "corps d' Afrique" was the

Zouaves d' Afrique, a division of African combatants who served the French in

the Algierian War. Lincoln appointed Delany to the rank of major and sanctioned

his plan to organize "an army of forty thousand blacks . . .commanded entirely by

blacks." Delany won this approval too late as the war ended before he could

establish his African corps in Black-majority South Carolina." Nationalists like

Delany and Turner may have envisioned the development of autonomous Black

regiments into a permanent fighting force for Black liberation under a Black

command . The tradition of Black armed resistance not only continued through

Black participation in the Union military, but through insurrectionary conspiracies

by enslaved Africans and maroon guerilla warfare . In each of the states which

sanctioned forced Black labor, there were attempts to rebel through insurrection-

ary violence from 1861 to 1864 . In Mississippi alone, Aptheker reports four

insurrectionary conspiracies during the Civil War years in Adams, Jefferson,

Yazoo, and Amite counties . Confederate forces engaged in conflict with maroons

aligned at times with Confederate deserters and Union forces in Virginia, Ala-

bama, and Florida." The potential of Black insurrection and maroon guerilla

warfare posed a serious military problem for the Confederates . The rebellious

enslaved African and the insurgent maroon represented a fifth column which

could bring significant damage to the Confederacy if unattended.

After the Civil War, Black soldiers continued their role as fighters for

Black liberation . The presence of Black troops served as an inspiration to the



newly freed Black community and a threat to the old Confederates. Large num-

bers of white Union soldiers demanded to be released from service since many

were enlisted from the start of the conflict in 1861 . This left large numbers of

Black troops, many of whom had entered the conflict in or after 1863, to occupy

their former oppressors in the South. In June 1865, there were 122,179 Blacks in

the U.S . Army, most being stationed in the South.' Within the Black community

there was a clear understanding of the role of Black troops in defeating the Con-

federates and crushing chattel slavery. Martin Delany, speaking to a newly freed

community on Saint Helena's Sea Island, South Carolina, stated, "I want you to

understand that we would not have become free, had we not armed ourselves and

fought for our independence. . . We have now two hundred thousand of our men

well drilled in arms and used to warfare, and I tell you it is with you and them that

slavery shall not come back again. . ."" Reflected in Delany's message was the

anticipation of the Black community of the continued presence of armed Black

people as freedom fighters . The Black periodical the New Orleans Tribune, which

served as a vehicle for land redistribution and voting rights, called for Black

soldiers to put forces of white reaction in line . The editor of the Tribune stated :

It would probably be sufficient to send a few companies of colored
troops to the worst parishes . The presence of our armed brothers,
wearing the United States uniform, would do a great deal toward
bringing the slaveholders to their senses . The Black regiments
carry with them the vivid and forcible image of the revolution, i.e .
of the elevation of the downtrodden race to the level of citizens .16

Black troops attached a special role to their duty on the land they and their ances-

tors had toiled for free for centuries as captive laborers . In many instances Black



soldiers defended their sisters and brothers against local law enforcement offi-

cials . In one case, Black soldiers in Wilmington, North Carolina, "arrested the

white chief of police and paraded him through the streets before an appreciative

crowd" of recently freed Black people . In Aiken, South Carolina, Black soldiers

refused to be seated on a segregated basis at a Baptist worship service . When

confronted by white men, the Black soldiers produced bayonets to defend their

right to sit where they pleased . Union army officials also blamed Black troops for

the increasing Black anticipation for land redistribution to the newly free Black

community.,,

Former slavers and Confederates did not like the effect on Black soldiers

of the recently free Black population . Many whites complained to Union officials

that Black soldiers encouraged local Black freedpersons not to work for whites .

Some white Southerners also resented the stationing of Black troops, many

formerly enslaved people in the South. This they viewed as further punishment by

the North for the South rebelling against the Union . Racist attitudes also contrib-

uted to Southern whites' rejection of Black soldiers, who they viewed as a "horde

of barbarians" and "creatures who cannot understand the responsibility with

which they are invested." While Black soldiers distinguished themselves in

combat and won praises for their discipline from superiors after the war, requests

were made to President Andrew Johnson for their removal . Johnson responded by

removing Black soldiers from the South and demobilizing them as soon as pos-

sible . 3B While the demobilization of Black fighting forces seriously weakened

the ability of Black people to defend themselves against white supremacist forces .

the participation in the U.S . military provided training, skills, and confidence to



Black people. The Black experience during the Civil War certainly aided the

continuation of armed Black resistance .

Reconstruction and Armed Black Resistance

Newly emancipated Blacks realized the necessity of arms in protecting

their freedom. With Union, particularly Black Union, forces to protect them,

Black folks had to form armed groups in response to white vigilante terrorism .

After Andrew Johnson removed Union troops from the South, ex-Confederate

forces attempted to regain power by force and intimidation . Mobilized through the

Democratic Party , white planters wished to prevent Black political participation

and land redistribution to the freedpersons . In 1866 white supremacists inspired

riots in Memphis, Charleston, and New Orleans, attempting to defeat Republican

opponents and terrorize the Black population back into submission . The predomi-

nately Republican Congress, sensing Johnson was too lenient in managing the

former Confederates, enacted the Reconstruction Act of 1867 . The Reconstruction

Act put the former Confederacy under martial law, dividing the South into five

military districts . Twenty thousand Federal soldiers were assigned to enforce the

martial law. To bolster this force, local citizens loyal to the Union were allowed to

form militias . This provided an opportunity for Blacks to organize themselves into

armed groups to protect their newly won freedom . Throughout the South, Black

people formed militias to protect their lives and liberty in the face of white su-

premacist terror. In some cases Black people formed armed groups even prior to

the Reconstruction Acts . Often, Civil War veterans formed the nucleus of these

Black civilian armies. Once the Reconstruction Act was adopted, the majority of



Southern whites were not willing to defend the Republican administration, while

the majority of Blacks viewed the Republicans and the Federal government as

allies . While there was ambivalence by the Federal government and liberal and

moderate Republicans about Blacks with guns, Reconstruction governments in the

South depended on Black militias against their Democratic and openly violent

enemies.

The Black civilian army concept did not begin during Reconstruction .

From the outset of Emancipation, the Freedpersons realized the necessity of arms

to protect their freedom and obtain and maintain the land necessary for their

survival and progress . During the Civil War, Black civilians were armed to

protect their liberty. In one case, when Black Union forces liberated plantations

near Jackson, Mississippi, in 1863, they armed their freed sisters and brothers in

the area . The recently freed and armed Blacks equitably divided the plantations

and the cotton and farm implements among themselves . Armed Blacks on land

liberated from Confederate slavers frightened local whites, realizing their greatest

fears . Later these Black liberated plantations were recaptured by Confederates and

their armed resistance fighters removed and imprisoned in Jackson.

As in the above example, newly freed Black peasants sought to defend

their liberty and fight for land. In some cases they sought to protect land already

granted to them by the government . Others even sought arms to seize land they

viewed was theirs by right, for compensation for decades, even centuries, of

unpaid, forced labor. In 1865, Black freedmen and women established a militia

275 men to protect their settlement on the Georgia Sea Island of Saint Catherine ,

Under the leadership ofTunis G. Campbell, who was appointed "governor of the



Georgia Sea Islands" by the Freedman's Bureau, the residents of Saint Catherines

established their own government. The freedpersons of Saint Catherines obtained

land through Union general William Sherman's Special Field Order Number

Fifteen . Field Order Fifteen granted the Georgia and South Carolina coastline,

thirty miles inland, and the Sea Islands to the freedpersons . After observing white

Federal troops abuse freedpersons on Saint Helena Island in South Carolina,

Campbell decided to organize Black communities in Georgia Sea Islands under

the philosophy of "separatism for strength." The Saint Catherines community was

organized for self-reliance and self-determination, with its own constitution,

bi-cameral legislature, judiciary (including a supreme court), as well as the civil-

ian militia. In the spirit of Sherman's order and the letter of Saint Catherines

constitution, the militia of the Island would not allow whites to come on Saint

Catherines without the permission of the government . As in other parts of

"Sherman's Reservation," Saint Catherines blacks resisted when the Freedman's

Bureau decided to pursue a policy of utilizing freed Blacks as contract laborers

rather than land redistribution. The Black militia of Saint Catherines would not

allow former slavers to come back to the Island to reclaim their former planta-

tions . When Federal officials were not permitted to enter the Island by militia

forces, the U.S. military was ordered to disarm the militia and expel Campbell to

the mainland . While Campbell's forces capitulated to federal forces, others

resisted.'° In January of 1867, 200 armed freedpersons on Saint Helena Island

confronted Federal forces ordered to remove Blacks from the land so possession

could be secured by former plantation owners . Observers of the standoff between

Federal forces and the armed freedpersons stated the Blacks " . .swore. . .they would



die where they stood before they would surrender claims to the land." After

confronting Federal troops one of the Black combatants of Saint Helena, express-

ing their determination, stated "We have but one master now. . .Jesus Christ. . .and

he'll never come here to collect taxes or drive us off." Sensing the determination

of the freedpersons and the consequences of battle the Federal commanders

thought it better to retreat on that day."

Whereas some Blacks stood ready to die for land they had obtained, others

where ready to use arms to seize land. In the fall of 1865, white Southern leaders

from Virginia to Texas warned of rumors of Black insurrections for land by

January of 1866 . It is believed that many freedpersons expected land to be redis-

tributed by Christmas day, 1865 . While some historians have credited rumors of

Black insurrectionary conspiracies for land to hype by the white supremacist

press, the Democratic Party, and the white planter class, not all of these claims

were without merit. Speakers at a public meeting of freedpersons at Greensboro,

Alabama in December, 1865 declared Blacks would have "lands or blood."

Actual plots by freedpersons to seize land were uncovered near Savannah,

Memphis, and Richmond. In some cases Blacks armed themselves and prepared

for battle, erroneously believing they had the support of the federal government

in their quest for land and self-government . As previously stated, in the years

immediately following the Civil War, it was feared that Black Union forces were

agitating their civilian brothers and sisters to prepare to fight for land . In response

to the fear of Black insurrection, as in the antebellum period, white Southerners

formed militias to suppress Black revolt . DuBois mentions that in the Alabama

Black Belt, during the Winter of 1866-1867, there was an increased fear of Black



insurrection to seize land. In response to the rapid acquisition of "shotguns,

muskets, and pistols" by Blacks in Alabama, white militias searched Black homes

and confiscated the weapons of the freedpersons . ;2

Mississippi was one of the principal battlegrounds between Black militias

and white supremacist vigilantes . During the election of 1875, violence and mob

attack initiated by white racists occurred throughout the state, particularly

Vicksburg, Yazoo City, Rolling Fork, Macon, Louisville, and Water Valley,

Coahoma County. Much of this violence was organized by a terrorist organiza-

tion called the White Liners . In the Hinds County town of Clinton, a confrontation

between whites and Blacks and Republican allies left two whites and two Blacks

dead. After this skirmish the White Liners initiated a campaign of terror, killing

nearly fifty Black and Republican leaders . Violence spread to two other towns in

Hinds County, Bolton and Edwards, as the White Liners targeted Black and

Republican activists for lynching. Many Black and Republican activists from

rural Hinds county, including State Senator Charles Caldwell, escaped to Jackson,

where Democrats and white vigilantes were weak. Caldwell had the distinction of

being the first Black man (and probably only) to kill a white man in Mississippi

and be acquitted by an all white jury on the grounds of self-defense. After Presi-

dent Ulysses Grant refused to send additional Federal troops to Mississippi to put

down the White Line reign of terror, Governor Ames commissioned the organiza-

tion of state militia forces . Following Ames' request, seven companies of the

Mississippi Infantry were formed, five Black and two white . Charles Caldwell

was commander and captain of the Second Regiment of the Mississippi Infantry.

The White Lines reign of terror only ceased after Caldwell's arming Black volun-



teers throughout Hinds county. Realizing they would meet stiff resistance from

armed Blacks, White Line leaders ordered their combatants to retreat, realizing

the elevation of hostilities could possibly lead to federal intervention . Black

militia forces also stabilized the security of Black and Republican forces in Yazoo

and DeSoto counties after being supplied with arms by the state . Rather than

expand this victory by utilizing predominately Black militia forces to restore

order throughout the state, Ames sought compromise with the Democrats . After

receiving promises by Democratic leaders that no harm or violence would come

to Mississippi Blacks, Ames disbanded the militia forces . Unfortunately the white

planters would not keep their promises of a peaceful election, as white terrorism

resumed unabated . The demobilization of Black militia forces would give white

planters and the Democrats the advantage through the tactics of terror to defeat

the Black majority's attempts to participate in the 1875 election. In December of

that year Charles Caldwell would be assassinated by white vigilantes in Clinton."

Black militias bore the brunt of the combat with white supremacist vigi-

lantes in defense of local and State Republican governments in the South. Often

Federal forceswere neutral or slow to act when white terrorists attacked Black

communities and Republicans . Unfortunately the Federal and Republican

government's ambivalence and opposition to relying on and reinforcing Black

military force in the South led to the defeat of Reconstruction and the reign of

white supremacy.

Some Mississippi Blacks not only armed for self-defense but for retalia-

tion. The Klan feared Blacks who organized themselves into armed bands to

retaliate against perpetrators of violence against Black people . The Klan labeled



this form of Black resistance "clubing." In two reported cases, Mississippi whites

accused of killing Blacks were forced to seek refuge after being pursued and

hunted by Black clubs.44

Through Black peasant land seizures, campaigns of Black militia forces

and retaliatory strikes of Black clubs, the Black armed resistance tradition contin-

ued. While armed Black resistance was consistent with survival of the Recon

struction governments in the South, the Federal government and state and local

white Republican officials were at best hesitant to reorganize the South based

upon Black military force . As in the case of Governor Ames in Mississippi, white

Republican leaders sought compromise with white Democrats rather than depend

on armed Blacks to complete a social and political revolution in the South. Com-

menting on the Federal and Reconstruction government's fear of armed Blacks,

W.E.B . DuBois stated :

. ..[RJeconstruction governors were afraid to use these (Black)
militia lest they start race war, and the effort to arm and equip them
efficiently was silently opposed . Usually it resulted that disarmed
and unsuspecting Black people were set upon by white forces
superior in numbers, armed and disciplined, and with little chance
of self-defense .''5

Without Black Federal troops or organized Black militia forces, with Federal and

state support, most Black communities were at the mercy of white militias and

vigilante forces. As in Alabama in 1866, once Black Federal troops or Black

militia forces were removed or disbanded, white militias went door to door

in Black communities for the purpose of disarming Black civilians . White



supremacy was not secure without the elimination of an organized Black armed

presence .

Nadir Period: Black Communities Respond to Lynching

The decades following Reconstruction represented a nadir period for

Black people in America, particularly in the South. Between 1882 and 1901 over

1,914 Black people were lynched in the United States' In Mississippi, from

1888 to 1904, there were 238 lynchings . In Mississippi between 1904 and 1908,

lynchings occurred on a rate of one every twenty-five days . From 1888 to 1904,

2381ynchings occurred in Mississippi. Between 1904 and 1908 there were 74

lynchings in Mississippi, an average of one every twenty-five days.' During this

reign of tensor, Black people had virtually no support or protection from the

federal government . Only on rare occasions did governors exercise their authority

to provide security to Blacks from racist violence . Local law enforcement did not

protect the Black community from lynch parties, but also collaborated with racist

white mobs. Blacks were generally lynched for violating the conventions of white

supremacy. White racists justified their violent terror as actions of defense of

white women from "attacks" by savage Black rapists . The investigations of Black

journalist and activist Ida Wells Barnett exposed the "defense of white woman-

hood" justification as a smoke screen for the maintenance of white supremacy and

black oppression, particularly in the South.'

In response to the white supremacist reign of terror, Black Southerners

responded with violence in self-defense . Black civilians formed patrols to protect

Black prisoners from lynch mobs in Darien, Georgia (1899), and Hampton and



Richmond, Virginia (1899 and 1901, respectively) .49 In the 1906 Atlanta race riot,

the predominately Black neighborhoods of Darktown and Brownsville distin-

guished themselves by the stiff resistance they mustered in the face of white mobs

seeking to disarm and terrorize Black people into submission . Some of Atlanta's

more prominent Black citizens were in different ways involved in the defense of

their lives, loved ones and property. In preparation for a violent conflict, mortician

David T. Howard requested and received a shipment of weapons from Chicago in

a casket days before the riot . Armed with a shotgun, the noted scholar-then

professor at Atlanta University-W.E.B . DuBois watched for invaders from his

porch. At the instruction of his father, thirteen year old Walter White stood ready

to shoot "the first man" that "puts his foot on the lawn when his neighborhood

was invaded by a white mob."' Armed Black resistance was also utilized by

Mississippi Blacks as a response to mob violence . In 1906 Blacks and whites

exchanged over 500 rounds, after a white mob attempted to invade the Black

enclave of Wiggins, Mississippi . The white mob's intrusion into the Black com-

munity was initiated because of the belief that Blacks were organizing to protect a

Black inmate, "Dollar Bill" Smith, from a white party. This battle left one dead

with several wounded on both sides. In 1888 and 1906 the Black community of

Wahalak (in Kemper County) offered armed resistance to white terror. In each

case white mobs invaded the Black section of Wahalak to punish and terrorize the

entire Black community after an incident between an individual Black and white

citizens . After the battle of 1888, where two whites were killed, the local whites

were supported by whites from neighboring counties and state troopers . Even

though being outnumbered and outgunned, the Blacks resisted for forty-eight



hours. While in each case there were more Black fatalities than white, the resis-

tance of the blacks of Wahalak was considered a dangerous threat to white su-

premacy in Mississippi . The Weekly Clarion Ledger stated unless "the last of the

obnoxious Negroes have been done away with" white lives and power was not

secures'

While the above-mentioned incidents did not stop the tide of white terror-

ism, they do represent a means of survival which would be employed in Black

southern communities for most of the twentieth century. Blacks are more likely to

utilize armed resistance versus white invaders if there is a community with a

contiguous Black section or a Black majority with a class of Black landowners .

Black enclaves, like the Black sections of Wiggins, Wahalak, or Darktown and

Brownsville in Atlanta, offer a base of mutual protection and support for armed

resistance . Darien and Hampton were both in Black majority counties with a

significant number of Black landowners . Being more economically independent

from their brothers and sisters involved in sharecropping, independent Black

farmers were not as likely to be intimidated by local whites . Independent Black

farmers also possessed more resources to mount significant resistance . Neil

McMillen notes that the larger the Black population the less likely the lynching

of Black people . 52 In some cases this reality was because of the consequences

Blacks themselves could inflict on white vigilantes .

Armed resistance would become more determined and massive in the

period following World War 1. In numerous race riots across the United States,

Black communities, including Southern cities and towns like Longview, Texas;

Charleston, South Carolina ; Knoxville, Tennessee ; Elaine, Arkansas ; and Wash-



ington D.C., met white supremacist violence with Black defensive and retaliatory

violence . The armed Black response to white mobs is part of what characterized

the "New Negro." Some authors have attributed this new militance on the part of

Black people on the return of Black soldiers from the war presumably to fight for

democracy, only to face resentment, segregation and terrorism upon returning to

the U.S .

The New Negro and Armed Self-defense

In the early 1930's, Communist organizers found Black communities

relying on the tradition of armed self-defense . During the Depression Era, the

Communist Party began to organize Black sharecroppers in Alabama. Commu

nist organizers were impressed by the willing attitude of rural Alabama Blacks to

respond to the violent terror of white supremacists . The Communist Party champi-

oned the armed resistance of Alabama Black farmers to white lynch mobs led by

local police in Camp Hill (1931) and Reeltown (1932). These two incidents were

promoted by the Communists as examples of the determination of Black people to

have freedom and self-determination in the Black Belt, or historic Black majority

areas of the South. At this time the international Communist movement recog-

nized the right of national self-determination to the Black "oppressed nation" in

the Black Belt . In both Camp Hill and Reeltown, members of the Communist

Party organized Sharecroppers Union (SCA) and traded gunfire with white mobs

attempting to disrupt meetings of the SCA. After waging a valiant fight, in both

cases, the armed militants of the SCA were overwhelmed by a superior force with

superior firepower. It was general practice for SCA members, throughout the state



of Alabama, to be armed at their meetings . Communist organizer Harry Haywood

commented about the practice of SCA members being armed for their individual

and collective security. In his autobiography, Haywood, remembering the SCA

stated ; "There were guns of all kinds . . .shotguns, rifles and pistols . Sharecroppers

were coming to the meeting armed and left their guns with their coats when they

came in." Haywood's recollection of the SCA exemplifies the continuation of the

armed resistance tradition among Black Southerners.

Armed Black Resistance : From Towns and Country to the Barracks

Most of the world was involved in imperialist war during the late 1930's

and the first half of the 1940's . Inside the United States, the struggle against racial

terrorism and white supremacy was not suspended due to World War II . Member

ship in the NAACP increased nearly ten times during the War. The Black press

went on an offensive promoting a "Double V" campaign, a victory against racism

and fascism at home and abroad. This militant attitude was also reflected in the

Black recruits in the military during this period, as the Black human rights

struggle extended from the streets and rural places to military bases and towns . A

a component part of the Black human rights struggle, the black armed resistance

tradition was also present on World War II miliary bases . Militancy and protest h%

Black soldiers increased particularly in the South . In the "jim crow" South, a

Black man in a U.S . military uniform, was considered a threat by the local white

population. The U.S . military refused to protect Black soldiers off base from lo,. ., :

racists and often used the military police to control and contain the resistance o I

Black soldiers to racism. This type of segregation, enforced by the military, led t,



spontaneous revolts at nearly all of the Army facilities in the South.

Sometimes Black soldiers would obtain weapons to confront local racists

or the military police . One example of Black armed resistance in the U.S . military

took place in 1941 . At Fort Bragg in Fayetteville, North Carolina, a gun battle

occurred between military police and Black soldiers . This battle was the result of

Black complaints of military police brutality. One Black soldier, Ned Thurman,

was attacked by white military police after objecting to the beating of a Black

soldier by MP's. A struggle ensued and Thurman was able to wrestle a weapon

from his attackers . At the end of the melee, Thurman and one of the MP's were

both fatally wounded from gunfire . That evening all Black soldiers at Fort Bragg,

whether involved in the incident or not, were forced to stand all night with both

hands above their heads. At Brookley Field, Alabama, Black soldiers and MP's

exchanged gunfire, after the Blacks forcibly removed MP's and a white civilian

from segregated Black military barracks . The MP's and the white civilian were in

the Black soldier's barracks searching for a Black soldier who had alledgedly

robbed the civilian . The black soldiers response was fueled by a belief that any

accused soldier would be persecuted by the local authorities, whom they consid-

ered racist. In this incident over one thousand rounds of ammunition were

exchanged, with one bystander, a Black soldier not involved in the incident,

critically wounded. After the smoke cleared nine Black privates were court

martialed, convicted, and sentenced to twenty five to sixteen years . Another

incident, at Camp Clairborne in Louisiana, led to the court martialing and convic-

tion of Black soldiers on charges of mutiny, disobedience, attempts to seize arms .

and kidnapping two officers . In this case Black soldiers seized weapons and



initiated gunfire after hearing rumors that a Black soldier was shot and killed by

local police . The white fear of insurrection by Black military personnel led the

governor of Mississippi to request that the War Department remove Black segre-

gated units from that state . Some southern bases ordered the removal of firing

pins from the rifles of black soldiers . After a series of violent racial conflicts in

1941 and 1942, the War department urged white commanders of Black troops to

treat Black soldiers with the "utmost care and diplomacy."5°

Armed Resistance in the "Fight for Democracy at Home"

After many Blacks had fought in World War II, they returned finding the

need to fight against white supremacy at home. This reality was apparent in an

armed conflict which developed in the small country town of Columbia, Tennes

see, in the Winter of 1946 . On February 25, a dispute occurred between a white

department store employee and a Black customer, Mrs. Gladys Stephenson and

her son James, a World War II veteran . The Stephensons were immediately ar-

rested for disturbing the peace after a fight between the store employee and James

Stephenson. While the Stephensons were released and rearrested on a more

serious charge of assault with the intent to commit murder, many in the white

community was angered after the mother and son were bailed out by a prominent

Black businessman . Concerned about the possibility of a white mob invasion of

the Black community, many Columbia Blacks mobilized themselves to protect

Mink Slide, the Black business district of Columbia. A sentry was developed,

with large participation from veterans of World War II. To make it more difficult

for any party of invaders, as a defensive tactic, the sentry shot out the street lights



of Mink Slide. When the Chief of Police and three officers attempted to enter

Mink Slide to investigate gunfire, they were ordered to halt by Columbia's Black

sentry. The Chief and the other officers were shot and wounded, after refusing to

recognize the orders of the black civilian patrol . After the engagement between

the Columbia police and the Black sentry, the Maury County Sheriff, J.J .

Underwood, contacted Tennessee Governor Jim Nance to get the assistance of the

state Highway Patrol and State Guard to put down the armed mobilization of

Blacks in Columbia. On the morning of February 26th, a superior force of over

500 Tennessee state police and militia was able to suppress the armed Black

sentry. Not only did the state Patrol and Guard disarm Columbia's Blacks, but

Mink Slide was ransacked . Thirty-one members of Columbia's Black community

were indicted, twenty-five of them charged with attempted murder of the four

policemen . The case of the Columbia defendants became a national cause for the

NAACP and other human rights organizations . One important argument for the

defense was that given the memory of lynchings and recent history of police

brutality, Columbia's Blacks were reasonably acting in self-defense . To the sur-

prise of many, a jury in Lawrence County (where the trial took place) only found

two of the Columbia defendants guilty of attempted murder. One of the two

convicted defendants was later retried and exonerated. The Columbia case was

significant for the post-World War II Civil Rights Movement because it served as

a national mobilizing point immediately after the War."

Another case of Black self-defense would also serve as a national and

international case for the post-World War II Civil Rights Movement. The case of

Rosa Ingram emphasized the right of Black women to protection from white



rapists . In February of 1948, Mrs. Rosa Ingram, a widow with twelve children,

and her two teenaged sons Wallace and Sammy were convicted of murdering a

white farmer, John Ed Stratford . The Ingrams defense was that Stratford threat-

ened her and struck her with a .32 caliber rifle after she refused his advances .

Fearing for their mother's safety, according to their testimony, the two Ingram

sons came to her defense . Wallace disarmed Stratford and hit him with the

weapon . Stratford died from blows received during the struggle . The Ingrams

were convicted by an all-white jury in a one-day trial and sentenced to death . A

coalition of civil rights and progressive groups and individuals came to the sup-

port of the Ingrams, including the NAACP, the American Communist Party,

churches and women's organizations. In 1949, W.E.B . DuBois submitted an

appeal to the member governments of the United Nations. As a part of its cam-

paign to expose the racist and imperialist nature of the U.S ., the People's Republic

of China condemned the imprisonment and death sentences of the Ingrams. The

Chinese statement declared the Ingrams "have been illegally kept in prison for

more than four years and are suffering from cruel torture, on account of the fact

they defended their honor and stood against racial discrimination." Condemning

the U.S .A . the Chinese stated the" brutal treatment towards Negroes is no differ-

ent from that of fascists towards the Jews." Domestic and international pressure

prevented the Ingrams from execution and they were paroled in 1959 . 56

An armed Black uprising was prevented by CIO labor organizers in 1946

in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. Workers of R.J . Reynolds tobacco company

went on strike in the Summer of the same year. The strike was organized by the

CIO affiliate Food, Tobacco, Agricultural and Allied Workers (FI'A) . The FTA



was comprised of predominately Black workers . On the afternoon of August 23rd,

violence erupted between police and workers at the picket line, who were striking

for wage increases, better job security and better working conditions. Union

organizers were called from a meeting after receiving word that there was vio-

lence at the picket line. After arriving at the scene union organizer Phillip Koritz

observed a Black male worker, Cal Jones, being beaten by five white police

officers . When Koritz intervened, he, Jones, and two Black female workers were

arrested . In response to the arrests and treatment of the demonstrators by police,

several officers were attacked by demonstrators and bystanders . Police vehicles

were hit with bricks . Several of the Black demonstrators, including workers just

arriving at the scene, went to their homes to obtain weapons. Fearing an armed

Black uprising, North Carolina Governor Gregg Cherry ordered the release of all

those arrested on their own recognizance, with the stipulation that Koritz would

demobilize the potential uprising . Koritz agreed to this on the condition that the

pickets would not be harassed by the police . Koritz was successful in persuading

the participants in the potential uprising, estimated to be over three thousand

angry Blacks, to not retaliate and return to the picket lines'

While the Columbia incident and the Ingram case were two instances

where the national Civil Rights community supported the right of Black self-

defense against racial terror, there were also local incidents that rarely reached thr

attention of the national media. These incidents often become important fixture

in the oral history of local communities . One such case is the ordeal of Eddie N, K

in Holmes County, Mississippi, in 1954 . In January of that year, a young Black

man shot and killed a white store owner after an argument . Noel, a veteran of the



U.S . Army, was known as a sharpshooter in Holmes county . It is claimed that

Noel could shoot matches and cigarettes out of his wife's mouth without harnting

her. After Noel shot the white storeowner, another violent exchange occurred at

his home. Newspaper accounts seem to differ from local legend about what

occurred at the shootout at Noel's house . Newspapers suggest Noel killed two

more whites and wounded two others in two separate shootouts at his home with

whites intending to apprehend him. Newspaper accounts suggest the posse search-

ing for Noel was never more than four men. Black oral accounts claim that Noel

outdueled and scattered a posse of 500 white men which was organized to kill

him. Noel hid in the woods evading a massive manhunt (according to legend),

including the Mississippi National guard, the Highway patrol, and the FBI. Many

rural blacks were harassed because local law enforcement believed Noel could not

survive without assistance . Due to the virtual state of siege in Black communities

in Holmes county and the rest of the Mississippi delta and a deal offered by state

officials, Noel finally turned himself in . Eddie Noel became a folk hero in

Holmes county. His story, whether fact or fiction, was an inspiration to a genera-

tion of Holmes Countians . Ten years later these same folk who where inspired by

him would serve as an inspiration to the entire Civil Rights Movement."

From one generation to the next armed resistance has played a significant

role in the survival and development of the Black liberation movement in North

America. The examples of armed resistance in this chapter occurred in the South .

This demonstrates a tradition of Black resistance which has existed in the South

since the sixteenth century, when the enslaved Africans of San Miguel de

Guadlupe defeated their oppressors. In the subsequent chapters, we will explore



how this tradition continued in Mississippi in the freedom struggle that intensified

in the mid-1960's .
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Chapter Two: The Movement Intensifies : Mississippi and Medgar

In Mississippi, the continuation of the armed resistance tradition has to be

understood within the context of the violent nature of life within the state . Vio-

lence existed in Mississippi as a means of social control by the white power

structure over Black people . Particularly in areas with large Black populations,

violence was necessary to "keep niggers in their place." A statement by

Black Reconstruction U.S . Senator from Mississippi Blanche K. Bruce was as

true in 1950's as it was in the 1890's . Bruce declared :

. . .in all important areas of citizenship, a Negro in Mississippi
receives substantially less than his due consideration as an Ameri-
can and as a Mississippian . We find that terror hangs over the
Negro in Mississippi and is an expectancy for those who refuse to
accept their color as a badge of inferiority.'

After Emancipation in Mississippi, as well as the rest of the South, a white

supremacist military offensive complemented the legal offensive to disenfranchise

and subjugate people of African descent. Without violence it would have been

impossible to keep Blacks from exercising their participation in the state and local

electoral arena. Without participation in the electoral arena, white supremacists

were free to implement their agenda, which first and foremost meant to set the

political machinery to institutionalize white domination . The violence of the

Reconstruction era would establish the foundation of race relations in the state for

the next one hundred years . Neil McMillen's study of Black life in Mississippi

during what has been called the Nadir period, Dark �Journey: Black MississiRpians



in the Age of Jim C,Eow, states that nearly 600 Mississippians of African descent

were lynched between 1880 and 1940. With the terror of lynch law and the denial

of Black voter registration, which eliminated Blacks from participation on juries,

no Mississippi white was ever convicted for the murder of a Black person . To

maintain white supremacy in Mississippi it was necessary to eliminate Blacks as

political competitors . Mississippi has historically possessed one of the highest

Black populations in the United States with the he western part of the state having

the highest Black concentration . The Delta region in the north and central western

sections of the state became an agricultural center based on cotton and Black

sharecropping after Reconstruction . In the Delta, political and economic repres-

sion, and white supremacist violence was utilized to keep Blacks powerless . Other

areas of the state also had high Black concentrations . Other historical Black

concentration centers include the southwest (Mississippi) river lowlands ; the

Loess Hills region, running from the southwestern counties of the state north to

the Tennessee border; and Black Prairie Flatwoods, which extends from the

central Alabama Black Belt north through the north central portion of Mississippi .

All of these regions developed as agricultural hubs based on captive African labor

during the antebellum period. After emancipation these regions remained eco-

nomically dependent on Black labor through agrarian peonage . Due to their high

Black concentrations, violence was also necessary to maintain white supremacy in

these regions, as in the Delta.'

The end of World War H was a period that Black people throughout the

South saw as a time to intensify the struggle to achieve political and citizenship

rights. After Reconstruction, one necessary pillar in maintaining white political



dominance was the white primary . Being that most Southern states were de facto

one-party monopolies, winning the Democratic primary was essential to control-

ling the political apparatus . Particularly in the Deep South, the Democratic Party

denied Black voters from participating in the primary. In 1944, the U.S . Supreme

Court outlawed the white primary in the case of Smith v A11wright. This decision

set the stage for Blacks to challenge racist voting restrictions .

In 1946, the first Mississippi statewide election since the Smith v.

A11wright Supreme Court decision led to a rash of terrorist violence. Mobilized by

white supremacist, including Mississippi U.S . Senator Theodore Bilbo, racist law

enforcement and vigilantes attacked Blacks attempting to register to vote and

those few registered Blacks who attempted to vote . For example, on primary day

in Gulfport, Mississippi, local NAACP president and army veteran Vernando R.

Collier and his wife were attacked by a group of about fifteen white men after the

Colliers approached the polls to vote . Even though a police officer was present,

according to Collier the white mob "knocked me down, dragged me to the front cat

the porch and threw me out. .. at the same time assaulted and struck my wife, who

was constantly screaming and pleading the officer to stop them from beating me

The officer ignored Mrs. Collier's requests and made no arrests .' This vivid

example is just one of the cases described by nearly 200 blacks who had the

courage to testify at a U.S . Senate Committee hearing to investigate "a reign of

terror" in Mississippi during the election campaign of 1946 .5

Blacks not only experienced political subjugation but economic segrega-

tion in post-World War II Mississippi . Black income was less than half of white

income. In 1949, annual Black median family income was $601, compared to



S 1,614 for whites. Close to two-thirds of Black men worked in agricultural labor,

with over 80 percent of these working as sharecroppers or seasonal laborers

picking cotton or harvesting fruit . Two-thirds of Black women working in non-

agricultural positions worked as domestics . In the rural areas, for some the

possibility of utilizing education to rise from economic dependency was virtually

impossible. In a state that generally expended little on education, prior to 1954,

schools attended by Blacks received one-fifth the revenue received by white

schools . Blacks living in agrarian peonage found it difficult to openly resist .

Challenging the caste rules of segregation could mean the lost of employment,

property, and possibly life . The white supremacist violence, the political subjuga-

tion, and the limited economic options for people of African descent led many

Blacks to leave Mississippi in the post-war years for perceived "greener pastures."

Mississippi's black population declined nearly 300,000 between 1940 and 1950,

bringing the percentage of the state's Black population from 54 percent to 45

percent.'

The economic dependency of agrarian peonage challenged the very dig-

nity of Black people. The status of the Black sharecropper or seasonal worker led

to informal practices to reinforce white supremacy. Prior to the 1960's in Fayette,

Mississippi, a black male sharecropper could not be seen downtown in a white

dress shirt except for Sunday. It was assumed that if he was wearing a dress shirt

during the week he wasn't working for a planter. Whites could summarily order

sharecropping Blacks to leave downtown.'

In spite of the history of political, economic repression and terrorist

violence, the Black community was not completely powerless or routed psycho-



logically. There were always Black people who defied the customs of segregation

or were allowed space to coexist without being subject to the humiliation imposed

on the majority of Black Mississippians . This is true particularly from those

Blacks who could muster enough resources within the framework of segregation

to live a more autonomous existence than their brothers and sisters sharecropping

on the plantations . These defiant Blacks were often called "Bad Negroes." While

"Bad Negroes" were in the minority in this period, their social significance was

greater. The majority of the Black community identified with the openly defiant

Blacks who generally became folk heroes .' This is true of rebellious Blacks who

engaged in gun battles with whites like Eddie Noel and Robert Charles .

In rural areas "Bad Negroes" could probably be found among those

Blacks who owned enough land to survive and support their families without

being involved in agrarian peonage . In 1964, there were over one million acres of

land owned by Blacks in Mississippi . Particularly when living in Black majority

counties or contiguous Black communities, these Blacks landowners and their

offspring proved to be more defiant of segregationist standards of behavior. Often

weapons were needed to back up their defiant stands . In the hills ofAttala County

after emancipation, Blacks began to occupy land . Since the Civil War, Black

people have occupied at least one third of Attala land in contiguous communities

in the hills . The Black land owners and their families would receive different

treatment from whites, as opposed to the treatment of their brother and sisters who

sharecropped on Attala plantations . Living in a contiguous community, blacks

could offer mutual support from nightriders . In fact Attala Blacks often developed

traps for nightriders . ° In the Black majority county of Jefferson, Ed Cole remem-



bers his father would not allow him or his brothers to work for white planters . A

proud owner of his own land, Cole confronted white hunters on one occasion.

Cole was able to do this in a county where Blacks could not go downtown to

Fayette during the week wearing a white shirt."

In the Black majority county of Madison, the Chinn family owned 154

acres of land during the Depression years. A white planter threatened Ms. Chinn,

because he often observed her teenaged son C.O. in dress clothes during the week.

The planter was disturbed that a young Black had leisure time during what he

considered working hours . Young C.O.'s presence would set a bad example for

young Blacks on the plantations, thought the white planter. He insisted either C.O.

find some work, preferably with a white boss, or leave the county. When Ms.

Chinn told C.O. the demands of the white farmer, he asked "Mama, do you owe

this man any money?" After learning that she nor the family owed anything to the

farmer, C.O. asked that Ms. Chinn allow him to handle the problem. C.O . then

went to the farmer's land and surprised him with a .38 . C.O. politely told him to

leave Ms. Chinn alone and stay out of Chinn family business . This incident won

young C.O . a reputation as a "crazy nigga" who had the fear of local whites and

the admiration of local Blacks. C.O. Chinn would become one of the most re-

spected grassroots civil rights leaders in the state."

Particularly in rural areas, Blacks were armed, not only to hunt but to

protect themselves . Ms. Annie Colton (Reeves)12 grew up in the Depression years

in the Algiers community of Pike County, Mississippi . Her two brothers and four

sisters and herself were instructed on how to use firearms by their father. The

Colton family owned one Winchester rifle, a .22 rifle, a shotgun, and two hand-



guns . Ms. Reeve's remembers her father would often say, "its better to have

ammunition than to have food." The Coltons were known for being a defiant

family in their section of Algiers that would stand up to white folks . In the 1930's

Anna Colton once threatened white men attempting to claim her father's land . Ms.

Colton told the men "whenever you get ready to go to hell you come back." A

response such as this would result in lynching or exile in certain parts of Missis-

sippi for the majority of people of African descent."

Even during the mob violence and white supremacists terror which existed

during the primary of 1946, some Blacks were willing to defy the mob. Outside

the Newton County courthouse in Decatur, Mississippi, a potential armed con

frontation was averted during the primary of 1946. Earlier that day, a group of six

Black World War II veterans attempted to enter the courthouse to vote . Apparently

two of the "vets," who were brothers, organized the group earlier that summer to

obtain their voter registration . According to one of the brothers, " . ..we had been

told that we were fighting for our country, so we wanted to register and vote.""

Despite threats the evening before the election from local whites, the Black

veterans decided to continue their plans to vote in the primary. At the courthouse,

the Black veterans were met by a group of "some 15 or 20 armed white men" who

prevented them from entering . The mob soon escalated in number to two hundred

people . Angered, the six Blacks retreated to their homes to arm themselves and

returned to the courthouse to meet the mob of two hundred . Leaving their guns in

their cars the Blacks again attempted to enter the courthouse, but were prevented

by the white mob. The men thought it better not to further pursue their right to

vote on that day. According to one account, as the men retreated, the segregation-



ist mob continued their intimidation, but refrained from their threats after one of

the veterans brandished his weapon, a .38 handgun . The two of the veterans who

initiated the effort of the six Newton County Black veterans, brothers Medgar and

Charles Evers, would become significant players in the struggle to win voting and

human rights for Black Mississippians."

Medgar Evers and the NAACP

Along with Fannie Lou Hamer, the image of Medgar Evers stands as a

personification of the human rights movement in Mississippi during the 1960s.

The popular representation of Evers does not reflect that this courageous leader,

as an individual, believed in and practiced armed self-defense and other forms of

armed resistance . A close examination of Evers' participation in the freedom

movement will demonstrate that he was clearly a product of the armed resistance

tradition .

After the incident at the Newton County courthouse, Medgar decided to

finish high school (he quit school after his sophomore year to enter the Army) at

an experimental secondary program at Alcorn A&M, where his brother Charles

was enrolled in college . The Alcom secondary program was such a good expert -

ence for Medgar that he decided to stay on for college . In college he met his

future wife, Myrlie Beasley. After graduating from Alcorn in 1952, Medgar and

Myrlie would move to the all-Black Delta town of Mound Bayou.

In Mound Bayou, the Everses would both work for a Black owned insur

ance agency, the Magnolia Mutual Insurance Company. One of the principal

owners of Magnolia Mutual Insurance was Dr. T.R.M. Howard, a physician and



activist in his own right . '6 This job that prepared Medgar for some of his most

important political work. Evers became a door-to-door insurance agent throughout

the Delta . This work would prepare Evers for the grassroots organizing he was to

do in building NAACP chapters throughout the state . Just as important in terms of

preparing him fir his tasks was his observations of Black life in the Delta. The

conditions which Blacks lived in the Delta, the poverty, hunger, hopelessness and

squalor, horrified Evers. Months after taking the insurance job, Evers began to

blend selling insurance with recruiting members and organizing chapters for the

NAACP

Being a NAACP member in post-World War II Mississippi was a hazard-

ous venture . While the NAACP was the main human rights organization in the

state, prior to World War II , it operated in a virtually clandestine way, in most

places in the state . Those who were economically dependent on whites could not

represent or be associated with the NAACP without fearing reprisal . After World

War II, a new militancy and optimism invigorated new life into the organization .

Not only were more chapters formed, but with independent farmers, profession-

als, entrepreneurs and World War II veteranstaking the lead, the organization

began to function more openly and began to coordinate statewide efforts for

voting rights and desegregation . This is the environment in which Evers began to

be more active in the organization.

During Evers' years in Mound Bayou, he began to follow African inde-

pendence movements, particularly the nationalist struggle in Kenya . In these days

Evers, unlike other NAACP or Mississippi activists, saw the necessity of an

offensive armed struggle . He dreamed of forming a clandestine Black commando



unit designed after the Mau Mau of Kenya. The Mau Mau was an underground,

peasant-based resistance movement in British colonial Kenya, which led a popu-

lar uprising from 1953 to 1956 . While the Mau Mau, or the Kikuyu Land and

Freedom Army were defeated militarily, their revolt is given credit for breaking

the British resolve to directly colonize Kenya."

After the outbreak of the revolt, Evers closely followed the Mau Mau

uprising in the press and greatly admired Kenyan nationalist and suspected Mau

Mau leader Jomo Kenyatta .'I Evers had shared with close friends, family, and

some NAACP officials his plan to establish a Mississippi Mau Mau. The Missis-

sippi Mau Mau would retaliate against the perpetrators of racist violence on Black

Mississippians . Evers' strategy was not to defeat white supremacy in Mississippi

militarily but to use armed guerilla warfare to bring national and international

attention to the freedom struggle and the horrors of segregation. Medgar did not

win much support for his ideas and focused his energies on the traditional

NAACP methods, exposing the violations of white supremacy in the media and

litigation."

Later after he was nationally recognized as a representative of the Missis-

sippi freedom movement, Evers would not deny but distance himself from his

aspirations for armed struggle . In a 1958 interview in Ebony magazine, Evers is

quoted as stating he studied the Mau Mau and Kenyatta, when he was in the army.

This is interesting since Evers was in the military between 1941 and 1946 and the

Mau Mau uprising did not begin until 1953 (only five years prior to the inter-

view) . Evers says in the interview that the Bible convinced him ". ..that two

wrongs would not make a situation any different, and that I couldn't hate the



white man and at the same time hope to convert him." It is possible that, particu-

larly due to the emerging popularity and influence of Martin Luther King Jr. and

the conservative posture of the national NAACP leadership, Evers had to distance

himself publicly from all forms of armed resistance . Evers' pro-Mau Mau posi-

tion was well known among some national NAACP leaders . NAACP Southern

Regional Director Ruby Hurley commented about Medgar, "(T)alk about nonvio-

lent, he was anything but nonviolent ; anything but! And he always wanted to go at

it in Mau Mau fashion."=° Evers also was very image conscious . He believed it

was good public relations not to publicly demonstrate anger towards racists . He

also wanted to show the world that Mississippi Blacks were victims of white

supremacist violence . He hoped this could encourage support outside the state and

Federal intervention .=' While Evers did forget about or postpone his plans to build

a secretive Black commando unit, he continued to practice armed self-defense in

his organizing. Medgar first received statewide and national attention when he

applied to the University of Mississippi ("Ole Miss") Law School in 1954 as part

of an NAACP legal challenge to segregated education . Evers was denied admis-

sion, but the NAACP decided not to pursue a suit because they had another task

which would occupy a great amount of his time . In 1954, Medgar was to become

the state's first NAACP field secretary. Evers' job would make him the primary

organizer and spokesperson for the organization in the state . He and his family,

which now included two children, would now move to Jackson, the state capital .

Accepting the job as "point man" in Mississippi at this time was a serious

challenge. Medgar became NAACP field secretary, when the segregationists were

engaged in a serious counter-offensive campaign and gaining momentum. After



the 1954 U.S . Supreme Court decision on segregated education, white suprema-

cists responded with an intense counter-offensive campaign . In July of 1954, less

than two months after the Supreme Court's Brown v BoardofEducation decision,

seventy-five white segregationists formed the (white) Citizens' Council in the

Delta town of Indianola. The purpose of the Citizens' Council was to combat the

implementation of the Brown decision in Mississippi . It soon expanded its focus

to the maintenance of segregation and white supremacy overall . Within three

months, the Citizens' Council had at least 25,000 dues paying members through-

out the state . The Citizens' Council attempted to project a legal "middle class"

image and didn't openly advocate violence . Organizing public opinion, economic

pressure and the ballot would serve as the primary tactics of the Citizens' Council .

While the state leadership of the Citizens' Council was never linked to violent

acts of terror, the Council and terrorist organizations were two sides of the same

coin . In some local communities robed Klansmen were honored guests at Council

meetings .'-=

In 1956, the Mississippi segregationist government escalated its offensive

by creating the State Sovereignty Commission. The Commission was the official

counter-intelligence wing of the state's segregationist counter-offensive campaign .

The Commission was charged with the ability to "do and perform any and all acts

and things deemed necessary and proper to protect the sovereignty of the state of

Mississippi." Armed with secret investigators and paid informants, the Sover-

eignty Commission was the COINTELPRO program of the Mississippi white

supremacists .=' Along with the political pressure mobilized by the Citizen's

Council and the terrorist paramilitary actions of the Klan and other white su-



premacists vigilantes, the Sovereignty Commission offered intelligence, coordina-

tion of state and local law enforcement, and the ability to develop "fifth columns"

within the Black community to maintain white supremacy. The Citizen's Council,

the Klan, and the Sovereignty Commission were the frontline of the counter

offensive to maintain segregation and white power.

The counter-offensive utilized a variety of weapons to destabilize and

neutralize NAACP and other civil and human rights activists and their activities in

the state . A list of key NAACP and other Mississippi activists were passed out at

Citizen Council meetings throughout the state . This list included NAACP leaders

Gus Courts, George Lee (both from Belzoni), E.J. Stringer (Columbus), T.R.M.

Howard and Evers . Due to the economic pressure coordinated by the Citizen's

Council, many were refused credit, renewals on mortgages, and current loans

were called in for immediate payment . Activists were also harassed and bom-

barded with anonymous threats .

In 1954, the president of NAACP Mississippi State Conference of

Branches, Emment Stringer, decided not to seek a second term after being tar-

geted by the segregationist counter-offensive . Dr. Stringer carried his revolver at

all times for months due to the threats on his life . T.R.M. Howard had armed

security that traveled with him and protected his home. On one occasion, after a

rumor that Howard's wife was beaten by a mob of whites, fifteen carloads of

armed Blacks responded to the aid of Howard. Howard, feeling the effects of the

economic coercion and the threat of terrorist violence, moved to Chicago in 195

The same year, in the Delta town of Belzoni, NAACP and RCNL activist Rever

end George Lee was shot and killed . Lee had been threatened by local whites at tc



he refused to persuade the thirty recently registered Blacks of Humpherys County

to remove their names from the rolls . While Lee was driving down a Belzoni

street, a car pulled along side of his, firing shots. Lee's car weaved on a dirt road

and crashed into a shack. While shotgun blasts tore away the lower left side and

jawbone of his face, Lee managed to pull himself from the wreckage . He was

assisted by two Black cab drivers who happened to be on the scene, but died on

the way to the hospital . Despite pressure from U.S . Representative Charles Diggs

from Mississippi, the national leadership of the NAACP, and the American Civil

Liberties Union, Movement activists and the Lee family felt the Federal Justice

Department and local authorities never really pursued finding the assassins of

Lee. Later that November, Gus Courts was also shot in Belzoni . Courts and his

family later moved to Chicago . Many began to believe the Citizen's Council's list

was a "hit list.""

In this environment Evers and other NAACP activists realized they had to

rely on their own resou-cs to protect themselves . Evers was a known and tar-

geted activist throughout the state . Most of Evers' work was in the field driving

all over the state of Mississippi . In cities and rural places all over the state

Everswas helping to organize new chapters or strengthening existing ones, and

investigating atrocities . Due to his understanding that he could not rely on local,

state, or Federal law enforcement for protection, wherever Evers went he was

armed . Ruby Hurley spent many days with Evers driving on Mississippi roads

investigating violations of civil and human rights . Hurley, who was uncomfortable

about Medgar's gun toting, commented "(M)any times when Medgar and I would

drive together, Medgar would tell about carrying his gun. . . .He used to sit on it,



under his pillow.""

Probably the most dangerous trip taken by Evers and Hurley was to the

Mississippi Delta county of Tallahatchie in 1955 to investigate the lynching of

fourteen year old Emment Till. Till's body was found in the Tallahatchie River,

three days after being apprehended from his uncle's home by two white men, Roy

Bryant and J.W. Milam. Bryant and Milam kidnapped Till for the purpose of

punishing the young Black male for allegedly whistling at Bryant's sister. After

the body was found, Evers, Hurley, and Cleveland, Mississippi, NAACP activist

Amzie Moore left for the Delta to investigate . The three activists disguised them-

selves as sharecroppers, all wearing overalls and "beat up shoes," with Hurley

wearing a red bandanna. Moore borrowed a car with registration and license

plates from a Delta town . Armed security was organized to protect the three

activists . Describing the security, Hurley stated "(P)rotection was there for me all

the way. . .There were men around with shotguns standing in various spots to be

sure that I got where I was going and back."16

Evers would play a significant role in making the Eminent Till case known

internationally. He believed publicizing Mississippi's crimes against people of

African descent was necessary to win support outside the state, and was critical to

pressuring the white power structure to eliminate segregation . Medgar would

investigate and publicize many other offenses against Mississippi Blacks, includ-

ing the 1959 lynching of Mack Parker in the small Mississippi town of

Poplarville .'-' He also played a leading role in assisting individuals and communi-

ties of color to take legal action to gain access to educational institutions which

had been designated "white only," including the successful effort to admit James



Meredith to "Ole Miss."

Because of his visible profile, Evers would not only need security on the

road, but would need protection while at his home in Jackson. A security network

was formed in the state capital to protect Evers and local NAACP leaders, includ

ing Sam Bailey and Robert T. Smith. Medgar was generally assigned three to

four men to watch his home and to travel with him. Bailey, who had been active

in the Jackson NAACP since the early 1940's, described the home protection.

Information came that there was the possibility of attack, security was organized

guard the homes of targeted individuals during the evenings . According to Bailey,

in order to conceal themselves, the "nightriders" raided during the evenings

"cause they wasn't coming in the daytime." The armed security team would sit in

cars across the street from the home they were protecting while others sat on the

porch of the house. The armed watch would look particularly for "stray cars

coming." Generally this would deter the invading terrorists who noticed the

presence of the guard . Over thirty years later Bailey reminisced "(T)hat white

man he wasn't gonna get no blood if he can help it, cause they know we would

shoot." Special armed body guards were also organized to protect special guests

and NAACP leaders like Dr. Gloster Current, NAACP President; Roy Wilkins,

NAACP chairman ; Attorney Thurgood Marshall ; and entertainer and friend of the

Movement Lena Home.'

In addition to assistance from local NAACP members and supporters,

Evers was also prepared to defend his family and his home from violent racists .

He owned several guns and was often on alert at home. John Salter, a young

NAACP activist in the early 1960's, remembers coming to the Evers home in



1962 . Around this time violence erupted at Ole Miss due to the admission of

James Meredith to the University. Evers greeted Salter at the door with a weapon .

Upon entering the house, Salter observed "a half dozen guns in the kitchen and

living room." A week before his fatal shooting, when he was awakened by the

sound of passing cars, Medgar would vault from bed and snatch one of his many

rifles to respond to suspected assassins . Myrlie Evers also slept with a small

revolver on the nightstand of her bed. The Evers had good reason to believe the

family was in danger. They not only received threatening phone calls and mail,

but a firebomb was tossed at their home in the spring of 1963 . Fearing attack by

nightriders, the Evers three children were instructed to hit the floor in times of

emergency. The Evers also purchased a German shepherd for protection.'

Evers abandoned his advocacy and organizing of the Mississippi Mau

Mau, but he was never an advocate of nonviolence . In 1961, activists of the

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) were the first organizers to

advocate and practice nonviolent direct action (as such) in Mississippi . Evers

never publicly disavowed nonviolence . At the same time, Evers would privately

express his disagreement with the philosophy of nonviolence to SNCC organizer ,,

One of the early SNCC activists in Mississippi, MacArthur Cotton, often traveled

with Medgar in the early 1960's . Cotton reflecting on his jaunts with Medgar,

around the state, commented "Medgar used to carry a gun. . .He always talked

about how crazy we was, talking about nonviolence ."1°

Unfortunately the precautions and defenses practiced by Medgar and his

family and comrades could not save him from the bullet of an assassin, Byron D%-

La Beckwith." After an NAACP mass meeting in Jackson June 11, 1963, MedL: .tr



returned home around midnight . Myrlie and the Evers' children were at home

waiting up for him. That evening Evershad no personal security trailing him, and

the Jackson police, who often followed him home, were nowhere to be found.

Medgar was shot by sniper fire from a high-powered rifle immediately after

leaving his car. A neighbor Houston Wells, after hearing the shots and the screams

of Myrfe Evers, went to his bedroom window to see Evers lying on the ground

bleeding . Wells got his handgun and fired a shot in the air for the purpose of

frightening away the sniper. Evers somehow was able to stagger to his kitchen

door where he collapsed by the steps . Wells and other neighbors, after covering

Evers with a blanket and placing him in a station wagon, transported him to the

hospital . Evers died shortly after arriving at the hospital. It is possible if Medgar

had security that night Beckwith's assassin plans may have been blocked. It is

unclear why he was not accompanied by bodyguards. Sam Bailey lamented "he

(Evers) was supposed to have a body guard carry him home. I don't know what

happened to him. I guess he (Evers) got careless." 33

In death Eversbecame the martyr of the Mississippi Movement. Evers was

a complex personality. His public persona contrasts somewhat with his private

comments and practices . Medgar, very much an image conscious leader, created a

public portrait of himself as a tireless soldier who didn't hate his enemy. While

this image is not inconsistent with armed self-defense, Medgar realized that the

majority of the white American public, whether in the North or South, were

threathened by the image of "Negroes with guns." The image of Medgar as a gun

slinger did not enhance his image as one who was willing to sit down and resolve

problems with segregationists . Playing the" trickster," Medgar de-emphasized the



public projection of his belief and practice in armed self-defense, as well as his

dissatisfaction with nonviolence . Without a doubt, Medgar was influenced by and

practiced the armed resistance tradition . Although Medgar realized the image of

armed Blacks were not "good public relations," he believed possessing arms was

a matter of survival .
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Chapter Three: The Non-Violent Movement Interacts with the
"Eye for an Eye"

Tradition in Mississippi

While the NAACP, as an organization never took an overt stance on armed

resistance or self-defense, it never advocated nonviolent direct action as a primary

method of struggle in Mississippi . In 1961, the Student Non-Violent Coordinating

Committee (SNCC) became the first activist organization to advocate, as such, a

commitment to nonviolence as a philosophy, strategy, or tactical approach to

Black to organizing in Mississippi . Within two years another nonviolent activist

group, the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) would also become active in the

state. In Mississippi, activists committed to nonviolence would organize in

communities whose indigenous leadership and sympathizers believed in and

practiced armed self-defense as a way of life. Before examining the interaction of

SNCC and CORE with the Black armed resistance tradition in Mississippi, I will

explore the prior development of nonviolence as a strategy, tactic and philosophy

within the Black protest movement.

CORE was the first national organization to advocate and practice nonvio-

lence as a primary philosophy and strategy in the Black liberation movement .

CORE's origins emanate from the legacy of pacifist activism in the U.S.A. In

1941, members of the Christian pacifist organization Fellowship of Reconciliation

(FOR) developed a special project at the University of Chicago aimed at challeng-

ing racism . The FOR had begun as a pacifist group during World War I . Decades

after the founding of its parent organization, the FOR project at the University of

Chicago discussed applying Gandhian techniques to attacking racial segregation .



The University of Chicago FOR chapter would become the first CORE group, the

Chicago Committee of Racial Equality. Chicago CORE was committed to

interracialism and the Gandhian principle of Satyagraha (nonviolent direct ac-

tion) .' One ofCORE's pioneers, James Farmer, explained :

We. . .believed that truth alone, the transparent justice of our
demands, would convert the segregationists, once they agreed to
listen. That was why satyagraha as `the firmness engendered by
love' was so essential to our discipline.

Nonviolent direct action, activist confrontation without the use of violent force

and a commitment to peaceful means was the exclusive tactic of CORE. CORE's

Statement of Purpose read "CORE has one method. . . .interracial nonviolent direct

action."' By December 1942, CORE grew from a campus-based "peace team" at

the University of Chicago to a small federation of local direct action groups

committed to nonviolence . In 1943, the federation officially named itself the

Congress of Racial Equality.

On January 10 and 11, 1957, another important player in the nonviolent

movement emerged in Atlanta, Georgia. The first meeting of the Southern Lead-

ership Conference (SLC) took place at the Ebenezer Baptist Church. This meeting

was organized by Northern supporters of the Black freedom movement in the

South, including Northern activists Bayard Rustin, Ella Baker, and attorney

Stanley Levison . The purpose of this meeting was to create a regional organiza-

tion of local church-based desegregation movements which had emerged in

several Southern urban centers . The Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. emerged



88

as the popular leader of this new organization . At this time, King was the recog-

nized leader of the Montgomery Improvement Association (MIA). The MIA

mobilized the Black community of Montgomery in a victorious campaign to

desegregate public transportation in the Alabama capital .

The leadership of SLC emphasized the philosophy of nonviolent direct

action as the central weapon necessary to desegregate institutions in the South. In

their initial statement to the press the SLC expressed the following message to the

Black community to discourage any use of force in the freedom movement.

We call upon them to accept Christian Love in its full
power to defy. . .Nonviolence is not a symbol of weakness or cow-
ardice, but, as Jesus and Gandhi demonstrated, nonviolent resis-
tance transforms weakness into strength and breeds courage in the
face of danger.'

While calling for Black people to confront segregation, "[E]ven in the face of

death," the SLC declared "[N]ot one hair of one head of one white person shall be

harmed."'

Due to the predominance of clerical leadership and its founding member-

ship composed basically of church based desegregation movements, in 1957 SLC

changed its name to the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) . In the

late 1950's and the early 1960's, national SCLC involved itself in coordinating

local voting rights efforts, leading direct action campaigns and supporting student

activists by providing advice and administrative support . SCLC utilized confron-

tational, but nonviolent, tactics to create a local crisis which could draw the

attention of the national media, the executive and legislative branches of the



federal government, and sway U.S . public opinion to the side of the Freedom

movement. SCLC leaders felt it necessary to disassociate themselves from any

acts of retaliatory violence or form of armed self-defense by local Black activists

or supporters of the movement, in order to win the public opinion fight with white

segregationists and particularly to win the support of white liberals . In this sense

nonviolence was an important ideological weapon in SCLC's strategy. SCLC

leaders believed the use of force by Black people would only serve to alienate

white liberals and the general white population.'

The February 1, 1960 "sit-in" at a segregated lunch counter in Greensboro,

North Carolina, led to an explosion of nonviolent demonstrations by student

activists throughout the South. This student initiated movement was pivotal in the

creation of SNCC. Ella Baker, then the executive director of SCLC convened a

conference on April 16-18, 1960, at Shaw College in Raleigh, North Carolina.

The purpose of this conference was to coordinate the activities of various student

groups that had blossomed throughout the South after the Greensboro sit-in. The

Raleigh conference would become the founding convention of SNCC. Baker, a

critic of the unquestioned authority of King in SCLC, advised leaders of the

student movement to organize themselves autonomously from SCLC or any other

national Civil Rights organization .

SCLC, CORE, and FOR all had representatives at the Raleigh conference .

Martin Luther King, Jr., by this time a nationally recognized leader of the Civil

Rights movement, addressed the conference. A lesser known activist would have

a greater philosophical influence on the direction of the new organization . James

Lawson, a committed Gandhian and nonviolent activist, made convincing argu-



ments for protest based on moral and spiritual foundations . Lawson, a theology

student and Southern field secretary of FOR, had a rich history of pacifist activ-

ism. As a missionary in India, he studied Mahatma Gandhi's method of nonviolent

activism. As an activist, Lawson involved himself with the Nashville student

movement's efforts to desegregate lunch counters in the spring of 1960.

Lawson's influence was critical to the adoption of a nonviolent philosophy based

on Christian principles.$ SNCC's statement of purpose declared :

We affirm the philosophical or religious ideal of nonvio-
lence as the foundation of our purpose, the presupposition of our
faith, and the manner of our action. Nonviolence as it grows from
Judaic-Christian traditions seeks a social order ofjustice permeated
by love . Integration of human endeavor represents the crucial first
step towards such a society.

Through nonviolence, courage displaces fear ; love trans-
forms hate. Acceptance dissipates prejudice ; hope ends despair.
Peace dominates war; faith reconciles doubt. Mutual regard can
cels enmity. Justice for all overthrows injustice. The redemptive
community supersedes systems of gross social inunorality.9

While philosophical commitment to nonviolence was reflected in SNCC's

statement of purpose, this perspective competed for ideological hegemony in the

early years with that of SNCC activists who saw nonviolence as a political tactic .

The leadership of the Nashville student movement advocated nonviolence as a

way of life . This group included SNCC founders James Lawson, John Lewis,

Diane Nash, and James Bevel . The Nashville group favored nonviolent action

along the line of the sit-ins to disrupt the institutions of segregation. They be-

lieved nonviolence, based upon Gandhian and Christian principles, would be a
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powerful moral force which would to defeat racist violence and attitudes. The

competing point of view saworganizing around voting rights, not direct action in

public institutions, as the primary focus of SNCC's political work. This point of

view was articulated early on by SNCC activists Chuck McDew, Tim Jenkins,

Chuck Jones, and later on Bob Moses. This group saw the priority of SNCC's

activity should be the massive registration of Black voters in Southern states in

which the voting rights ofAfrican descendants were denied . This group believed

nonviolence should be used as a tactical weapon by organizers for protection.

These activists, similar to the leadership of SCLC, believed the image of Black

organizers with weapons would not encourage Federal intervention and garner

support from white liberals for the Civil Rights movement.10

In SNCC's early years, no debate took place within the national leadership

over the issue of nonviolence. While it is possible that some SNCC workers

carried weapons in the early years of the organization, it definitely wasn't public,

and no serious debate about carrying weapons took place within the national

leadership. In local chapters, some young activists were indifferent to nonvio-

lence, others openly challenging the conceptas a strategy and philosophy. In

Nashville, where philosophical nonviolence was reputed to be most entrenched,

student activists debated the methods of nonviolence versus self-defense . The

"Young Turks" of the Nashville student movement protected nonviolent demon-

strators from white attackers in that city.' ` On a few occasions in the early years

some SNCC workers were armed or advocated use of force for self -defense."

Some SNCC and CORE activists also came in contact with local Move-

ment activists or supporters who participated in armed self-defense . Most prac-
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in Monroe, North Carolina. Williams, a local NAACP leader, had received na-

tional headlines due to his advocacy of "meeting violence with violence." Under

Williams' leadership, Monroe Blacks organized armed patrols that had discour-

aged Klan caravans from harassing and terrorizing their community. Within

Movement circles, Williams was considered the primary advocate for armed self-

defense. He published a newsletter, The Crusader. with national distribution for

the purpose of spreading his views on the Movement, including armed self-

defense . While Williams was a nationally recognized and outspoken advocate of

armed resistance, most SNCC and CORE activists came into contact with activists

and Movement supporters who practiced armed self-defense without seeking or

receiving publicity. Michael Flug, a CORE worker from Brooklyn, New York,

remembers armed sentries protecting CORE Freedom Houses throughout the

South in 1962 through 1964 . The Freedom Houses were the center of activity,

particularly voter registration, and the residence of some field workers and staff in

Southern communities. Mostly local people would be involved in the sentries,

with occasional participation from some CORE workers . While CORE members

were bound to practice nonviolence by CORE's Rules ofAction, local people

were not obligated to practice pacifism. Flug remembers that local Black South-

erners would be shown passages in CORE's Rules of Action and comment "I

didn't see that ." Flug also remembers that the same folk who were willing to

protect him and other CORE workers were not interested in publicly advocating

armed self-defense . The attitude of the covert defenders of the Freedom Houses

about Williams public stance was "why you want to put that out in the public."
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Consistent with the public relations strategy of nonviolent leader like Martin

King, Jr., some armed participants in the Movement agreed to decrease the visibil-

ity of Blacks with guns to win the support of the Federal government and white

liberals . "We're playing to the media, tactically it wasn't a good idea (to advocate

or project an armed presence)," stated Flug.' 3

SNCC activists also received covert armed support in Black southern

communities. For instance, in 1963, SNCC workers were protected by Black

snipers in a section of the Black community of Danville, Virginia. Fearing the

snipers, white supremacists and police wouldn't follow or harass SNCC activists

into this neighborhood. While their statement of purpose committed them to the

practice of nonviolence, SNCC workers appreciated and often depended on the

"blanket of protection" they received from local people in Danville and other

places in the South, particularly in Mississippi."

The Genesis of SNCC in MississippidArmed Self-defense

In the summer of 1960, SNCC staff worker Bob Moses was sent on a tour

of the South to identify areas where the young organization could expand its

work. Moses, adoctoral student from Harvard, had taken time from his studies to

make acontribution to the human rights movement in the South. SNCC advisor

Ella Baker, who had a wealth of experience and contacts from her work in the

NAACP, SCLC, and the leftist Southern Conference Educational Fund, provided

Moses with alist of folk who could provide room, board, and information. The

most important contact that Baker gave Moses wasAmzie Moore. Moore, a

resident of the Mississippi Delta town of Cleveland, was a World WarII veteran
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investigate the murder of Emmet Till (Chapter 2) . In his efforts to organize and

survive in the Mississippi Delta, like his comrade Medger Evers, Moore was often

armed and believed self-defense was a necessary posture for activists to take .

Moses' summer discussions with Moore sparked the birth of SNCC organizing in

Mississippi .' ,

Moore believed that nonviolent actions directed at segregated public

facilities would not make the most meaningful impact in Mississippi. In Moore's

opinion, a massive campaign of voter registration to challenge the disenfranchise

ment of Mississippi Blacks would be the best vehicle to crush white supremacy

and insure Black civil and human rights. Moses developed Moore's views into a

proposal for SNCC activists to come to Mississippi to assist indigenous leadership

and cultivate new leaders for a massive voter registration project in the state . In

Fall of 1960, Moore was invited to a SNCC leadership meeting to discuss the idea

of a statewide voter registration campaign . The next summer Moses would report

back to Moore in Cleveland to begin organizing in Mississippi . Moore's contacts

throughout the state would become invaluable to SNCC. 16

While nonviolent direct action would not be the primary activity of SNCC

in Mississippi, nonviolence would be an important part of the demeanor and

practice of Moses and other SNCC activists in the state . As earlier stated, Moses

was aligned with the "voter registration" group within SNCC that believed non-

violent direct actions to desegregate public facilities should be de-emphasized in

comparison to organizing Black citizens to challenge racist voting restrictions .

Moses believed "nonviolence was a tool" which could allow organizers to assume
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they would be constantly stopped by law enforcement and charged with weapons

charges . At the same time he did not believe SNCC organizers should challenge

local Black Mississippians, who particularly in rural areas were armed, to be

committed to nonviolence. Internal debate within the organization over nonviolent

direct action versus voter registration emphasis led to a compromise which al-

lowed those committed to philosophical nonviolence to organize projects in

Mississippi ."

The voter registration faction's strategy was partially contingent on the

perceived commitment of Federal intervention, particularly through the Justice

Department, to prevent potential white supremacists violence or punish the

perpetrators of racist violence. In summer 1961, SNCC leaders, including Tim

Jenkins and Lonnie King, and other Movement activists were involved in a series

of meetings with Federal officials, including Assistant Attorney General Burke

Marshall and Presidential adviser on civil rights Harris Wofford, as well as repre-

sentatives from the Taconic Foundation and other liberal foundations . The pur-

pose of these meetings was to develop an apparatus to accelerate voter registration

of Blacks in the South. The ultimate result of these meetings was the formation of

the Voter Education Project (VEP), which was administered by the Southern

Regional Council (SRC) . Not only were SNCC workers and other Movement

activists to receive financial support through the VEP, but they believed, as a

result of statements by Federal officials, Federal law enforcement would be on

the scene in the South to intervene in cases of violations of federal law. Federal

officials later denied making these commitments .
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was in the city of McComb in Southwest Mississippi. Moore believed Delta

Blacks did not yet possess the network to provide Moses with the necessary

support . The Black activist community in McComb possessed a network of

indigenous leaders with sufficient resources to support the launching of a SNCC

voter registration project . McComb, located midway between the Mississippi state

capital of Jackson and New Orleans, was founded as a railroad town to serve

lllinois Central Railroad . The railroad had provided Blacks with stable union

employment. The protection of the union and a small core of Black businesses

based on the segregated economy allowed the McComb movement spaces for

organizing which didn't exist in the Delta. McComb had 6,936 Blacks of voting

age with only 250 Blacks actually registered to vote . '9

In McComb, Moses was able to utilize the resources of the local NAACP

to begin to build enthusiasm around the voter registration campaign . Within

weeks he was joined by two other SNCC workers, Reginald Robinson and John

Hardy. A voter registration class was established at the local Masonic temple

which drew Black folk from McComb and other parts of Pike county but also and

neighboring counties Amite and Walthall . A contingent of SNCC workers, includ-

ing John Hardy, and recent recruits MacArthur Cotton, Jimmie Travis, and George

Lowe, were assigned to set up voter registration classes in Walthall . In Walthal,

there were 2,490 Blacks of voting age, but not one Black registered voter. When

SNCC workers came to the Walthall municipality of Tylertown, they heard stories

about the actions of "some of the old brothers" who prevented nightriders from

terrorizing a Black community outside of the Tylertown city limits . Several
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months prior to SNCC coming to Tylertown, nightriders had repeatedly come

across a bridge which separated this Black community from predominately white

sections of the city. Members of the Black community warned the terrorism must

stop-to no avail . One evening a marauder was captured *by a group of "old

brothers." The nightriders head was severed from his body and placed on the

bridge as a warning to the nightriders . After this act of counter-terrorism, no white

crossed the bridge unless "on business and treated (Black) people in a respectful

manner." This Walthall county Black enclave served as a "haven" for SNCC

workers. Similar to the Black neighborhood in Danville, Virginia, protected by

snipers, here they could receive protection and rest without fearing the violence of

white supremacy. The identification of similar "havens" for protection throughout

the state would be essential to SNCC's work in the state . 1°

Bob Moses personally travelled to Amite to work with E.W. Steptoe .

Steptoe, a dairy and cotton farmer in his early fifties, was the organizer and

president of the Amite county NAACP The young SNCC workers admired and

respected Steptoe . One SNCC activist remembered Steptoe as "a fearless war-

rior. . . just being around him inspired you." Amite, a Black majority county, was

known as a bastion of white racist violence. Since his 240-acre dairy farm over-

looked the Mississippi/Louisiana border, Steptoe often traveled across the Louisi-

ana state line to do business . This allowed the crafty Steptoe to out-maneuver the

economic pressure of the Mississippi Citizen's Council . To protect himself from

the violence of white racists, though, Steptoe was well armed. SNCC activist

Chuck McDew remembers: "as you went to bed he would open up the night table

and there would be a large .45 automatic sitting next to you. Just guns all over the
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house, under pillows, under chairs . It was just marvelous." Away from home,

Steptoe was also generally home. SNCC workers would generally joke about him

carrying a small Derringer handgun in his sock and how Steptoe's wife would

search himbefore he went downtown to attempt to register to vote . When Steptoe

went to Washington, D.C., to testify at Congressional hearings, McDew and other

SNCC workers had to convince him to leave his weapon in his hotel room. When

Moses and other Blacks had been assaulted in the Amite county seat, ironically

named Liberty, E.W. had to be restrained from "shooting up the town." Steptoe's

son E.W, Jr., reflecting on his father belief in retaliatory violence, stated "[H]e

didn't believe in nonviolence. He didn't believe in seeing people get beat up and

not doing anything about it . He didn't let anybody push him around.1121

While many SNCC workers depended upon the protection of and were

inspired by black farmers like Steptoe, Moses was uncomfortable about Steptoe's

guns and his willingness to use weapons. At a meeting years later, Moses admitted

"...I asked Mr. E.W. Steptoe not to carry guns when we got together at night. So,

instead, he just hid his gun, and then I find out later." Moses did not struggle

further with his elder and comrade about the virtues of nonviolence. Neither did

the perceptive Mississippian debate the necessity of armed resistance with the

young activist . Each seemed to silently acknowledge each other's space. While

Moses would insist SNCC workers maintain a nonviolent and unarmed posture,

for the most part, Moses would not attempt to commit local Blacks to nonvio-

lence.22

Steptoe's precautions were not imaginary. In Liberty it was popularly

known that Blacks could be beat at random. While Amite had a majority Black
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of voting age . In the early 1950's, Amite sheriff deputies and white civilians,

including Klan members, raided an NAACP meeting at a local black Baptist

church and seized the local membership rolls. Only after FBI intervention were

the membership rolls returned . On September 24, 1961, Steptoe informed a

Federal Justice department official that his and other Amite county NAACP,

organizers' lives were in danger. The next day E.H. Hurst, a white Mississippi

state legislator, shot and killed a charter member and vice president of the Amite

NAACP Herbert Lee in downtown Liberty. Acoroner's jury acquitted Hurst the

very day of Lee's death, ruling the shooting was self-defense . Moses and Steptoe

found three Black witnesses who stated Hurst murdered a defenseless Lee. One of

these witnesses, Louis Allen, had been coerced into corroborating Hurst's claims

of self-defense at the coroner's inquest. Allen told Moses he would be willing to

change his previous testimony and acknowledge to a grand jury that Hurst mur-

dered Lee if he could receive protection. Moses appealed to the Justice depart-

ment for protection for Allen . Unfortunately, Moses was informed by Justice

department officials "that there was no way possible" to provide protection for

Allen . The result was that Allen was constantly harassed by local whites and three

years later was shot in the drive way of his farm on the eve of planning to leave

the state to escape the harassment. The lack of intervention by Federal official

somewhat stymied the voter registration efforts in Amite.13

Steptoe was quite familiar with Hurst since the white politician lived dow n

the road from the Steptoe farm . In spite of Lee's murder and the lack of Federal

protection for human rights in Amite, E.W. continued to attempt to organize local
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blacks to challenge Amite's white power structure . Steptoe and his family had no

plans to depend on Federal officials to protect them. The Steptoes, particularly his

five sons, brothers, and other male members of the family, established their own

sentry around the Steptoe farm.z4 Steptoe maintained his relationship with SNCC

and remained an inspiration and ally to the young activists . SNCC activists also

had to be concerned about their security in McComb. Within three Black commu-

nities within McComb-Burgland, Algiers, and Beartown--SNCC activists were

given shelter and support from local activists and supporters. When being pursued

by the police or the Klan, SNCC activists would often seek protection at the

Black-owned Nobles Brothers Cleaners .

In August of 1961, the direct action wing of SNCC sent Marion Barry to

McComb to initiate nonviolent demonstrations. Shortly thereafter two young

activists, acting in the name of the Pike County Nonviolent Movement, "sat in" at

the segregated lunch counter in the city. The participants in the sit-in was SNCC's

first two recruits in Mississippi, Hollis Watkins and Curtis Hayes. Watkins grew

up in nearby county of Lincoln, in the Chisom Mission community. Watkins came

from a rural community which it was common to be armed. As most rural Black

communities in the South, most households owned a rifle or shotgun for hunting

and protection . As a youth, Watkins himself carried a knife for protection . After

Watkins' arrest, a Black man was sent by local segregationists to his father offer-

ing money if, the elder Watkins would take his son out of the movement. After

they received no response the segregationists sent their Black intermediary back

to the Watkinses this time threatening to bring physical harm to the elder Watkins

and to burn his home. The elder Watkins replied that his son was old enough to
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to meet them'." Watkins obviously grew up in an environment that armed self-

defense was an essential aspect of life . At the same time participating in the

nonviolent action at Woolworth's, Watkins never was philosophically committed

to nonviolence. Watkins actually doubted he could be nonviolent if physically

attacked at the Woolworth's sit-in or any other nonviolent action . As a result of

the Woolworth sit-in Watkins and his friend Hayes were arrested and incarcerated

34 days.25

After the direct action wing of SNCC organized a sit-in the local

Woolworth, a series of demonstrations took place in McComb. In the days follow-

ing the arrests of Watkins and Hayes, three other members of the Pike County

Non-Violent Movement were arrested including Brenda Travis, a fifteen-year-old

high school student, for attempting to desegregate a Greyhound bus terminal .

Travis and her co-defendants, Bobby Talbert and Ike Lewis, were also held for 30

days. After the arrests of Talbert, well over 100 students from Burgland high

school in McComb and other youth were mobilized to protest the arrests and

segregation. Organizers of the protest did not recruit students from the local

projects fearing they could not maintain the discipline of nonviolence. Over 116

students were arrested and three SNCC organizers, Moses, Chuck McDew and

Bob Zellner, were arrested. While the indigenous adult leadership of the McComb

Movement came to the support of the youth, some, including local NAACP

president Curtis Bryant, became disenchanted with SNCC and the demonstra-

tions. These leaders believed SNCC had come to McComb to organize voter

registration activities, not direct action. Other state and national NAACPofficials,
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students, were also critical of SNCC's actions in McComb. Other NAACP

activists, including Steptoe and Moore, vocally maintained their support of

SNCC, preventing a public condemnation of the young activist organization by

the NAACP The incarceration of key SNCC activists, the effort taken to respond

to the arrests of local youth, coupled with the controversy and developing rivalry

between certain NAACP leaders and SNCC, did temporarily suspend SNCC's

voter registration initiative in McComb.'

After their release from the McComb jail, at the request of local NAACP

leader Vernon Dahmer, Watkins and Hayes went to Forrest County in the south

central Mississippi piney woods region to assist organizing a voter registration

campaign. Hattiesburg was the county seat of Forrest county. In terms of the

conditions and treatment of Black people, Forrest county and Hattiesburg had a

different reputation from the Delta. The Hattiesburg police were not considered as

brutal to Black people as the law enforcement of the Delta region. While Forrest

county Blacks experienced poverty, it did not compare to that of their counterparts

in the Delta. While time conditions were not as hostile as they were for people of

African descent in the Delta, Forrest county's Blacks were still considered second

class citizens . As in the rest of the state Forrest county's Black citizens were

denied voting rights. The Black community comprised a third of Hattiesburg's

total population . Out of 7,495 Black people who were eligible to vote, only 25

were registered.'

Vernon Dahmer had been a significant NAACP leader in Forrest county

and the state since the early 1950's . During this time Dahmer received notoriety
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for suing the Forrest county sheriff for preventing Blacks from voting . Dahmer

was born in 1908, in a Forrest county Black community, just north of Hattiesburg,

called Kelly's Settlement. While Dahmer never completed high school, by the

standards of his time and his community, he was considered a wealthy man. He

owned a two hundred acre commercial farm, which produced cotton and raised

cattle, a sawmill, and a small grocery store. Dahmer's enterprises provided a

vehicle for the employment of many of Forrest county's Black populations

At the protest of other NAACP leaders, particularly, Medgar Evers and

C.C. Bryant, Dahmer requested SNCC send personnel to invigorate Forrest

county's Black community's voter registration campaign. Since most of his time

was occupied running his enterprises, Dahmer needed assistance to get the voter

drive moving. Similar to E.W. Steptoe, Dahmer was revered by young SNCC

activists . Since SNCC had only provided the two young activists with fifty dollars

to run a three month campaign, Watkins and Hayes relied on Dahmer for eco-

nomic support. Watkins and Hayes lived with the Dahmer family, were employed

at Dahmer's sawmill, and had the use of one of Dahmer's vehicles . Watkins

considered Dahmer "a real down to earth father."2'

Dahmer not only provided the two activists with economic subsistence but

with protection . According to Watkins, "[T]here is no doubt about it, Vernon

Dahmer believed in self-defense ." Like the home of Steptoe and Medgar Evers,

the Dahmer household was well armed with "guns, pistols and rifles ." Due to his

vocal leadership of the Forrest County NAACP he was targeted by state and local

segregationist forces . Like Steptoe, Dahmer "strategically had guns placed

throughout his house." While living with Dahmer, Watkins noticed an interesting



practice of self-defense . To warn potential nightriders of his preparedness for

attackers "...every so often, as he would go about his property," Dahmer would

"just take one of his guns and shoot in the air, just to let folks know he was alive,

well, and intended to protect his property." After an increase in anonymous threats

by racists in 1961, Dahmer and his wife Ellie would take turns sleeping at night

to watch for intruders. They would maintain this practice until 1965. Dahmer also

had a network of supporters who helped protect him and his family. This support

network included otherNAACP members and local business people."

The emphasis in SNCC and Mississippi Freedom Movement activity soon

shifted to the Delta. In July 1962, a decision was made by elected officials in the

Delta county of Leflore to suspend a federal surplus commodities program to non

welfare recipients for the following winter. Locally this program had been used to

provide plantation workers and their families, who were overwhelmingly Black,

with basic foods during downtime between cotton harvesting and planting. The

decision to suspend this program was considered by local Blacks as a punitive

action by the white powerstructure in reaction to voter registration activity by

SNCC. Considering this a major challenge, SNCC and the other Movement forces

responded to this local crisis . Through the vehicle of the Council of Federated

Organizations (COFO), SNCC, CORE, NAACP, and SCLC all sent personnel to

Leflore, and its county seat, Greenwood. In name, COFO was formed by

Clarksdale, Mississippi NAACP leader Aaron Henry as an ad hoc organization to

meet with Mississippi Governor Ross Barnett. In February of 1962, COFO was

adopted as the name of a Mississippi coalition of Movement organizations,

including SNCC, CORE, and NAACP The formation ofCOFO as a coalition
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the Mississippi FreedomMovement was able to mount a majorcampaign to

provide food to poor Delta residents. The ability to provide poor Delta Blacks

with food after the suspension of the federal commodities program increased local

support forCOFO's voter registration work. Since Greenwood was SNCC terri-

tory, the organization moved all of its Mississippi personnel, including Watkins

and Hayes to the Delta city.

SNCC activity initially started in Greenwood in the summer of 1962. That

summer, Sam Block, acollege student from Cleveland, Mississippi, initiated voter

registration. Block was soon joined by Rust College (in Holly Springs, Missis

sippi) graduate Willie Peacock. From the time SNCC started operations in Green-

wood, its activists would face a virtual reign of terror. Until reinforcements came,

Block, Peacock, and asmall number of other SNCC cadre received the brunt of

the threats and attacks of local racists and minimal support from the Black com-

munity, and virtually no federal intervention. On one August evening in 1962, a

group of armed whites forced Block, Peacock and other SNCC workers to flee the

Greenwood SNCC office. Soon after, pressure from the local police forced the

Black owner of the building where SNCC had an office to ask the organization to

leave. In Septemberof that year, ChuckMcDew appealed to legislators to put

pressure on the Justice Department to provide protection for voter registration

workers in Mississippi. Earlier McDew approached President Kennedy and

requested federal marshals to monitor racist violence in the state, warning "there

is agreat possibility of more EmmetTill cases." In January 1963, Bob Moses and

six other Mississippi SNCC activists filed suit in Washington D.C. against several
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Mississippi officials, charging them with responsibility for the violent acts di-

rected against Black Mississippians and Movement activists . The complaint noted

that President Kennedy and FBI Director J . Edgar Hoover had been consistently

informed of the violence and harassment of local Blacks and activists in the South

in 1961 and 1962 . The suit failed in court and Federal officials gave no sign they

were to intervene based on legality, moral conscience and good will."

In 1963, in spite of Moses and McDew's request for federal protection, the

reign of terror in Greenwood continued . On February 28, the same year, while on

their way leaving Leflore County, three SNCC workers, including Bob Moses,

were fired upon by occupants of a speeding Buick. This assault left SNCC activist

Jimmy Travis wounded in his shoulder and in the back of his neck. On March 6,

Peacock and Block and two other comrades, Essie Broom and Peggy Maryne,

fortunately escaped with only minor cuts after nightriders fired on their car. The

four activists were assaulted by shotgun blasts as they were parking in front of the

SNCC office. Later that month, terrorists set the SNCC office on fire, destroying

all of the office equipment."

The attacks on SNCC activists brought no significant outcry nor threat of

violent response from local Blacks in Leflore . This was not the case after

nightriders shot into the home of local NAACP president Dewey Greene on

March 26, 1963 . Greene and his family were in the center ofthe Leflore County

Movement. Greene's four children had all been involved with COFO and the

local voter registration campaign . Greene immediately went to the local authori-

ties and let it be known he would be prepared with armed force for anyone wish-

ing to attack him, his family, or his property. The attack on the well-liked Greene
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family was not well received in Greenwood's Black community. According to

James Forman in response to the attack on the Greene home, many in the Black

community "felt they now had nothing to lose . They were ready to move." Unlike

their response after terrorist attacks on SNCC and COFO activists, the Greene

home was provided protection by local law enforcement. The difference in the

response of local police in the case of the assault on Greene home was because of

the militant reply of Greene himself. The response was also to quell the potential

of a violent reaction in the Blackcommunity itself 34

SNCC leadership decided to take advantage of the outrage of the Black

community and mobilize Black Greenwood to respond to the wave of violence. A

primary objective of the mobilization through mass demonstrations was to put the

Federal government in the position where it was compelled to intervene in Leflore

County. It was understood and promoted that COFO/SNCC demonstrations had to

be nonviolent. The projection of an aggressive, offensive, and potentially violent

group of Blacks would not allow the Movement to win the public relations fight-

-to win over Northern liberals to the civil rights cause. SNCC leaders believed

support from Northern liberals was necessary to compel Federal intervention.

On March 27, 1963, the day after the attack on the Greene house, at the

insistence of SNCC executive secretary James Forman, over 150 people partici-

pated in a direct action march to city hall . The purpose of demonstrating at city

hall was to demand the mayorof Greenwooduse his authority to stop the violence

on Blacks who attempted to register to vote andon those registering Black people .

After going to city hall, the demonstrators intended to march to the courthouse

and attempt to register.15



Anyone participating in the march had to commit themselves to nonvio-

lence and to not be armed on the march. Some local Blacks were not willing to

make that commitment. As Hollis Watkins remembered, "some of the local

brothers and sisters said `I can't give up my stuff so I won't be on the march, I'll

just be on the side."' This arrangement of armed bystanders accompanying non-

violent demonstrations were not isolated to Greenwood and would become a

common practice."

Before reaching city hall as planned, the marchers were met on the street

by the mayor of Greenwood, Charles Sampson, twelve police officers, and a

German shepherd. Sampson, a member of Greenwood's Citizen Council, ordered

his officers to release the dog which dispersed the crowd after the canine bit one

marcher and shredded the pants leg of Moses. Forman, Moses, Peacock, and

SNCC activists Charles McLaurin, Frank Smith, Curtis Hayes, Bobby Talbert,

Lafayette Surney, James Jones and Lawrence Guyot were all arrested . The next

day forty people walked to the courthouse to attempt to register. They were, as the

day before, met by police and attacked by police canine. These actions and their

corresponding violent reaction did receive attention from the national media . The

national media attention forced the Kennedy Administration to intervene to

prevent the escalation of hostilities . Justice Department officials asked for a

temporary restraining order to be imposed on city officials in Greenwood, and

directed local authorities to release incarcerated voter registration activists . ;'

The following Wednesday, after the injunction, a small demonstration of

forty people was disrupted by local police officers . Nineteen of the marchers were

arrested. During the initial confrontation between the marchers and the police, one
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local activist broke the vow of nonviolence, by defending herself after being

shoved by a police officer's nightstick . Laura McGhee had to be restrained by

entertainer and activist Dick Gregory, after she wrestled the nightstick from the

police officer.

Like the Greene family, Mrs. McGhee and her family were in the center of

the Leflore County freedom movement . McGhee, a widow and small farmer, was

one of the first local Leflore County residents to support the SNCC/COFO voter

registration campaign. McGhee's land was used for voter registration classes,

meetings, and rallies. Her three sons, Silas, Jake, and Clarence, were militant

supporters of voter rights and desegregation. The McGGhes were known to "take

no shit ; they gave shit out." Mrs. McGhee was aclear example that the Black

armed resistance tradition was not solely a male phenomena. To protect herself

from nightriders, Mrs. McGhee would sleep in the day and from her porch protect

her life and property at night armed with aWinchester rifle sa

While segregationist Greenwood police violated the Blackcommunity's

right to peacefully demonstrate it is interesting that, unlike other Southern towns

and cities, white civilians did not attack human rights demonstrations that oc

curred in the Spring of 1963. Hollis Watkins analyzed that once "the word got

out" that there were armed Black bystanders at marches anddemonstrations, it

served to prevent violence by civilians. Due to the presence of armed Blacks,

Watkins stated the police had to "worry about making sure these crazy white folks

don't come and attempt to do nothing `cause some of them could be killed in the

process..." To prevent the loss of white life and the escalation of violence, local

law enforcement discouraged white terrorism. When SNCC workers were shot at



and harassed, local police did not respond. Only after Blacks like Dewey Greene

and Laura McGhee vocally let it be known they would meet violence with vio-

lence or the "word got out" that there was covert armed Black protection at the

nonviolent marches would police attempt to deter white supremacist terrorism.'"

After pressure organized by segregationist U.S . Senators from Mississippi,

James Eastland and John Stennis, the Justice Department compromised on its

initial position by rescinding its injunction against the Greenwood government. In

turn the local Greenwood authorities agreed not to press charges against those in

the initial arrests on March 27th. This grant of amnesty did not apply to Laura

McGhee and the eighteen other activists. arrested on April 3rd . Local Movement

activists and supporters considered this compromise a sellout of Blacks in Leflore

County. In spite of this the Greenwood Movement continued, understanding that

the potential violence still existed and with a renewed commitment to rely on its

own resources to sustain and protect the Movement and the Black community,

including armed self-defense .

Directly south of Leflore County is Holmes County. During the escalation

of political activity in Greenwood in 1963, Black residents of Holmes County

traveled to Greenwood to support the civil rights demonstrations and make con

tacts with the Movement. Holmes was a Black-majority county, with people of

African descent constituting 72 percent of the population. The western quarter of

Holmes County is Delta country physically, politically, and culturally. As with the

rest of the Delta region, in spite of its Black majority population, people of Afri-

can descent were denied the right to vote .

What made this county unique was Holmes had a higher percentage of



Black-owned farms than other Delta counties. The early 1940's . brought two

developments which increased Black land ownership in the county. First, Black

veterans returning from World War II utilized the G.I . Bill to purchase land to

increase their personal economic independence . Secondly, the Farm Security

Administration, a New Deal program, purchased 9,850 acres of farm land in the

Holmes Delta community of Mileston and sold this land to 107 tenant families on

long term, low interest mortgages .°°

It was during the travels of Holmes residents to Greenwood that SNCC

was invited to initiate a voter registration campaign in Holmes County. SNCC

answered the call by sending John Ball to initiate a voter registration school . The

voter registration school and most of its participants were from the Mileston

farming community. This community of independent Black landowners would

become one of the haven communities in Mississippi, to which SNCC and other

activists could venture for protection.

On April 9,1963, the Holmes County movement "broke the ice" when

approximately 14 Blacks, mostly landowning farmers, all over forty, went to

downtown Lexington, the Holmes County seat, and attempted to register to vote .

Upon reaching the courthouse, the group was confronted by the county sheriff,

Andrew Smith, county and city police and nearly thirty deputized whites. The

intention of this segregationist force was to intimidate the group of prospective

registrants. After Mileston farmer Hartman Tumbow appealed to the sheriff that

the group be allowed to register, Smith compromised . The sheriff, not seeking

publicity or federal intervention, allow some of the group to come forward to take

the complicated Mississippi examination for voter registration . Whites and



Blacks alike were amazed that the group of fourteen were bold enough to attempt

to register."

The white supremacist forces in Holmes would respond swiftly to this

violation of the system of white supremacy . A minister who participated in the

original Holmes County group of fourteen Blacks to register was virtually run out

of town . One month after the journey to Lexington, nightriders tossed Molotov

cocktails and shot several rounds into the home of Hartman Turnbow. The

nightriders waited for Turnbow to escape from the front of his house so they could

assassinate him. Turnbow's wife and daughter escaped the burning house first and

were not harmed by the nightriders. Turnbow appeared from the burning house

with his 16-round .22 semiautomatic rifle. The nightriders fired at Turnbow and

he returned the fire, expending every round . Tumbow's response forced the

terrorists to retreat. Holmes County Blacks believed that Tumbow shot and killed

one of the nightriders but to protect the identity of the terrorist, local authorities

claimed the cause of death was heart attack. 42

After the retreat of the nightriders, Turnbow family turned their attention

to putting out the fire . While there was severe damage, the home was saved. The

next day, Turnbow was arrested on charges of arson by Sheriff Smith. Local

authorities accused Turnbow of setting his own home on fire . Bob Moses and

three other SNCC workers, who came the next morning to investigate the attack

on the Tumbow home, were also arrested . Moses found an automobile license

plate on the Turnbow property, which had apparently fallen from the nightriders'

vehicle . The lost automobile tag turned out to belong to the car of the sheriff. Six

months after the arrests, the charges were dropped against Turnbow and the



SNCC activists.`3

Tumbow's successful defense of his life and his inspirational leadership

has made him a legendary figure within the Holmes County Black community and

the Mississippi movement . Similar to grassroots leaders like Steptoe, Dahmer,

Greene, and McGhee, Turnbow won the admiration and respect of young SNCC

activists. It was widely known within the Movement that Turnbow did not prac-

tice or advocate nonviolence. According to Charles Cobb, Turnbow would joke

about his act of armed resistance in defense of his family and home, "I wasn't

bein' non, nonviolent . I wasjust protectin' my wife and family." In one interview,

Turnbow took pride in the fact he publicly disagreed with Martin Luther King, Jr.

in response to King's advocacy of nonviolence on two occasions. At a meeting

during the 1964 Democratic Convention, Turnbow replied to statements by King

"[T]his nonviolent stuff ain't no good. It'll get you killed." The same day

Turnbow told a young female activist: "[E]very what the Mississippi white man

pose with, he got to be met with . . . Meet him with ever he pose with. If he pose

with a smile, meet him with a smile, and if he pose with a gun, meet him with a

gun." Turnbow generally came to SNCC/COFO meetings with a briefcase which

concealed his .38 handgun. Hollis Watkins remembered Turnbow commenting

about his .38 ,"'This (his handgun) is for folks who might try and come in here and

do something to us . They ain't gonna come up in here and take us, not as long as

I'm here and alive."

In spite of white violence and intransigence, Tumbow and the Black

community of Holmes would continue their fight for basic civil and human rights .

Holmes County, particularly the village of Mileston, would become a significant



base for SNCCICOFO and the Mississippi movement. Part of Mileston's signifi-

cance was its ability to provide a protective ring around its community. The armed

presence of Black farmers in Holmes County was greatly appreciated by activists

committed to nonviolence, who from their experiences in Pike and Leflore coun-

ties were realizing federal law enforcement could not be relied on for protection.

CQRE in Canton : Being Protected by "Badass" C-0. Chinn

CORE's experience in the rural Deep South was very similar to SNCC's,

in terms of contact with Black Southerners who practiced armed self-defense as a

way of life . As earlier stated, CORE was the first organization to apply Gandhian

principles of nonviolence in the struggle for Black civil and human rights in the

U.S. The heart of CORE's initial leadership group in the Deep South would

actually come from urban New Orleans . From the New Orleans student move-

ment emerged the first CORE workers to go to rural Louisiana and Mississippi .

This group included Rudy Lombard, who would become National CORE's vice-

chairman ; George Raymond, Matthew Suarez, Dave Dennis, and Jerome Smith, a

former longshoreman. The group became well grounded in Gandhian philosophy .

One member of the group, speaking on its commitment to nonviolence, stated

"The chapter had a deep Gandhian philosophy. ..All the members were prepared to

die if necessary. In fact we spent hours talking about Gandhian philosophy and

willingness to give our lives . We would not eat and talk for days as a means to

acquire discipline." In 1960, the New Orleans CORE group would takes its first

political steps by participating in lunch counter demonstrations . In its sit-ins, New

Orleans CORE utilized "hit and run" tactics . Demonstrators would disrupt white



owned, segregated restaurants, until police would order the activists to disperse4s

In the Spring of 1961, the New Orleans group would play a significant

role in forwarding the Freedom Rides through Mississippi . The national CORE

leadership initiated the Freedom Rides, a campaign to desegregate Greyhound and

Trailways bus terminals . After white mob violence in Birmingham and Anniston,

Alabama, national CORE leadership decided to suspend the Rides . After the

SNCC contingent committed to continue the Rides, New Orleans CORE mobi-

lized Black students from the Louisiana city to participate in the Rides. Later that

Fall, New Orleans CORE would continue the Rides in Southwest Mississippi . The

Rides would provide an opportunity for New Orleans CORE to recruit Black

youth and to put its Gandhian philosophy into practice:

In Spring of 1962, CORE would send its first full-time organizer to Mis-

sissippi . New Orleans CORE member Dave Dennis, now a veteran of the Free-

dom Rides, went to Mississippi as CORE's sole representative in the state. When

COFO was formed, he became one of its principal leaders, as co-chair along with

Bob Moses . CORE was assigned to organize COFO's voter registration project in

Mississippi's Fourth Congressional District. Dennis, as CORE's representative,

primarily organized in five Mississippi counties ; Madison, Rankin, Leake,

Neshoba, and Lauderdale.'

Madison County provided CORE's first beachhead in Mississippi . Na-

tional CORE leadership was disappointed that the efforts of Dennis had not

produced a CORE chapter in Mississippi . There was a perception within CORE

national leadership that Dennis was spending too much time developing COFO.

Dennis was certainly pressured to develop a Mississippi project to provide CORE



with its own identity in the state . Dennis felt Madison County, and its county seat

of Canton, had good potential as a CORE base . Blacks constituted nearly 75

percent of the county's population and owned 40 percent of the land in Madison.

At the same time, with a population of twenty-nine thousand Blacks, less than two

hundred persons ofAfrican descent were registered to vote . While Blacks con-

trolled a significant amount of the county's land, their economic independence

was very limited . Cotton was the primary crop in the county, as in the Delta

region. Cotton production was controlled by the federal government. State offi-

cials determined which farmers would receive federal allotments. Due to racial

discrimination, Black farmers rarely received allotments. Madison County's black

farmers also found themselves constantly in debt, often having to pledge their

crop in advance . Despite their large numerical majority and the percentage of

Black owned land, Madison County's Blacks found themselves in the status of

"second class citizens." Another asset that Madison provided was that Tougaloo

College, a privately owned Black institution, was located in the southwest corner

of the county. Tougaloo was an important recruiting zone for the Mississippi

movement .48

Another New Orleans CORE member, with experience in the Freedom

Rides, George Raymond came to Madison County in June of 1963 . Canton was

described by Dennis as "a hot bed area . . .Like the `old West."'<9 Raymond found

Canton to be a frontier town controlled by a segregationist white elite and en-

forced by a strongman, Sheriff Billy Noble . Noble fulfilled all the stereotypes of a

white Southern sheriff. He was brash and brutal and a staunch segregationist. Any

Movement activism in Madison would find Noble a formidable adversary . The



survival of CORE and the Movement in Madison depended on the involvement

and support of a man whose reputation was at least as formidable as Billy

Noble's, "Badass" C.O. Chinn.

Chinndeveloped his reputation years before the Movement came to

Canton when he confronted a white planter who made demands that he work on a

white owned plantation (see ChapterTwo). As a young adult, Chinn participated

in the U.S . military. Ironically he served in the same military with Billy Noble.

Upon leaving the military, Chinn and his young wife, Minnie, began to build their

family in Canton. Chinn became an enterprising businessman, opening a cafe, bar

and "bootlegging" on the side . The white power structure and Sheriff Noble did

not interfere with Chinn's legal and illegal enterprises, allowing him the space to

exist. Ofcourse, Chinn paid a fee to the local white elite in order to operate an

illegal alcohol business . When George Raymond initially came to Canton, local

people avoided him and CORE, fearing reprisal from Canton's white power

structure . Once Chinn, who was well respected in Madson County, endorsed

Raymond, doors began to open to the young CORE activists. CORE was able to

utilize office space in the Chinn family business . C.O. also provided CORE

workers with transportation and protection . Chinn began to use his connections to

getCORE forums at churches and other public gatherings and often himself spoke

in support of the Movement. In spite of warnings from the white power structure,

Chinn became the first resident of Canton to embrace Raymond and CORE. By

supporting CORE's voter registration campaign, Chinn was targeted for economic

reprisal and political repression by the local power structure. The cordial relation-

ship which had developed between Chinn and Noble since their days in the



military soured after Chinn openly supported the Movement . Chinn would lose

his liquor license and be forced to close his bar.-50

C.O. Chinn is a legendary figure in the history of the Mississippi move-

ment . If Billy Noble was the stereotypic white Southern sheriff, Chinn was defi-

nitely the quintessential "crazy Negro." He certainly did not fit the stereotype of

servile and deferential behavior which has been identified with Southern Blacks

of his generation . He crossed lines that other Blacks only dreamed about. C.O.

was revered by the local Blacks and feared by local whites. Chinn did not fit most

popular images of a Southern civil rights leader. Most of our popular images of

Movement leaders are religious, moral figures, generally Christian ministers .

While Chinn was a Christian, his life-style could not be confused with that of a

devout religious leader or layperson . In fact his wife, Mrs. Minnie Chinn, who

also loved and respected Chinn, described Chinn as a "devil." Black people in

Madison County respected Chinn because he openly spoke his mind and was not

intimidated by white racists . Chinn's courage gave him a tremendous moral

authority in the Black community which was not based on religion.''

Chinn was also respected by Blacks because whites, including the police

and the white power structure actually feared him. CORE activist Matthew Suarez

remembered "[E]very white man in that town knew that you didn't fuck with C.

O. Chinn." Chinn also received respect and special treatment from Billy Noble

and the police which wasn't accorded to anyone else . Rudy Lombard recalls how

Noble once grabbed George Raymond and taunted the young CORE activist.

According to Lombard, Noble told Raymond "[A]in't but two bad sons of bitches

in this county, me and that nigger C.O. Chinn." It is suggested by many Move-



meet activists that Billy Noble was the only person that Chinn would allow to

arrest him in Madison County. One observer claimed that when a young deputy

attempted to arrest C.O., apparently Chinn laughed at the youthful deputy and

demanded that if he was to be arrested only Billy Noble could arrest him. The

young officer left and returned with Noble. Noble took off his gun and told C.O.

if he could whip him hand to hand Chinn would not be arrested. If Chinn lost the

battle he was expected to go to jail . Movement veterans claim this scenario

occurred several times with the Sheriff winning some of the matches, but often

Chinn was the victor.12

CORE workers admiration for Chinn parallels the respect SNCC workers

had for Steptoe, Dahmer, McGhee, andTurnbow. According to Dave Dennis,

C.O. was "assertive, aggressive and didn't take no shit." CORE activist Anne

Moody recalled "[Me (Chinn) was the type of person that didn't take shit from

anyone. If he was with you he was all for you. If he didn't like you that was it.. .He

was in position to speak his mind ...""

Chinn's reputation was an asset to CORE's organizing effort . Chinn's

intervention often stuck fear into local whites, preventing them from attacking

CORE activists. At times Chinn openly carried a handgun on his person as was

his legal right in the state of Mississippi. Chinn was also the inspirational leader

of a group of "protective guys" who began to provide armed security for CORE

activists. CORE workers realized C.O. was the catalyst not only to their ability to

speak to thecommunity but the reason folks in the community would protect

them from nightriders. According to Lombard C.O . "wasn't solo, he was just the

inspirational leader. He gave other people heart.. .and the courage to step to it."



Besides this group of protective guys, Chinn's defiant attitude inspired support for

the Movement and a growing militance in certain working class and poor commu-

nities . Similar to haven communities in Walthal, Mileston and Danville, Virginia,

certain Canton neighborhoods were feared by local whites . Speaking to the

protection they received in certain communities, Dennis remembered "Black folks

said you (nightriders) don't come into this area." With this in mind the CORE

Freedom House was strategically located across the street from a housing project.

The residents of the project often provided CORE workers with protection from

nightriders. Local people even provided "nonviolent" CORE workers with a rifle

to protect themselves.-

Closing Chinn's business wasn't enough for the segregationists . After

warnings andeconomic reprisal, Chinn did not bend or compromise, but was an

inspiration to Movement forces and the Black community. The CORE voter

registration campaign was beginning to develop steam, recruiting young people

and winning the support of adults . Less than a month after the campaign began,

in one week in late June, twelve Blacks succeeded in registering , while eighteen

were turned away. It was obvious to the white powerstructure Chinn's presence

and influence had to be eliminated . On one summer night in 1963, Chinn's was

stopped by police while driving his pickup truck. Police observed Chinn's .45

automatic handgun on the front seat of the truck which was legal by Mississippi

law. Obviously to silence him and take him off the street, police arrested Chinn on

felony charges of carrying a concealed weapon. Chinn was convicted and spent

six months in prison . In spite of this the Canton Movement continued and new

leaders like former school teacher Annie Devine joined the voter registration



campaign."

To exist and to mobilize the Black population of Canton and Madson

County, CORE had to rely on indigenous Blacks who were immersed in the Black

armed resistance tradition . CORE also would come across other local Movement

activists who utilized armed self-defense in the Harmony community of Leake

County and in the city of Meridian and would rely on them for protection. This

was ironic since CORE pioneered the concept and practice of nonviolence in the

struggle for Black human rights . The reality of danger in Mississippi and the

example of Chinn and the Black community of Canton did create a debate within

the CORE staff in Canton about the necessity of arming themselves.' This debate

within an organization which was so committed to nonviolence is a compelling

statement of the influence and persuasiveness of the armed resistance tradition

within the South, particularly in rural communities.

SNCC and CORE's initial experience in Mississippi was a testament to the

existence and role of the armed "an eye for eye" tradition in the Deep South. In

virtually every community organized by SNCC andCORE they found significant

local leaders and/or contiguous neighborhoods that practiced armed self-defense

as a way of life. Activists from nonviolent organization encountered and received

protection from informal community networks from Blacks in Walthal, Leflore,

Madison, and Holmes counties . Indigenous Mississippi Black leaders Medgar

Evers (Jackson), E.W. Steptoe (Amite), Ernest Nobles (Pike), Vernon Dahmer

(Forrest), Hartman Turnbow (Holmes), C.O. Chinn (Madison), Dewey Greene

and Laura McGhee (Leflore) were not nonviolent . Armed self-defense was an

important aspect of how many local Black Mississippians lived . It was difficult
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for younger activists to challenge the practice of armed self-defense in Black

Mississippi conununities . First, many of the activists from organizations commit-

ted to nonviolence depended on Black folk immersed in the "eye for an eye"

tradition for survival and protection. Secondly, SNCC and CORE began to recruit

young Black Mississippians like Hollis Watkins, MacArthur Cotton, and Anne

Moody, who grew up consciously or unconsciously familiar with the armed

resistance tradition within their local communities . These two factors compro-

mised any potential for advocating nonviolence in the Mississippi movement.

SNCC and CORE would move from compromise with the "eye for an eye"

tradition to debate within their organizations over support for the right of armed

self-defense .
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Chapter Four: 1964: The Beginning of the End of Nonviolence

"1964 will be America's hottest year.-.Ayear of racial violence and much

racial bloodshed....if there is to be bleeding it must be reciprocal."

Malcolm X

SNCC and CORE's initial years in Mississippi had demonstrated that

white supremacists would respond violently to protect the system of segregation .

The KennedyAdministration, particularly the Justice Department, also exhibited a

lack of willingness to protect COFO activists from the violence of Mississippi

racists. COFO activists, some of whom had come to Mississippi with the expecta-

tion of federal protection, were dismayed by their inability to guarantee security

for local Blacks in Mississippi. Since the arrival of Moses in 1961, Black Missis-

sippi and the Mississippi movement had experienced a reign of terror which

included the assassination of Medgar Evers. In spite of the willingness of local

Blacks to protect themselves and their communities, nightriders continued their

bombings, drive-by shootings and other acts of harassment, and intimidation .

In the FaU of 1963, adebate developed within COFO, particularly among

the SNCC forces, as to how to proceed with the Mississippi Movement. Con-

cerned about SNCC's inability to protect Black Mississippians, Bob Moses

proposed COFO bring massive amount of white volunteers from Northern col-

leges and universities . Moses was impressed by the involvement of nearly 100

white volunteers from Yale and Stanford during the successful "Freedom Vote"

campaign that fall . The "Freedom Vote" campaign was an alternative election to
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demonstrate that disenfranchised Mississippi Blacks would participate in the

electoral process if they had the opportunity. Over 70,000 ballots were cast by

Black people in these mock elections, held at the same time as the "white only"

statewide elections . Since the Freedom Vote was a statewide campaign, for the

first time COFO was able to connect local projects in one consolidated effort .'

Prior to the Freedom Vote, SNCC had not encouraged massive numbers of

white volunteers in Mississippi. Moses himself earlier felt the involvement of

large numbers whites in rural Mississippi may violate the security of the local

projects and their organizers . In the Spring of 1964 a SNCC field report from

Mississippi stated it was "too dangerous for whites to participate in the project in

Mississippi-too dangerous for them and too dangerous for the Negroes who

would be working with them." Prior to the involvement of whites in the Freedom

Vote, Moses had also been an advocate for local Blacks to be the primary recruits

and workers in the local projects to insure the development of indigenous leader-

ship .,

More than the good impressions left with Moses from the white participa-

tion in the Freedom Vote was his concern over the security of local people and the

Movement. Moses was convinced it was necessary to gain federal intervention to

prevent racist violence by nightriders and state and local law enforcement. In spite

of appeals by Moses and other SNCC leaders, most Movement activists believed

the Kennedy Administration provided an inadequate response to the murders of

activists like Herbert Lee and Medgar Evers, and other shootings, bombings, and

attacks on other activists and local Mississippians . Since the federal government

did not seem to be concerned about Black lives, possibly bringing massive num-



bers of whites from prestigious Northern families would force the Justice Depart-

ment and the FBI to play an assertive role in protecting voter registration person-

nel.'

On the other hand, the majority of the SNCC Mississippi field staff,

particularly those recruited from Mississippi communities, opposed the inclusion

of massive numbers ofwhites in projects in Black Mississippi communities.

Mississippi field organizers, including Hollis Watkins, MacArthur Cotton, Willie

Peacock, and Sam Block believed the involvement of massive amounts of white

college students would interrupt the process of developing indigenous leadership

and organization in Mississippi communities of African descent. They believed it

was necessary to continue to organize new forces, particularly young people and

to unite with the indigenous networks which already existed in local communities,

like the local NAACP chapters, the informal intelligence systems, and defense

,groups. In many Mississippi communities COFO had not yet initiated any orga-

nizing. To have Northern whites be the fast contact these communities would

have with the Movement, some argued, might not encourage Black community

initiative . Some argued the Mississippi Blacks with little formal education might

be intimidated by Northern whites with acollege education. SNCC activist

Charles Cobb (a Howard University student from Massachusetts) feared that due

to their experiences, contacts, and administrative skills, privileged white students

would "take over the local COFO projects from indigenous Mississippi Blacks.'

On November 14, 1963, in aCOFO staff meeting in Greenville, Missis-

sippi, Moses presented the idea of aMississippi Summer Project. The Mississippi

Summer Project would include a massive statewide voter registration of disen-



franchised Black voters, the organization of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic

Party (MFDP), and the organization of freedom schools to enhance the academic

skills, political and social consciousness of Mississippi Black youth. The MFDP

was projected to be a multiracial political party which would challenge the legiti-

macy of the Mississippi Democratic party at the Democratic National Convention .

Moses' proposal, supported by Dave Dennis and SNCC activist Lawrence Guyot

(from Hancock County, Mississippi), included the mobilization of large numbers

of white students to participate in the Summer Project. Primarily indigenous

Black Mississippians involved in COFO and SNCC, like Watkins, Cotton, Block,

and Peacock, did not support Moses' proposal. After a heated debate and three

votes, the COFO staff agreed to a compromise which allowed the participation of

100 white volunteers . On December 30, 1963, Moses presented the idea to the

SNCC's national executive committee, who enthusiastically supported Moses

proposal . In this meeting SNCC veterans like John Lewis, Marion Barry, and

James Forman supported Moses' proposal, agreeing that involving large numbers

of white students would compel the federal government to protect Movement

workers in Mississippi . SNCC's executive committee agreed to expand the num-

ber of white volunteers decided upon by the COFO staff. SNCC national leader-

ship decided to send representatives to a COFO meeting in January 1964 to

provide Moses with support in convincing COFO staff to accept the massive

number of white volunteers they planned to recruit .6 Armed Self-Defense vs .

Non-Violence : Internal Debate Within SNCC and CORE.

On June 10th, 1964, six months after Moses and SNCC national leader-

ship convinced COFO staff to agree to bringing large number of white volunteer,,



to participate in the Summer Project another issue created debate within SNCC.

At a national SNCC staff meeting in Atlanta during the preparation for Freedom

Summer, the question of armed self-defense was argued on the national level

within SNCC. This was the first time carrying or using weapons would be dis-

cussed or debated at a national meeting of SNCC.

From the same group who opposed the inclusion of massive number of

whites in the Summer Project, came the argument that SNCC activists should be

allowed to protect themselves and their offices with guns . The debate began after

SNCC staff working out of the organization's Greenwood office, the Freedom

House, informed the participants in the meeting that they had made a decision to

"protect the people around the office and from preventing people from breaking in

and bombing the office." Since January of 1964, guns had been kept in the Free-

dom House in Greenwood. Charles Cobb informed the meeting that Amzie Moore

had received information from the "grapevine" (the informal intelligence net-

work) that he (Moore), Bob Moses, Fannie Lou Hamer, Dave Dennis and Aaron

Henry were targeted for assassination . SNCC staff members in Greenwood also

believed their lives were in jeopardy. They were informed that whites in the Delta

were arming themselves to terrorize COFO. SNCC staff also received information

about a truckload of arms and ammunition which was intercepted in IIlinois

before being delivered to white supremacists in Mississippi. Besides the threat to

their personal security, staff members were concerned about burglaries which had

occurred at the office . Due to the potential for violence the staff of the Greenwood

office decided to obtain guns for their protection. The Greenwood staff and other

Delta organizers also reported that local Blacks in the Delta were also arming
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themselves and advising SNCC activists to do likewise . Willie Peacock pointed

out that since the "FBI was unwilling to track down" the perpetrators of white

supremacist violence, rural Blacks established a "self-defense structure." The

awareness by whites of the presence of armed Blacks had prevented attacks on the

Black community.'

The reality of the position and recent practices of SNCC organizers in

Greenwood sparked a lively and heated discussion on the question of armed self-

defense versus nonviolence. Various questions were raised. Should SNCC work

ers in the Deep South be armed? Should armed sentries be placed around SNCC

and COFO Freedom Houses in the South? What relationship should SNCC have

with indigenous Black Southerners who practiced armed self-defense? What were

the consequences of Black communities defending themselves through armed

resistance? These questions were passionately debated by SNCC staff.

In the debate many offered arguments which supported a strategy of

nonviolence and questioned the practicality ofarmed resistance . Frank Smith, an

indigenous Mississippian who organized in Greenwood and Holly Springs,

encouraged his comrades to maintain a nonviolent posture. Smith supported the

view that only the Federal government could provide adequate protection for local

Blacks and Movement people in Mississippi. Courtland Cox, who was active in

the Nonviolent Action Group (the SNCC affiliate group at Howard University)

believed that the advocacy and practice of armed resistance would isolate SNCC

from the majority of the Black population . One of the SNCC veterans of the 1961

sit-in movement and a Spelman College student, Ruby Doris Smith, wondered if

SNCC should allow local Blacks to provide ostensibly nonviolent organizers with
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protection . One of the most passionate arguments in opposition to armed self-

defense was made by Prathia Hall, an activist and theology student from Philadel-

phia. Hall was no stranger to the violence of Southern segregationists, as she had

been wounded in Dawson, Georgia, in 1962. On the philosophical level, Hall

argued that by "destroying life (through violence) we don't preserve them." From

a pragmatic point of view she argued that the talk of Black self-defense was

suicidal . Hall believed" [I]f you kill an attacker.. .you will lose your home any way

because the (white) townsmen will come to the aid of the attacker and take every-

thing (life and property) away from you." On the question of SNCC workers

being armed, Bob Moses argued that while SNCC could notexpect local Blacks

to commit themselves to nonviolence, SNCC workers were obligated to be un-

armed. Moses recognized that being armed was a way of life in Black Southern

culture, and to most local Blacks nonviolence was a foreign concept. On the other

hand SNCC as an organization had made a commitment to nonviolence and its

organizers were required to practice Christian pacifism.'

The advocates of armed self-defense also argued passionately and persua-

sively. Sam Block testified that whites intending to do harm to the SNCC office

had been deterred, most likely by armed Blacks. Block also invoked the example

of Laura McGhee, who had prevented attacks on her home by being armed. In

response to Hall's assertion that armed self-defense would be suicidal for Black

Southern communities, Mike Sayer, a white activist from New York, reminded his

colleagues about Robert Williams and the armed Black community in Monroe,

North Carolina . To Sayer the deterrence of the Klan by armed patrols in Monroe

suggested armed Black resistance would not necessarily led to a holocaust and
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massacre as implied by Hall . Other SNCC projects were also effected by this

debate . Donald Harris, a SNCC organizer in Albany (Georgia), questioned if

SNCC activists should discourage local Blacks from participating in acts of

retaliatory violence . In 1964, SNCC workers had also encountered armed Blacks

in a fierce struggle which had exploded in Cambridge, Maryland?

In a critical moment in the debate, Charles Cobb then asked a critical

question. Cobb asked "Where does SNCC stand when Mr. (E.W.) Steptoe is killed

while defending his home, with his two daughters there and his rifle laying on the

floor?" He continued "Where does SNCC stand when I pick up his gun.. .as I

will .. .and, then, when the police arrest me?" After a long silence, SNCC's elder

advisor Ella Baker offered her perspective to break the impasse. Baker rarely

intervened in the internal debates of her junior comrades in SNCC. In response to

Cobb's questions, Baker stated "I can't conceive of the SNCC I thought I was

associated with not defending Charlie Cobb...In my book, Charlie would not be

operating out of SNCC if he did what he said." Ella Baker was respected by all

factions within SNCC. While not affirmatively advocating armed self-defense,

Baker's support for Cobb's position was a critical acknowledgment of support for

SNCC staff desiring more flexibility around the organization's position on the use

of force. After Baker's affirmation and several other comments, Cobb asserted "I

won't carry a gun.. .but what's different here is the presence of Mr. Steptoe's

daughters. If I was alone, I'd head out the back door. The question to me is purely

one of protection of the daughters.""

After the lengthy debate, a consensus was reached that no guns were to be

kept in any "Freedom House or office in any SNCC project" and that "no one on



(SNCC) staff is to carry guns or weapons." It was also resolved that SNCC as an

organization would not take any public position on armed self-defense . It was also

decided that "volunteers recruited for the Mississippi Summer Project who carry

weapons will be asked to leave."'

The decision concerning armed volunteers was probably directed towards

the presence and influence of members of the northern based radical nationalist

organization, the Revolutionary Action Movement in the Greenwood Freedom

House. The Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM) was initiated in 1962 by

Northern Black radicals who defined themselves as revolutionary Black national-

ists and were seeking to organize a liberation movement to free the "colonized

Black nation." The founders ofRAM came together due to a "need for a `Third

Force' . . .somewhere between the Nation of Islam (fundamental Black national-

ism) . . . and SNCC (activist/militant reform) . . ." RAM was politically to the left of

SNCC and CORE and saw armed struggle as the primary means by which Black

liberation would come about . The leadership ofRAM believed it was necessary to

build a Black liberation army to wage guerilla warfare in the United States . In

1964, Robert Williams, the Monroe (North Carolina) NAACP activist and advo-

cate of armed resistance, was named the International Chairman ofRAM while he

was in exile in Cuba. The association with Williams, considered a living hero by

many, helped gain legitimacy for RAM in some Movement circles .' 2

RAM's first organizing venture in the South was the "Afro-American

Student Conference on Black Nationalism" at Fisk University in Nashville, May

1st and 2nd, 1964. The purpose of this conference was to consolidate Black

college students who were leaning towards Black nationalism and radical politic%
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to be a force in the Southern movement. The Nashville Student Movement,

considered to be the vanguard of nonviolence and multi-racialism in SNCC, was

so concerned by RAM's conference that it invited Martin Luther King Jr. to speak

in Nashville the same weekend. King blasted the RAM conference as "hate in

reverse ." After a meeting to resolve the tension between RAM and SNCC, John

Lewis agreed to allow RAM organizers, including its Field Chairman Max

Stanford, to participate in the SNCC project in Greenwood. 13

In the late spring of 1964, Stanford and activist and writer Roland

Snellings went to Greenwood to participate in the SNCC project and to wage

ideological struggle within the ranks of the SNCC field staff. RAM's objective in

the Mississippi Movement was to win the Black field organizers over to Black

nationalism and armed resistance, particularly armed struggle . In Greenwood,

Stanford and Snellings found SNCC organizers had already established an armed

watch of the Freedom House and were ready "to establish a state-wide self-

defense system." They also came into contact with indigenous Black Mississippi-

ans who were interested in meeting white supremacist violence with armed force.

Many of the SNCC field staff were receptive to RAM's Black nationalism . Con-

cerning the field staff's relations with RAM, MacArthur Cotton remembered "the

majority of the local SNCC people didn't have a problem with RAM." According

to Cotton, to most of the Mississippi-born field staff "that other philosophy

(integration and nonviolence) was foreign," not radical Black nationalism .''

On the other hand some Black organizers, particularly Bob Moses, op-

posed Black nationalism and believed RAM's Black nationalism and advocacy of

armed resistance was a disruptive force in Mississippi SNCC. RAM's revolution-
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ary perspective that the U.S . government was a colonial government and the

enemy of Black people ran counter to SNCC's liberal reformist view which saw

elements of the Democratic Party and the federal government as allies . Liberal

whites associated with SNCC and COFO also viewed RAM as a divisive force in

the development of multiracial harmony.'S

When the subject of armed self-defense came up at the June 1964 SNCC

staff meeting, some of the opponents of armed self-defense believed that the

presence of guns in the Greenwood office was partially a result of RAM's influ

ence on certain Black organizers in SNCC. After the decision was made to

remove the guns from all Freedom Houses and SNCC offices and to disassociate

from any volunteer who was armed, Bob Moses dispatched Stokely Carmichael

to Greenwood. Carmichael was to remove the guns from the Greenwood office

and ask that the RAM forces also leave the Freedom House and not participate in

any SNCC project. Ironically during Freedom Summer many SNCC militants did

carry weapons and SNCC executive secretary James Forman, who opposed the

guns being in the Greenwood Freedom House, placed an armed sentry around the

Greenwood office."

As previously stated the June 1964 staff meeting represented the first time

SNCC would debate the issue of armed self-defense as a national organization.

While the SNCC field staff was able to reach aconsensus on this issue on the eve

of Freedom Summer support for armedself-defense and the practice of carrying

weapons would grow within the organization. In fact the Freedom Summer

experience would play a significant role in diminishing nonviolence as a philoso-

phy and practice of the organization .



CORE also was engaged in debate concerning its position on armed self-

defense. As early as 1962, CORE national leadership became concerned about the

commitment of CORE field staff to nonviolence and the difficulties of getting

Southern Blacks to not utilize weapons in response to segregationist violence . At

the 1963 CORE national convention, a special workshop on mass violence and

nonviolent philosophy was organized. A primary reason for the organization of

this workshop was the reports of CORE field organizers which spoke of the

common practices of Southern Blacks to be armed. In Canton, Mississippi and

Plaquemines and the parish of West Feliciana, Louisiana, CORE workers received

protection from armed Black civilians . In a report from West Feliciana, a CORE

worker stated "We cannot tell someone not to defend his property and the lives of

his family, and let me assure you, those 15-20 shotguns guarding our meetings are

very assuring." James Farmer, the national director of CORE feared that as the

Southern Movement intensified it would be difficult to restrain CORE members

from participating in acts of armed resistance . In one instance, Farmer reported

that after a local CORE office in the South had been raided by police, CORE

members were arming themselves "to shoot it out with the police the next time

they came to the office." At the 1963 convention, many delegates reported they

had to disarm Southern Blacks "who had come to mass meetings and demonstra-

tions with revolvers and knives." Farmer spoke directly to the perceived dangers

of CORE members and Movement activists and supporters embracing armed

resistance. Fearing the effects association of the Movement with armed resistance

would have on white support, Farmer stated, "[W]idespread violence by the

freedom fighters would sever the struggle all but a few of our allies ." He also



noted "(I]t would also provoke and, to many, justify such repressive measures as

would stymie the movement.""

Farmer's fears of CORE members abandoning nonviolence as a way of

life and primary strategy were not imagined or exaggerated. In the South, many

key CORE activists began to recognize the utility of armed resistance as a

complement or alternative to nonviolent direct action. Young CORE leaders from

the New Orleans group, who were so committed to Gandhian principles that in

1961 spoke of "preparing to die if necessary," in 1963 and 1964 recognized

armed resistance as legitimate and in some cases used its potential as a bargaining

measure. One example occurred in May 1963 during a heated exchange between

CORE activist Jerome Smith and Attorney General Robert Kennedy. Smith, once

a committed Gandhian and mentor of the New Orleans group, asserted if the

Federal government could not protect Movement activists he could not promise a

continued commitment to nonviolence . Smith told Kennedy, "When I pull the

trigger, kiss it (nonviolence) good-bye." COFO leader and CORE representative

in Mississippi Dave Dennis also began to change his total commitment to nonvio-

lence. In January 1964, Dennis cautioned Robert Kennedy that due to a lack of

federal protection, Blacks "shall not watch their families starve, be jailed, beaten,

and killed without responding to protect themselves. You have proven by your

refusal to act that we have no other recourse but to defend ourselves with what-

ever means we have at our disposal."'s

On the eve of Freedom Summer an incident occurred that would move

Dennis to emotionally and politically break with the philosophy of nonviolence .

On June 21st, 1964, two CORE volunteers, James Chaney and Mickey



Schwerner, and one Freedom Summer volunteer Andrew Goodman were missing

after being released by Neshoba County Deputy SheriffCecil Price . Chaney was a

Black Mississippian from Meridian. Schwerner was a white New Yorker, who had

come to Meridian in 1963 to run the CORE office there . Goodman was a college

student from New York. The three workers were in Neshoba County to find

housing for Freedom Summer volunteers . Dennis was to travel with them but did

not go due to a bout with bronchitis . For security purposes, COFO worker were

required to call in to their local headquarters (in this case Meridian) every two

hours to communicate their location and well being . When no call was received

from them an alert was sent out and SNCC, CORE, and COFO workers and

supporters in Mississippi and across the U.S . mobilized to Neshoba County to

locate them."

Pressure was directed at the federal authorities, particularly the FBI, to

join in the search for Chaney, Schwerner and Goodman . COFO workers were

very critical of the response of federal authorities . The FBI was contacted the

evening the three activists came up missing but responded to the case twenty four

hours after their call from COFO. President Lyndon Johnson also inquired into the

whereabouts of Chaney, Schwerner, and Goodman. Johnson expressed his con-

cern with U.S . Senator James Eastland and Mississippi Governor Paul Johnson

and sent former Central Intelligence Agency director Allen Dulles to meet with

Mississippi officials . COFO activists were dismayed that Dulles did not make

time on his schedule to meet with Rita Schemer, the wife of Mickey. On July 10 .

1964, the FBI opened a field office in Jackson, Mississippi. On that occasion, FBI

director J . Edgar Hoover, not a supporter of the Civil Rights Movement, made



statements which did not invoke feelings of security from COFO forces . Assuring

segregationist forces in Mississippi, Hoover stated "we most certainly do not and

will not give protection to civil rights workers.. ." Hoover also declared "protec-

tion is in the hands of local authorities." The presence of two white Northerners

from prominent families did create the type of public outcry which pressured the

FBI and federal authorities not only to investigate the case but provide some

security for human rights activists and supporters, particularly the hundreds of

white volunteers involved in the Summer Project. By the end of the summer over

150 agents were assigned to the Jackson FBI office.'

It wasn't until the early days of August that the bodies of the three activists

were found and identified. The corpses were located in a bulldozed trench in a

dam's base and covered by two feet of dirt . Dennis, the director of CORE activity

in the state took personal responsibility for the disappearance and subsequent

lynchings of the three activists. On the evening of the three Movement workers'

disappearance, Dennis was at his mother's home in Shreveport, Louisiana, suffer-

ing from bronchitis (as mentioned earlier) . Inexperienced volunteers were staffing

the Meridian COFO office . Chaney, Schwerner, and Goodman were expected to

return to the office by 4 pm. While the COFO office in Meridian did call the state

headquarters in Jackson and called six jails in eastern Mississippi, they did not

immediately contact federal officials, including the FBI, until 9 p.m. that same

evening. Dennis later expressed remorse that he was not in Meridian that evening

to give his leadership andexperience to initiating swift action in searching for his

missing comrades . Dennis also believed if federal officials were contacted earlier

possibly they may have intervened and saved the lives of Chaney, Schwerner, and
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Goodman . Another element of this case that profoundly affected Dennis was that

during the federal search for Chaney, Schwerner, and Goodman federal officials

found several dead bodies in remote areas of Mississippi. One of these corpse was

the body of fourteen-year-old boy found in the Big Black River clad in a CORE t-

shirt. While the search for his three comrades was important, Dennis was dis-

traught by the fact that no serious effort was being made to investigate the cause

of death and, if the motive was murder, to pursue the perpetrators of these

crimes."

One result of this experience was that the Dennis began to disassociate

himself from an adherence to nonviolence . In fact, when Dennis was asked to

speak at the memorial service for James Chaney he either conscious disobeyed or

unintentionally disregarded an order from CORE national leadership to preach

reconciliation and nonviolence at the ceremony. Dennis gave an emotional

address. He was quoted by the press as stating "I'm sick and tired of going to the

funerals of Black men who have been murdered by white men. . . . I've got ven-

geance in my heart tonight. . ." Dennis also told the audience "If you go back home

and take what these white men in Mississippi are doing to us . . . If you take it and

don't do something about it . . .then God damn your souls . . ." Years later reflecting

on his emotional comments that day Dennis attempted to explain his intent .

I felt then that there was only one solution . If we're gonna have a
war, let's have it . And people say, `Let's leave it up to the govern-
ment to take care of this . . .' Let's go in there ourselves, let's go on
and get it over with, one way or another. That's the emotion I felt . I
was just tired of going to funerals . . .I never did . . .try to deal with
anyone on nonviolence again.'



While even after abandoning nonviolence, Dennis was never armed in his work in

Mississippi. The fundamental change in his practice was that prior to the abduc-

tion and murders of Chaney, Schwerner and Goodman, Dennis was a confirmed

pacifist who believed that not retaliating to the violence of white racists would

eventually change their hearts . After the tragedy of Neshoba County Dennis and

otherCORE workers in Mississippi did not discourage anyone from defending

themselves . In fact Dennis wondered if his three deceased comrades and other

victims of racist violence who he had encouraged to be nonviolent had perhaps

been armed maybe the results would have possibly been different.13

The events leading up to Freedom Summer reveal serious differences in

the Movement around the role of nonviolence and the use of weapons. Certainly

though, SNCC and CORE members in Mississippi were becoming more receptive

to and in some cases participants in armed self-defense . At the same time nonvio-

lence was becoming less popular within the ranks of the Southern Movement.

These trends would be strengthened by the occurrences of the summer of 1964.

Freedom Summer

In spite of the abduction and murders of Chaney, Schwerner, and

Goodman and the threatened violence by Mississippi segregationist, the Missis-

sippi Summer Project went on as planned. Over 3000 students were recruited to

volunteer in local COFO projects in thirty-eight communities. In each of these

communities COFO attempted to revitalize its voter registration efforts. In

twenty-three Mississippi localities community centers were constructed and

organized . Also as a result of the Summer Project, freedom schools which taught



Black history, Movement politics, as well as literacy and math skills to Missis-

sippi youth were organized in thirty communities in the state . 2°

As predicted by Moses and Dennis, the massive involvement of white

students in COFO projects did put Mississippi in the national media spotlight and,

particularly after the abduction of the three COFO activists in Neshoba County,

and broughtan increased presence of federal law enforcement . In spite of the

increased FBI presence in the state and national media attention, white suprema-

cists continued their campaign of violent terror on Mississippi communities and

activists . Between June and October 1964 over 1000 activists and Movement

supporters had been arrested by Mississippi police, thirty-seven churches bombed

or burned to the ground, and fifteen people murdered due to the segregationist

offensive of violent terror. 15 Due to the inability of the increased federal presence

and media attention to prevent white supremacist violence, local Blacks in Missis-

sippi communities attempted to meet the security demands of the Movement.

Black communities across the state of Mississippi activated defense networks for

the protection of their lives and property and the protection of the Movement.

HavenCommunities

The haven communities or localities which were known for providing

protection for Movement workers were essential for the statewide campaign .

These localities were generally contiguous Black land-owning communities . Due

to the organized armed presence in these communities, nightriders were not as

likely to conduct raids . Movement workers, particularly field organizers, had a

relative sense of security if they could make it the haven communities before



dark. The small community of Harmony was one such haven area. Harmony was
a small farming community in Leake County. Harmony was located fourteen

miles from the county seat, Carthage. Leake County was in Mississippi's Fourth

Congressional District (CORE's domain in the state), east of Madison County and

west of Neshoba County. Harmony's location in the heart of the Fourth District

made it a natural safe haven for activists going from one center to another. Har-

mony was composed of "several hundred (Black) families who own their own

farms." The Harmony community was organized after Emancipation around a

school which had been built by local resident Blacks with assistance from the

philanthropic Rosenwald Fund. The school was a central institution and a source

of community pride for Harmony residents ."

Freedom Summer was not the first episode for Harmony in the Freedom

Movement. Armed resistance was an essential element of the Freedom struggle in

Harmony. Leake County, as well as its eastern neighbor, Neshoba, were centers

for the Klan . Due to its location in the center of white supremacy, Harmony

residents "would look out for one another." Harmony's males in particular were

concerned about the possibility of white men sexually violating the women folk of

Harmony and were prepared in retaliate against white rapists . Harmony officially

linked up with the statewide Freedom Movement when Medgar Evers visited the

small hamlet in the late 1950's to assist local residents to develop the Leake

County NAACP Given the threats on the lives of Evers and other Mississippi

activists, Harmony residents organized protection for Evers anytime he was in

Leake County. In 1962, residents filed a desegregation suit against the Leake

County school system. The suit was initiated after county officials closed the



Harmony school and bused Harmony's youth to a segregated school in Carthage .

After the local NAACP filed suit, nightriders retaliated on Harmony residents .

Blacks in Harmony in turn organized vigilante teams and initiated retaliatory

violence on Leake County whites . Following a couple of forays by vigilantes

from both "sides of the tracks," white officials thought it might be better to nego-

tiate a truce between the warring factions . Even though the truce was in effect,

Blacks realized "you better not get caught out of the community." In 1964, federal

courts forced the Leake County schools, as well as those in Jackson and Biloxi, to

desegregate . 2'

As a haven community, Harmony's tradition of armed resistance was

probably more important than its strategic location in Congressional District Four.

Giving his impressions of this proud community, CORE activist Jerome Smith

called Harmony "a together community" of "powerful people who would defend

themselves." Adult men and women and the youth were all involved in a commu-

nity defense system. In the evening, young men took turns participating in an

armed watch of the Harmony community center, which housed the local freedom

school and COFO headquarters, and the main roads entering Harmony. Signals

utilizing car horns and blinking headlights were developed to identify when

intruders where approaching the general community or individual farms. So as not

to violate their security, signals were changed periodically. Volunteer Von

Hoffman commented ". . .it is dangerous to drive off the paved highway into the

Harmony area after sundown if your car is unfamiliar there." Husbands and wives

took turns during the evening staying awake and participating in a armed watch of

their individual property.'



Remembering an incident which exemplifies Harmony's tradition of

armed resistance, local NAACP activist Dovie Hudson recalled hearing that white

vigilantes were traveling down the road placing bombs in mailboxes of Harmony

residents . After Hudson called her "boys. . . . . ..one got one gun and one got the other

one." As the white vigilantes drove up and got ready to place the bomb in

Hudson's mail box, in her words "my boys started shooting. . .They just lined that

car with bullets up and down." This incident also illustrates why Harmony resi-

dents called their community "the lion's mouth." As stated by Dovie Hudson's

sister Winson, the nightriders who come in Harmony "wouldn't get out."29

Due to Harmony's cooperative spirit in terms of supporting and protecting

its friends and neighbors and its determination to combat its enemies, Movement

workers felt very secure in this hamlet. The experience of Harmony was definitely

not nonviolent, but the epitome of collective armed resistance . An essential

element of the armed resistance tradition in Harmony was a collective attitude of

defiance and militancy. As Winson Hudson stated "[TJhe more they (white terror-

ists) did to us . . .the meaner we got."'° Since white supremacists understood the

risks of marauding Harmony, COFO activists were relatively safe in this small

community.

	

The Mileston farming district in Holmes County was one of the

most important haven communities in Mississippi . Like Harmony, Mileston was a

contiguous Black landowning community. The Black landowners of Mileston had

a strong sense of community solidarity and cooperation . Mileston farmers shared

tools and helped their neighbors with planting and harvest . A cooperatively owned

cotton gin also served to make the Mileston farmers more self-reliant.

As in Harmony, the cooperative spirit Mileston farmers showed in the



economic arena was also displayed in the area of self-defense and community

protection. As a result of the potential for violence during the Summer Project, in

the summer of 1964 the Mileston community formed a community patrol . In

terms of defending their community, Mileston folk took responsibility for their

own security, also relying on the informal networks and bonds they had estab-

lished in agricultural production . The self-reliance and cooperative spirit of the

Mileston communityon the issue of armed defense gave COFO/SNCC activists

and summer volunteers a sense of security in that section of Holmes County.

Concerning Mileston's preparedness for segregationist violence, SNCC activist

Ed Brown, who worked in Holmes County during the Summer Project, stated

"when there were instances of confrontation, there was sufficient organizational

strength behind us to make whites think twice before doing anything.""

COFO/SNCC organizer Hollis Watkins, who was assigned to Holmes

County for the Summer Project, participated in the Mileston armed patrol .

Watkins' participation was in direct violation of SNCC policy for the Summer

Project (see page 7; at the June 1964 SNCC staff meeting, the decision made that

no SNCC activists would be armed for the Summer Project) . Since Watkins was

relying on families in the Mileston community, particularly the household of Dave

Howard, he felt obligated to participate in the defenseof the community. Watkins

described, in great detail, the system that was set up to "make sure strangers

didn't venture" into the Mileson community. Watkins stated :

If a vehicle came across the tracks down into the community and
didn't give the proper signals, after a certain hour, you know after
dark, then the telephone messages would be relayed and ultimately



nity.32

that vehicle would be approached from the front and the rear and
checked to see who it was. In most cases it would be met head on
with headlights .. .with two people in a car. And generally being
approached by 4 people in a pickup truck from behind.. .two of the
people would generally be in the cab. And two would generally be
in the back with the guns raised over the cab.

As in Harmony, the system included signals for incoming friendly vehicles,

including blinking your headlights or "honking" the automobile horn acertain

number of times. The signal would change periodically, in case intruders had

observed the signal and figured out its purpose. According to Watkins, the

evening hours were divided in shifts, and community residents volunteered for

different shifts . Only adult males participated in the armed watch of the commu-

Besides the general watch of the community, particular attention was

given to the homes of Mileston residents who were considered local Movement

leaders, people who were housing summer volunteers, churches and other institu-

tions identified with the Movement . Describing the watch on targeted people and

places, a Mileston resident, Shadrach Davis, remembered:

.. .we would have to watch different ones houses here at night.. . .
Two or three of us would set in the trucks wit' guns at this drive-
way. Then we'd leave an' ride over to the other areas of the com-
munity.. . one, and two o'clock at night.. . .n' see how was
everythang goin.' 33

COFO organizers believed Holmes County, particularly Mileston, was a

(relatively) safe area. Just like Harmony, COFO activists believed they could rely



on, in Brown's words, the "organizational strength" of the Mileston farmers for

protection.'1 In fact, early in the summer, when it was determined it was too

dangerous for the white volunteers to go directly to Southwest Mississippi, sum-

mer volunteers were instead sent to Holmes County. In Holmes County the volun-

teers could adjust to Mississippi and receive some of the best protection in the

state .

Of course, Mileston farmers had a great example of efficacy of armed self-

defense in their neighbor Hartman Turnbow. Turnbow was a living legend in the

Holmes County and Mississippi Movement, particularly due to his successful

defense of his life and his family in 1963 . A poem written by a participant in a

Mileston Freedom School is an example of the admiration Holmes Countians

reserved for Turnbow. This local youth, Lorenzo Wesley, wrote his poem about

the legendary Tumbow. Titled "Tumbow," Wesley's poem reads:

I know a man who has no foe
His name is Mr. Tumbow
He is about five feet six
Every time you see him he has a gun or a brick
If you want to keep your head
Then you'd better not come tripping around his bed
When he talks to you
His fingers talk too
Some people might not understand
But Mr. Turnbow is a good old man's

Wesley's poem demonstrates that it was general knowledge that Turnbow was

always prepared to defend himself. This fact was also shared among COFO staff

and volunteers . Most evenings after the 1963 defense of his home, Turnbow,



armed with his rifle, stood watch. In instructions for volunteers coming to work

with Turnbow, SNCC staff member Mary King wrote when approaching the

Turnbow house, "get directions or an escort as he may shoot."96

Due to his role in the local and statewide Movement andhis act of armed

resistance that Spring 1963 evening, Turnbow was one of the Holmes County

leaders who was targeted for terrorist violence . Providing shelter to two volun

teers increased the danger facing the Turnbow family. One of these women,

Martha Honey, a student from Oberlin College, remembers returning to Mileston

from the funeral of James Chaney to find the Turnbow farm "had been converted

into an armed camp." While Honey and others were in Meridian at the funeral

Turnbow's home was attacked again. Honey, whose father was a Quaker, was

influenced by the philosophy of pacifism and supported nonviolence as the princi-

pal tactic of the Movement. Since Turnbow had previously concealed weapons

around her, Honey was "shocked to see other people and guns for the first time."

The "other people" Honey referred to were two white volunteers who were labor

activists and veterans from the Spanish Civil War. These two volunteers assisted

Turnbow in the security of his home by participating in a twenty four hour armed

watch of the Turnbow farm and designing and installing an electric alarm system

around the house. The alarm system was composed of wires around the house

which would alert theTumbows and their guests if intruders were approaching the

house. The Turnbw also had a two way radio to maintain intelligence of local

police activity and to communicate with the local Movement patrol if necessary.

Honey commented, in the Mississippi Movement :



There was a fine line . There was a general commitment to nonvio-
lence as the appropriate tactic . . . They were realistic enough to
know that in certain circumstances, like when Hartman's house
was attacked for the second time for his own safety and our safety,
they felt they needed armed guards .

Turnbow "lived day to day with Mississippi violence" he and his counterparts in

Mileston realized, despite the nonviolence of their guest, that armed defense was

necessary for their survival and the success of the Movement."

Arched Defense in Projects Throughout the State

While probably not achieving the same quantitative presence as in haven

communities like Mileston and Harmony, armed defense was an essential practice

of the Movement in projects throughout the state. One feature that distinguished

haven communities from other rural communities was the high level of group

solidarity in places like Harmony and Mileston. In other communities, small

numbers of isolated but committed freedom fighters bonded together to support

one another. Unlike the rural haven communities, these communities often lacked

the high concentration of Black landownwers in a contiguous area .

In Holmes County, local Freedom Summer activity existed in communities

other than Mileston . An interesting contrast to Mileston, is Old Pilgrim's Rest, a

community in the northwestern portion of Holmes. In this small rural community,

a voter registration campaign and a freedom school was organized . Only a few of

the residents, the households of Vanderbilt and Cora Roby, Jodie and Virgie

Saffold, and "Link" Williams and family, decided to house Summer volunteers .

These three households, related by marriage and blood, were the initial partici-
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pants from Old Pilgrim's Rest in the Holmes County voter registration campaign.

Mrs. Saffold also was one of the workers in the freedom school in Old Pilgrim's

Rest. Their role in the local movement and their decision to house volunteers

made the Robys, Saffolds, and Williamses the primary targets of white suprema-

cists in the section of Holmes County. Since the level of solidarity was not as high

(compared to Harmony and Mileston) these three families had to support each

other. Commenting on how his peers in the Black community ostracized him,

Jodie Saffold remembered often overhearing Blacks say about him "that nigger

ain't got no sense." In their own home, Mr. and Mrs. Saffold took turns sleeping

at night, armed with rifles to watch for nightriders . Vanderbilt Roby often spent

evenings "layin' in the bushes" outside his home "lookin' for them (the

nightriders) to come and shoot." Vanderbilt, Jodie, and Link would also periodi-

cally drive by each others home to check on the security of their comrades."

As was stated by SNCC organizers in the June 1964 staff meeting con-

cerning organizers being armed, Delta Blacks were armed and preparing them-

selves for white supremacist violence during Freedom Summer. In Greenwood,

the same local self-defense structure that was activated in the campaign of 1963

to protect the participants of the Movement and the Black community, was main-

tained throughout Freedom Summer. While other places may have not been as

organized as Greenwood, guns were certainly part of the culture of survival and

resistance . Unita Blackwell, community leader of the Delta town of Mayerville,

took turns sleeping in the evenings with her husband, so someone would be

awake, armed, and on alert for nightriders . Hosts making available weapons to

volunteers may not have been an usual occurrence . SNCC organizer Kwame Ture



(formerly known as Stokley Carmichael) remembers being handed a revolver by

Fannie Lou Hamer when staying at her home in Ruleville, Mississippi . Sundiata

Acoli (formerly known as Clark Squire), a young Black activist living in New

York, volunteered to come to Mississippi to participate in Freedom Summer after

hearing of the murders of Chaney, Schwerner and Goodman. He was assigned to

Batesville, a small town in the Delta county of Panola. Squire was housed by "a

older sister" who was one of the Movement leaders in Batesville . When entering

his bedroom, which was in the rear of the house, Acoli noticed "a loaded 12-

gauge (shot gun) leaned against the comer and a box of shells on the bureau."',

In larger urban centers Black communities possessed a critical mass to

protect Movement leaders and Black institutions and businesses. One clear ex-

ample of this is the Mississippi city of Meridian . During the dominance of rail

transport, Meridian was a transportation hub and retail center for Mississippi . The

ethnic character of Meridian was more diverse than most Mississippi towns since

its population, besides African descendants and white Protestants, included a

Jewish community and a Irish Catholic community. Many in the Meridian Black

community, though experiencing segregation and the threat of white supremacist

violence, perceived Black life in Meridian as being better than other parts of the

state . Meridian Blacks cited the fact that their local Black businesses were not

segregated from the primary Meridian business district and the existence of two

four-year Black high schools in Meridian (prior to the late 1940's no Black com-

munity in east Mississippi had one) as proofof better conditions for Black people

in Meridian . At the same time that they had pride in their community and achieve-

ments, elements of Black Meridian were not satisfied with the restrictions on



voting and political participation and the availability ofeconomic opportunities

for Blacks, as well as the constant threat of racist violence .1°

While the Meridian Movement gained national attention from the investi-

gation of the abduction and murders of Chaney, Schwerner, and Goodman (they

all worked out of the Meridian COFO office), Meridian possessed a well-orga

nized, active Movement which had continued for generations . The NAACP had

been organized in the city since the 1930's . In the 1940's, businessman E. F

Young organized the local chapter of the Holbrook Benevolent Association, which

not only served the health care and burial needs of the community but was a

vehicle for advocacy and community organization . The Weekly Echo, a local

Black owned newspaper, challenged Meridian's segregationist policies . In the

early 1960's, Meridian had demonstrations to protest segregated lunch counters

and was the first Mississippi stop for the Freedom Riders campaign against

segregated bus terminals . So the tragedy of the three young activists only gave

national attention to a struggle which had been building for decades. According to

local businessman, community leader and activist Charles Young "the Chaney,

Goodman, and Schwerner activity was the water that went on the plant that

caused the plant to mushroom." The practice of defense of Movement leaders and

institutions had also continued for generations in Meridian. In the 1940's, a local

Black, George Haynes, helped to protect Black community leaders with his

double headed axe . In the 1950's members of the Black community participated

in guarding the homes of NAACP leaders C. L. Darden, Albert Jones, and Charles

Young (the son of E. F Young)."

Particularly in the primary base of the Meridian Movement was the First



Union Baptist Church, led by its pastor Reverend R. S. Porter. Even though nearly

half of the parishioners opposed the church's involvement in the Movement,

under Porter's leadership, Union Baptist hosted most of Meridian's Movement

meetings and its members formed the core of the armed sentry for the Meridian

Black community. This generation of defenders of Black Meridian initiated in

1964, under the leadership of Reverend Porter. Porter who was known as a "man

who `liked his rifle,"' also participated in the self-defense group. The purpose of

the Meridian self -defense group was the protection of key Movement leaders and

institutions, particularly churches which were targeted by white supremacists

terrorists . Meridian was located in Lauderdale County, which has more churches

bombed than any other county. Since Union Baptist was the center of local Move-

ment activity and received its share of threats, great attention was placed on the

church by the security force . Members of Union Baptist generally took turns

participating in an armed guard from the church loft. Due to the presence of their

local security group, the Union Baptist Church never experienced an attack of its

edifice. The Meridian group was also responsible for protecting high profile

activists who visited Meridian, including Martin Luther King Jr. and Roy

Wilkins.'2

The Meridian defense group was unique, insofar as it protected and in-

cluded an American of European descent in its activities . Attorney William Ready,

a local Movement supporter of Irish Catholic descent, was a target for assassina

tion by local Klan terrorists . Ready not only was protected by the Meridian

defense group but was its only white participant. Remembering the role of Porter

and Union Baptist members protecting his family and home after receiving infor-



mation of Klan death threats, Ready commented, "My preacher friends guarded

my house for five years . . . . We used to sit up many a night, waiting . Our wives had

learned to make us all night meals." One time, after receiving word that the Klan

was to make an attack on his home, Ready positioned himself across the street

from his house in a ditch. While Ready was waiting for his attackers, a car ap-

proached his house. According to Charles Young "one of them (the nightriders)

got out (of the car) and started towards the house. . .he (Ready) cut loose (meaning

he fired his weapon at them)."43

While the level of violence was certainly intense in Meridian, the Black

community and the Movement was certainly challenged in McComb, particularly

during the Summer and early Fall months of 1964 . In 1964, McComb was popu

larly known as the "bombing capital of the world." Between June 22 and August

12, there were 12 bombings of homes, churches, and businesses in the Black

community of McComb. The perpetrators of the rash of bombing were the local

Klavem of the United Klans ofAmerica. With access to guns, ammunition, as

well as dynamite, the local United Mans group initiated a campaign to terrorize

McComb's Black community. The goal of this campaign was to instill so much

fear into McComb's Blacks that they would not support the voter registration

program of COFO. In 1963, a Black domestic worker in the household of mem-

bers of the white power structure came upon an important revelation. The domes-

tic, serving her function as part of the intelligence apparatus of the Movement,

uncovered that the local segregationist forces developed a "hit list" of local

NAACP and COFO leaders, who local Blacks believed were targeted for assassi-

nation. Prior to SNCC's initial campaign in Pike County in 1961, an increase of



terrorist violence was initiated by the Klan, as well as increased harassment by

local police occurred in McComb. The increased violence was in response to a

rapid influx of Black people to the city from rural Mississippi, particularly neigh-

boring Amite County. Freedom Summer only accelerated the campaign of terror.'

COFO activist sand many in the Black community believed that the local

and state police never seriously pursued the bombers or were in fact in conspiracy

with them. Local and state police investigated COFO members for the bombings

and on occasion publicly blamed Movement activists for the terrorism. In re-

sponse to the violence, individual households and Movement people prepared to

defend themselves. While they did not possess the firepower of their enemies,

McComb local Black activists were also armed. While armed Black patrols did

not prevent much of the bombing, they did often provide an armed response to the

Klan attacks. On June 22, the white supremacist terrorists attempted to bomb the

home of McComb NAACP leader Claude Bryant, while also bombing two other

homes that evening. Bryant, as many other local NAACP members, worked at the

Illinois Central Railroad and was the owner of alocal barbershop . On April 23,

1964, Bryant's barber shop was bombed. Aresident of the politically active

Baertown community of McComb, Bryant was considered by many to be the

principal leader of the McComb Movement . The dynamite did not reach Bryant's

house, exploding twenty-five yards from the NAACP leader's property. But the

impact of the explosion jarred his house, and Bryant grabbed his rifle and fired at

the vehicle of the perpetrators . From this day on, until the terrorist campaign has

ceased, an armed patrol was established around Bryant's home in the evenings

composed of local male NAACP members. Bryant also purchased ahigh powered



rifle to more adequately protect himself.45

On July 26, Bryant's brother, Charlie, and his wife Ora "Miss Dago"

Bryant, were awakened by the sound of a car pulling into the driveway of the

house . "Miss Dago," considered a significant local Movement leader, grabbed her

shotgun and fired at the vehicle at the moment a perpetrator threw a bundle of

explosive at the home of the Bryants . The explosion broke the front windows and

tore the asbestos siding off the house . Responding to the attack on his brother's

home, Claude Bryant, armed with his new high powered rifle, and other neighbors

traded gunfire with the perpetrators . Remembering that evening, McComb resi-

dent and Movement supporter Johnnie Nobles stated:

It was a white man that got desperately that night.. .he got shot . . .
She (Ora Bryant) shot somebody. . .That car was fired on so many
times coming out of there . . .by people straight up the street all
through there . . .And he was shot at when he turned the curb, com-
ing back towards town. . . And you could hear people hollering
`here he come' . . . 6

Some local Blacks believe the bullets of Mrs. Bryant's and her neighbors weap-

ons hit one of the perpetrators, who was possibly taken across the border to

Louisiana or Memphis, Tennessee for treatment, in order to escape suspicion .

From that evening on, the rest of the summer, Charles and Ora Bryant took turns

guarding their home with their shotgun.'

Like the Bryants, families throughout the Black neighborhoods of

McComb, particularly those involved in the Movement, began to conduct a

nightly armed watch of their homes. In the Algiers community of McComb, the
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Reeves family had a history of being "bad Negroes ." Mr. and Mrs. Reeveses had

reputations of being outspoken as well as participation in the NAACP The

Reeve's also housed COFO workers and volunteers participating in the Summer

Project. Due to their reputation and involvement in the local Movement, the

Reeves had received threats from white supremacists . For three months after the

bombing of Claude Bryant's home, Carl Reeves participated in the patrol of

Bryant's home. Mrs. Annie Reeves and son William, with assistance from neigh-

bors, took responsibility for the defense of their home in the evening. After re-

ceiving threats, the Reeves contacted the local police and proclaimed "y'all won't

catch `em, but we'll catch `em." Responding to the counter-threats of the Reeves,

the police instructed the family "don't shoot the man, shoot the tires (of the

vehicle of the nightriders)." In the evenings Mrs. Reeves, armed with a rifle,

watched with the lights out from her living room. Her teenaged son William,

participated in an armed watch of the house from the porch . The Reeves teenaged

neighbor Eddie Williams and other young neighbors patrolled the perimeter of

their house with rifles .

The Reeves were just one example of families working together to protect

their lives and property. NAACP member Matthew Nobles slept on the roof of his

house with a rifle to anticipate nightriders . While Nobles was on the roof, his wife

slept with the window open and a rifle at her side . Mrs. Nobles left the window

open so the sound of any vehicle in their neighborhood would wake her up.' The

Reeveses, the Nobles, as well as Charles and Ora Bryant are examples of how

households became virtual militia units to defend the Black communities of

McComb.



An armed community watch was also organized to protect Black owned

businesses in McComb, particularly those owned by local Movement activists.

Particular attention was paid to the cafe owned by Aylene Quin and the cleaners

owned by Ernest Nobles . Quin and Nobles were the backbone of the group of

Black businessmen who provided housing, food, and transportation for COFO

activists and volunteers in Pike County. COFO workers were provided meals at

Aylene Quin's cafe and the truck used by Noble's cleaners often clandestinely

transported Movement workers from one point in the city or another. The

Noble's' cleaners was also a place of refuge for activists being pursued by police

in the Burgland section of McComb. In the evenings, Nobles, his brothers and

friends took turns participating in an armed watch of the business .

From a loft across the street from his business, above a Black-owned cab

stand, armed Black men watched Nobles' business all night long during the

Freedom Summer. Despite the patrol, one evening someone set a fire in the back

of the business, which caused minor damage. On another occasion, the Nobles

brother almost shot aman distributing the newspaper to the cleaners, thinking the

"paperman" was throwing dynamite. Johnnie Nobles remembered "when he threw

that paper we throw the door open and had guns on him..." Fortunately, the

"paperman" was recognized before there were fatal consequences.-,

After the official end of the Summer Project, SNCC activists continued the

COFO project in McComb. Jesse Harris, a SNCC activist from Jackson, remained

in his post as McComb COFO project director determined to complete the tasks

of the Movement. The forces of segregation and white supremacist terrorism also

continued the efforts to intimidate, harass, and neutralize the Black communities



and Movement activists of McComb. The bombings and other violent forms of

terrorism continued.

The Black community and Movement activists had little confidence the

federal government was seriously trying to prevent the continued terrorism and

repression in McComb. There was certainly the belief by McComb Blacks that the

FBI had not seriously attempted to find and punish the perpetrators of the prolif-

eration of bombings that had occurred since June of 1964. In fact, in August the

FBI force in McComb had been reduced from sixteen to four. A letter from Jesse

Hams to Justice Department official Burke Marshall, dated September9, 1964,

appealed to the federal government "to take action before it was too late." Harris

concluded his letter stating "...unless responsible forces are brought to bear in

McComb, what happened in Neshoba County (Philadelphia, Miss., where three

civil rights workers were murdered) will happen here."5' In spite of the appeals of

Harris and others the federal government took no substantive action to make the

Black community feel more secure .

In the face of continued threats of racist violence and without assurances

of federal protection, the Blackcommunity of McComb became an armed camp.

Besides being armed and on alert, in the late summer and early fall of 1964, the

Black neighborhoods of McComb were angered and tense. The design of the Klan

and segregationist violence andintimidation, to instill fear in Blacks and drive a

wedge between the Movement and the Blackcommunity, wasbasically unsuc-

cessful. The violence had increased the potential for retaliatory violent action

from large numbers of McComb Blacks, particularly among the working class,

poor, and youth. Remembering the climate in McComb's Black neighborhoods in



September of 1964, SNCC activists Joe Martin stated :

The thing that was threatening white folks, was thinking they was
putting fear in Blacks. The fear turned into anger, but it wasturning
the wrong way (from where white supremacists intended) . They
(many McComb Blacks) was ready to start shooting people who
was white. . .Deacon (Claude) Bryant and the other older guys went
to them (the white power structure and the FBI) and told them
`some peoples fixin' to be killed. And ain't all of them going to be
Black.sz

On the evening of September 20, 1964, the fuse of the explosive element

within the McComb Black community was lit and the explosive was ignited . That

evening, the residence of Aylene Quin was bombed, injuring her two children, a

nine-year-old girl, Jacqueline, and a five-year-old boy, Anthony. Later the same

night, the politically active Society Hill Baptist Church of the Baertown commu-

nity was bombed and almost completely destroyed. These two bombings, particu-

larly the assault on the home of the well loved and respected Quin, brought an

immediate reaction from angry Blacks . Hundreds of Black McComb residents

poured into the streets armed with guns, Molotov cocktails, bricks and any

weapon which was available to them. Roving mobs of youth marched down

McComb's streets looking for white people or white owned property and estab-

lishments to attack . Johnnie Nobles remembered the effect the Quin bombing had

on him, saying "I was hateful and mean and I wanted to do something." Leaving

his shift guarding his brothers cleaners from nightriders, Nobles, armed with his

.32 handgun, was arrested on his way to Quin's neighborhood. In order not be

arrested for possession of a concealed weapon, Nobles passed his weapon to a



friend by pretending he was only passing a wallet. In Quin's neighborhood,

Nobles spoke of the retaliatory Black violence in response to the bombing. "Ifa

white (owned) vehicle come into that section, Miss Aylene Quin's neighborhood,

they (the angry Blacks) tearin' it up.. .You could hear them bustin' windows out of

cars." Black snipers also shot at passing cars driven and occupied by whites,

including police vehicles. ". . . People start(ed) taking `pot shots' at white peoples

cars and stuff," remembered Joe Martin. Due to the fury of the spontaneous

Black uprising, McComb's police and the legion of whites that were deputized

stayed on the perimeter of the Black community. The rebellion was calmed by the .

persistent persuasion of COFO workers, who walked the streets talking to the

roving mobs."

After this violent response by the Black community, the federal govern-

ment turned its attention to the volatile situation in McComb. On September 21,

1964, Aylene Quin, Ora Bryant, and another activist whose property was the

target of terrorist bombers, Matti Dillion, went to Washington, D.C. The three

female freedom fighters from McComb not only met with Justice department

officials, but met with President Lyndon Johnson. After this meeting, President

Johnson personally contacted Mississippi Governor Paul Johnson and threathened

to send federal troops to McComb. Governor Johnson in turn contacted Pike

County District Attorney Joseph Pigott, who had already been warned about the

possibility of federal intervention by Justice department officials. Not only had

the federal government taken notice, but the New York Times and national net-

work news media reported the violence in McComb. With the spectre of an armed

Black uprising, McComb had suddenly become a national issue.'



On September 29, 1964, Governor Johnson and T. B. Johnson convened

with McComb and Pike County officials. Governor Johnson also warned he was

on the verge of mobilizing Mississippi National Guard to McComb. Local offi

cials appealed for forty-eight hours to resolve the situation themselves . Within

twenty four hours, Klansmen were being arrested for the bombings . One week

later eleven Klansmen had been arrested for participating in arson and bombing

of homes and institutions in the Black community. Nine of these men were tried

on October 23, 1964 . After pleading guilty and being sentenced to five years of

incarceration, Judge W. H. Watkins granted them probation, stating the bombers

had been "unduly provoked."ss

The Black community felt betrayed again by the virtual release of the

white terrorists. While legal action proved to lead to a dead end, the commercial

leadership of the white power structure began to champion toleration and compro

mise . The white commercial elite of McComb realized in a changing climate, the

city be known as "the bombing capital of the world" was not good business . They

also realized the bombing and racist violence had not terrorized the Black com-

munity into submission, but if continued could potentially lead to a racial upris-

ing . The outrage and retaliatory violence of September 29, 1964, played a signifi-

cant role in forcing the federal and state governments to intervene and making the

commercial elite "blink."

Armed self-defense and armed resistance played a role in virtually every

community that COFO projects were organized in during Freedom Summer.

Armed defense was organized depending on the nature of each community. The

organization of community patrols seemed to depend on the social organization
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and cohesiveness of each community. In communities that had a strong sense of

solidarity and self-reliance, like Harmony and Mileston, collective armed organi-

zation was more developed. At the same time, whether in Black land-owning

"haven" communities, in town or country in the Delta, or in cities like McComb

or Meridian, armed self-defense was a component of Freedom Summer and the

overall resistance movement for civil and human rights .

The Beginning of the End of Non-Violence

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, in June 1964, SNCC had its first

national organizational debate on the issue of armed self-defense . Since 1963,

CORE's national leadership was challenged by this same issue . While both

organizations maintained a public posture of nonviolence, much of its member-

ship and volunteers began to be armed during 1964. It could also be argued that in

Mississippi and other parts of the South these organizations could not function

without the armed protection of local people.

Despite the ban on SNCC organizers being armed during the Summer

Project, several of the SNCC and COFO staff were armed during Freedom Sum-

mer. As previously mentioned Hollis Watkins participated in armed patrols in

Mileston . Sundiata Acoli commented that his COFO escorts were armed when he

was transported from Jackson to his assignment for the Summer Project at

Batesville . After receiving an unsatisfactory response from federal authorities

when their Freedom House bombed, and being the victims of harassment and

violence on several occasions, Jesse Harris and other SNCC staff set up an armed

patrol of the McComb Freedom House . McComb SNCC organizer Joe Martin,



who also participated in an armed watch of the home of Ora and Charles Bryant,

said, "it was against SNCC's policy, but we had weapons.""

Much of the SNCC and COFO staff were from Mississippi and Southern

communities where armed self-defense had a longer tradition than nonviolence .

Many others were influenced by the local Movement leaders whom they came in

contact with, like E.W. Steptoe, Hartman Tumbow, Laura McGhee, C. O. Chinn,

Veinon Dahmer, Ora Bryant, and many others whose practice couldn't be con-

fused with philosophical nonviolence . To many Black Southerners, nonviolence

was an alien philosophy. Given the context of Black Southern tradition, it was

difficult for nonviolence to compete with armed self-defense . Bob Moses spoke of

the importance of local people in transforming SNCC's nonviolence policy in

terms of the practice of many in its membership. Moses stated :

Local people carried the day. They defined how they and the
culture was going to relate to the issue of using guns and having
them available and non-violence. . .They defined that and people
fell into it. Then the question was `well can we apply that to us as
organizers?"'

For the strategy of nonviolence to work in Mississippi, without Movement

activists and local people being armed, the federal government would have to

intervene with force to provide security against the forces of white supremacist

terrorism. The experience of Freedom Summer left Movement activists and Black

Mississippians dissatisfied with the response of the federal government to their

safety concerns . This dissatisfaction with the federal government culminated in

the unsuccessful attempt by the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party to chal-



lenge the credentials of the segregationist Mississippi Democratic Party at the

1964 National Democratic Convention. The failure of the national Democratic

Party leadership to seat the multiracial delegates of the MFDP and to support the

MFDP's challenge of the legitimacy of segregationist Mississippi Democrats was

a serious disappointment to Movement activists . National Democratic leadership,

including President Lyndon Johnson, did not want to offend Southern Democrats

and white voters . After all the bombings, deaths, and other forms of terrorism

endured by Mississippi Blacks and the Movement, combined with the failure to

unseat the segregationist Democrats, many activists lost faith in cooperation with

white liberals and the Democratic party as a means to secure the goals of the

Freedom Movement.

Prior to 1964, it was widely believed in SNCC, CORE, and other Move-

ment groups that the public posture of nonviolence was necessary to win the

support of white liberals, the Democratic Party and the federal government .

Many believed armed resistance would only isolate the Movement. If force was

necessary to protect Southern Blacks and the Movement, SNCC, CORE, and

COFO leadership believed the federal government could be relied on. Ironically,

in Mississippi, the only time the federal government threathened to intervene was

after Black retaliatory violence occurred in McComb. The experiences of Free-

dom Summer and the Democratic Convention moved many SNCC and CORE

activists away from any belief that the federal government could be relied on for

protection or as a strategic ally for the Movement. These activists generally

believed the Movement and Black people in general would have to rely upon

themselves for their own protection .



The defacto change in the practice of SNCC membership on the question

of armed self-defense was illustrated in a SNCC staff retreat at Waveland, Missis-

sippi, in November 1964 . The purpose of this retreat was to evaluate SNCC's

direction and program. An important event occurred that reflected the new direc-

tions in SNCC and the overall Movement. Waveland is located near the Missis-

sippi Gulf. The retreat was near the beach. Retreat participants were alerted when

they heard a low flying plane soaring near their facilities . Later that evening a

vehicle drove near their meeting place and a Molotov cocktail was thrown on a

nearby pier. Suddenly several male members of SNCC ran from the meeting with

arms, the nightriders were abducted and released after a warning from the young

freedom fighters . Young Lome Cress, a Chicago native and SNCC staffer in

McComb was surprised by the armed response from her comrades . Up until that

day she believed she was the member of a nonviolent organization. She turned to

Howard Zinn, a college professor, historian, and advisor to SNCC and stated "You

have just witnessed the end of the nonviolent movement." 19
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Chapter Five: The Boycott Strategy and Para-Military Organization

for theDefense of the Movement: I'Da Spirit" and the

Deacons for Defense in Mississippi

After FreedomSummer and the failure of the challenge of the Mississippi

Freedom Democratic Party, the COFO coalition was unable to continue providing

statewide direction and coordination for the Mississippi Freedom Movement.

Several factors explain this development. COFO, particularly CORE and SNCC

went through a crisis of direction after the major campaigns of 1964. Particularly

inside SNCC, internal debates occurred over the role of whites in the Movement

and the role of armed self-defense . SNCC debated the very nature of its organiza-

tion . From the Waveland conference in November 1964 to the election of Stokely

Carmichael as its chairman in 1966, SNCC discussed the efficacy of its consen-

sus-oriented structure which allowed for local autonomy and for individuals to

determine their roles and assignments. In addition, some members believed SNCC

needed to develop a more centralized structure. SNCC, which had in the past

dedicated most of the actual COFO staff began to focus its attention on the

Alabama Black Belt. Many experienced SNCC workers left Mississippi to do

work building Freedom organizations in Alabama.

As the COFO alliance took abackseat in terms of statewide coordination,

the Mississippi leadership of the NAACP stepped forward to fill the void. Under

the leadership of Charles Evers, the local NAACP chapters in various parts of the

state began to mobilized and organized local Mississippi Black communities to

challenge segregationist power structures throughout the state. This new momen-



turn followed a different posture than that of COFO. To gain the demands of the

Movement, the boycott of white, particularly segregationist, enterprises was the

primary tactic . Armed self-defense again would served as a vehicle to protect the

Movement, its leaders and institutions . The nature of armed resistance at this

stage took on a different character than the before. Previously Mississippi Move-

ment activists and supporters functioned as a "civilian militia," participating in

armed defense on an ad hoc basis in times ofemergency or when information was

provided concerning a particular threat . In the years following Freedom Summer,

the function of armed defense was often placed in the hands of a paramilitary

group whose role in the Movement was the protection of Movement leaders,

demonstrations and the Black community in general. In addition with the eleva-

tion of the boycott strategy, activists organized a coercive force which could

harass or punish violators of the boycott and Black collaborators with the white

power structure .

The ascendance ofthe leadership of Charles Evers, the boycott organizing

of NAACP activist Rudy Shields, and the development of the Deacons for De-

fense and Justice in Louisiana were closely related to the development of para

military organization in the Mississippi Movement. This chapter examines the

relationship of Evers's leadership, Shields organizing, and the influence of the

Louisiana Deacons in the practice of armed resistance in the Mississippi Move-

ment. We will also examine how these new developments were expressed in local

campaigns for civil and human rights .



The Ascendance of Charles Evers in the Mississippi Movement

On June 11, 1963, Byron de la Beckwith assassinated Mississippi field

secretary of the NAACP Medgar Evers. Since the mid-1950's, Evers had been the

most recognized personality in the Mississippi Movement. It was Evers who had

gone from town to town organizing or revitalizing the NAACP It was Evers, who

personally investigated atrocities and publicized these Mississippi horrors to the

outside world. Who would take his place?

Two days after his assassination, Evers' older brother Charles returned to

Mississippi . After a brief stint as an NAACP activists in Philadelphia, Mississippi,

Charles left for Chicago, because of his, frustration with the Mississippi Freedom

Movement. In Chicago, Charles Evers did not fit the stereotypic profile of a

Movement activist. Besides being a teacher and a small tavern owner, Evers was

involved in the underground economy, including bootlegging, numbers running,

and petty theft . Despite his previous abandoning of the Mississippi Movement and

his involvement in criminal activity, after Medgar's death, Charles was received

in the Black community of Jackson, Mississippi as a returning dignitary.'

Once back in Mississippi it was clear that Charles Evers expected to

continue his brother's work in championing the rights of Mississippi Blacks . He

campaigned for and virtually seized Medgar's position as Mississippi field secre

tary of the NAACP Charles admitted that he was motivated by revenge against

Mississippi white racists and complacent Blacks . His sister-in-law, Medgar's

widow, Myrlie, commented that "Charles sought the job with one thing in mind.

He wanted vengeance . . .He wanted to show them [white racists and accommodat-

ing Blacks] you couldn't get rid of an Evers that easily. . ." While NAACP offi-



cials were uneasy about Charles becoming their primary representative in Missis-

sippi, they did not feel it was appropriate to deny him the job so soon after his

brothers death . Given the reign of terror in the state in 1963, there were not many

competitors for the position.'

The evening of his return to the state, Charles was met at the Jackson

airport and escorted to a mass meeting by a group of young men who were

members of the young adult chapter of the local NAACP That evening at the

mass meeting at Pratt Memorial Church in Jackson, this same group of young

NAACP members vowed to protect Charles, if he decided to stay and carry on the

work of his brother. One of the members of the group, 23 year old construction

worker, Milton Cooper, remembered the commitment he and five other young

men, Kingly Chinn, Walter Mayberry, Val McCullough, Ed Lewis and Percy

Chapman made on that day. Over thirty years later Cooper remembered " We said

if he [Charles Evers) stayed here . . . if anybody shot him, they would have to shoot

us first, because we was gonna be with him. And we stuck to that." Cooper and

his comrades vowed that what happened to Medgar would not happen to Charles.

These men became the core of Evers' security team. Evers's security team eventu-

ally grew to over seventy men. Once Evers moved his residence to Jackson in

1963 until he became mayor of Fayette, Mississippi in 1969, he had a team of

volunteers who provided armed security for his home in the evenings . Evers also

received armed security at mass meetings and demonstrations he participated in

throughout the state .'

Besides Charles Evers, this unofficial Jackson NAACP armed defense

team also provided regular security for a local Movement and NAACP leader



Reverend R.L.T. Smith, whose store had been attacked by nightriders several

times. Reverend Smith was also known to be prepared to defend himself. Charles

Evers remembered "Reverend Smith carries a gun and won't hesitate to use it . He

would pray and shoot.. .or more likely shoot and pray." Given Smith's leading role

in the local NAACP and the previous attacks on his business, he was given spe-

cial attention by the local armed defense team. Visiting Movement leaders like

Martin Luther King Jr., Roy Wilkins, Ruby Hurley, Gloster Current and Thurgood

Marshall also received security and armed protection from the Jackson para-

military group."

Though most of these young men were untrained, with little formal mili-

tary or police experience, they proved to be effective in protecting Evers and other

leaders. Without much formal training, these young men relied mostly on their

wits and "street" experiences to aidthem in their security work. Concerning their

orientation, Cooper stated "We had some fellows that had military experience, but

we really didn't respect that . We based our defense on surprise attack, guerilla

warfare and 'alley' ." In other words, Cooper and his comrades utilized deception

to confuse potential assassins and nightrider. Aware of electronic surveillance on

the NAACP and its security force, the group developed when discussing informa-

tion pertaining to their defense work on the telephone. They never made advance

reservation at hotels for dignitaries they were protecting as not to alert potential

attackers and to limit the time assassins had to prepare. The informal Jackson

defense team was also well armed, which probably caused potential combatants to

be extremely cautious about engagement . The Jackson defense team utilized their

personal weapons and also pooled their resources to purchase more weapons.



Cooper stated " We had 30.06. We had anti-M.35 mm, We had all kinds of pistols

and different kinds of rifles, whatever." We had whatever it takes to do what was

necessary and they knew this." On only one occasion in 1968, when Evers ran for

U.S . Senate, was their any actual shooting between members of the defense team

and white racists . Coming home one evening during the campaign, nightriders

and Cooper traded shots. Given the constant amount of threats and the activity of

Evers in the state in violent Mississippi . Only one shooting incident speaks to the

effectiveness of his security.s

While Evers won the loyalty of many Black Mississippians, his leadership

annoyed activists of other Movement organizations in Mississippi, particularly the

young militants of SNCC, and the national hierarchy of his own organization, the

NAACP SNCC activist believed Evers undermined their efforts and attempted to

establish his hegemony in the Mississippi Movement. This failure to gain ap-

proval from the national leadership for many of his statements or decisions aggra-

vated the national NAACP hierarchy. NAACP national leaders, among other

things, were aggravated by Evers's outspoken positions on the efficacy of armed

resistance . This was one characteristic (of many) that distinguished Medgar from

Charles . Whereas Medgar "played the trickster," willing to be conciliatory,

Charles was the "Bad. Negro," often openly speaking of the necessity and capabil-

ity to meet violence with violence. One example of this is a speech made by

Charles Evers in Nashville, Tennessee during a NAACP Freedom Fund Dinner in

February of 1964. On that occasion Evers stated :



I have the greatest respect for Mr. Martin Luther King, but non-
violence won't work in Mississippi . . .We made up our minds. . .that
if a white man shoots at a Negro in Mississippi, we will shoot
back. . .If they bomb a Negro church and kill our children, we are
going to bomb a white church and kill some of their children . . . We
are going to use the same thing against them that they use against
us .6

This type of statement greatly concerned the NAACP national leadership. It was

the same type of statement that caused the NAACP hierarchy to suspend and

censor Monroe North Carolina NAACP chief Robert Williams .

On, the other hand, Evers bold statements provided great enthusiasm

among many Movement people and supporters in Mississippi . Due to the fact

many had never heard a person ofAfrican descent making provocative public

statements, Evers won the respect and admiration of many Black Mississippians.

Large numbers ofthem were inspired to action and motivated to sacrifice for the

goals of their respective local movements under Evers's leadership. Evers could

not have made such provocative statements without the support of the Jackson

defense group and other paramilitary units springing up in Black communities

throughout the South. Charles Evers certainly welcomed the existence of para-

military Movement organizations. In a 1965 interview, he said: "These groups are

all over the state now, and I'm glad they're around.' 11 Certainly his effectiveness

as a leader was dependent on the development of paramilitary organization in the

Mississippi Movement. There is a direct relationship to the influence of Evers and

the advance of para-military organizations by movement workers and supporters

in the state, particularly in campaigns in southwest Mississippi towns like

Natchez, Port Gibson, Fayette, Woodville, and Crystal Springs . One associate of



Charles Evers's stated:

He encouraged it [an overt armed presence] . The fact that I think
folks knew that there was a possibility if they ( white supremacist
terrorists ] did something to Charles; someonewas gonna get hurt.
That was beneficial to the whole effort down there [southwest
Mississippi] .s

Rudy Shields and "Da Spirit"

While Charles Evers received more publicity and notoriety than any

person ofAfrican descent in the state of Mississippi in the mid-1960's to the early

1970's, it could be argued that the mostfeared man in the state during this time

was Rudy Shields. Shields, whose name is almost synonymous with boycott in the

state of Mississippi during this period, was personally involved in over thirty

economic boycotts in various parts of the state from 1965 to 1970.9

RudolphA. Shields was not a Mississippi native. He was born December

12, 1931 in Columbus, Ohio, in a household of eleven children . Between 1950

and 1953, Shields served as a paratrooper in the United States Army. After mili

tary service, Shields resided in Chicago and worked as a mechanic. In Chicago,

Shield joined the NAACP, and in 1965, was recruited by Evers to come to

Belzoni, Mississippi as a boycott organizer.10

Shields was the primary organizer and a participant in the team of enforc-

ers who maintained the discipline of the boycott in the Black community. After

1964, the economic boycott was the primary weapon utilized by Movement

activists and Black communities to achieve the goals of the freedom movement.

Generally, a boycott was initiated after the local NAACP, often with Charles



Evers present, organized a mass meeting and presented the proposed demands of

the Movement to "the community at large." After a voice vote, which was gener-

ally unanimous, the white commercial sectors, primarily located in the

municipality's central business district was considered "off limits" for any local

Black. The presentation of the boycott strategy and the demands to a mass meet-

ing of Movement supporters was necessary for Evers and the local leadership to

obtain consent from a broad section of the Black community and the authority to

say they spoke for local Blacks. The demands were then presented to the local city

council or county board. The demands generally included the integration of local

schools, the hiring of Black people in local stores, and the hiring of Black police

and county sheriffs that were free to arrest any citizen, regardless of race. In-

cluded with the economic and civil rights demands was the insistence that Black

adults no longer be referred to by whites as "niggers," "boy," "girl," or "auntie"

but as "Mr," "Mrs," or "Miss." This demand spoke to the aspiration of Mississippi

Blacks to be recognized as human beings. After the demands were presented to

the local white power structure, the town or county leaders were given ten days to

respond. If the demands weren't agreed to then the boycott was initiated ."

After the initiation of the boycott, The word was given by the leadership

that Black people should not be downtown shopping . Any Black person not

supporting the boycott after the mass meeting was generally considered to be

collaborators by the Movement and was dealt with accordingly. To avoid doing

business in the targeted commercial center, the Movement organized shopping

forays to nearby towns.

An intelligence system was set up to identify Black people who violated



the boycott. Arange of coercive tactics were utilized to punish Black people who

did not recognize the boycott. Tactics included verbal threats, seizing anddestroy-

ing commodities purchased from boycotted enterprises, discharging weapons

above the home of the boycott violator, and corporal punishment. In each respec-

tive community that boycotts were organized, it was Shields' job to organize the

team which would carry out these acts of coercion andpunishment.

From 1965 until 1968, Shields and Evers worked together as a formidable

team in the Mississippi Movement. Charles Evers became the primary spokesper-

son and negotiator of the Movement. While Shields rarely spoke publicly, he was

very popular in communities he organized and served as the grassroots agitator

and intimidator. Ed Cole, who worked with Evers and Shields in campaigns in

southwest Mississippi, spoke about the relationship the two activists. Cole re-

membered :

Charles gave him the front, the visibility, because Rudy was a low
key guy. And Rudy gave Charles the street organization . . . .
Charles would call the boycott, but didn't enforce the boycott. But
Rudy went in and got together the folks to enforce the boycott.'2

After the campaign in Hattiesburg in 1966, the enforcer squad was called "Da

Spirit."" Because of his participation, Shields became a primary concern of state

and local segregationist white elites and law enforcement. He was arrested several

times in several Mississippi communities and it is possible that he received more

attention from the State Sovereignty Commission than any individual in Missis-

sippi.



Particularly in cases where Shields was involved, in some respects the

boycotts organized after 1964 in Mississippi, were more successful than the

SNCC, CORE, and COFO organized voter registration campaigns. The economic

boycott directly impacted the white commercial sector whose financial losses

made them more willing to negotiate. In communities like Natchez, Port Gibson,

and Yazoo, COFO voter registration projects were not very successful in arousing

Black support. That was not the case with the boycotts organized by Shields,

where the downtown sections of these municipalities became virtual "ghost

towns."

The role of "Da Spirit" was essential to maintaining the boycott in local

Mississippi communities. While primarily directed at Black people, the organized

violence of the enforcer squads made the Movement somewhat of a parallel force

to the white supremacist power structure. Since the antebellum period and Recon-

struction, the Mississippi white power structure had used violence and terror as a

means of social control. Now the Freedom Movement would utilize the same

measures to assert its control over the Black community. The use of organized

coercive force to win legitimacy and social control by an insurgent movement is

not unusual. Similarmethods were used by the young "comrades" of South Africa

who would punish Black collaborators with the apartheid regime . Pro-Palestine

Liberation Organization forces in the occupied West Bank and Gaza territories

also used coercion to secure the authority of its Movement within the Palestinian

communities. "Da Spirit" was a necessary force to create solidarity, albeit a

coerced solidarity, in Mississippi Black communities. Any visible opposition to

the authority of the Movement leadership within the Black community was



thereby silenced and neutralized by the organized violence of "Da Spirit."

The Origins of the Deacons for Defense

While "Da Spirit" enforced the boycott, another military force provided

the armed protection necessary to provide security for the Movement leadership

and the Black community in general . Movement leaders, workers, and Black

communities with Movement activity needed protection from Klans men and

other white vigilantes . Particularly after the signing of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, white supremacists stepped up their use of terrorism to intimidate southern

Blacks. Not only was local law enforcement unreliable, but often Mississippi and

other Southern police officers were either the source of the violence or provided

logistical support for the Klan. In addition, the experiences of Freedom Summer

had also shown that the FBI and the Justice Department were also unreliable

allies .

In the boycotts that were organized in Mississippi after 1965, the Louisi-

ana based Deacons for Defense and Justice provided the paradigm for protection

of the Movement and the Black community in general . First organized in

Jonesboro, Louisiana in July of 1964, the Deacons received national attention

because of their practice and open advocacy of armed self-defense. While not

revealing most of their members, unlike many of their predecessors the Deacons

publicly declared their existence and willingness to use their weapons in the cause

of civil and human rights . The Deacons could also be distinguished from informal

defense groups, patrols, and militias that protected areas as Harmony and

Mileston (in Chapter 4) . The para-military structure of the Deacons was different



from the informal groups . The Deacons hadan identifiable chain ofcommand, by

laws, and in some cases badges and uniforms .

In lieu of police protection, the Deacons were formed to protect Move-

ment activists and Blackcommunities from Klan and vigilante terrorism. Their

origins in Jonesboro, Louisiana was precipitated by a reign of terror by the Klan

in the summer of 1964 . Jonesboro is located in Jackson Parish in Northern Louisi-

ana. In 1964, People of African descent were one third of the total population of

4000. The economy of the town was centered around a papermill plant, owned by

Continental Can Company, a New York based firm . Out of the 1700 workers at

the plant only 200 were Black. The small number of Black workers were concen-

trated in unskilled positions. Most Black men in the parish worked as loggers on

the timberlands owned by Continental. Most of the employed Black women

worked as domestics and service workers. The local Progressive Voters League

invited CORE to come into their community in 1963, after years of battling for

Black suffrage . Because of CORE's presence, the local police initiated acam-

paign of harassment and intimidation. In the spring of 1964, the United Klans of

America klavem in Jonesboro increased its activities in Jonesboro . Notonly were

voter registration workers in Jackson Parish harassed by local police, but beaten

in the streets of Jonesboro by white racist civilians in broad daylight . In the

evening, mobs of young whites violated the security of Black Jonesboro residents

with threatening language andbehavior. Klan cross burnings also were becoming

common place in the small, mill town. In July, a group of white racists stormed

into the local CORE office and threatened the human rights worker with violence

The same month, any thoughts of receiving protection from local police was



crushed when a police car led a Klan caravan of twenty five cars in the Black

community. Participants of the Klan caravan distributed leaflets demanding

Blacks to "stay in their place.""'

In response to the Klan reign of terror in Jonesboro, On July 10, 1964, one

evening after the Klan caravan rode through Black neighborhoods, a group of ten

Black men met to discuss how they could defend their community. These men,

who happened to be veterans of WorldWar II and the Korean Conflict, decided to

form a paramilitary group to protect the voter registration workers in Jackson

Parish, particularly since the Movement and the Blackcommunity could not

depend upon police protection . After they decided to form an organized armed

response to the white supremacist reign of terror, they then surveyed the Black

community to assess what weapons and ammunition was available to them. The

group was originally called the "Justice and Defense group." By March of 1965,

the "Justice and Defense group" became known as the Deacons for Defense and

Justice, and were by that time incorporated as a non-profit organization. The

group had expanded from its original ten members to somewhere between forty

five and one hundred fifty members who patrolled the Black community regu-

larly.'S

Unlike most of the Deacons chapters and groups inspired by the Jonesboro

organization, the original Deacons included female members.' 6 Given that subse-

quent Deacons groups were all-male, it seems that when the function of armed

Black resistance became more organized and specialized, it seems that it also

became more patriarchial . Prior to 1964-65, the nature of armed resistance and

self-defense in the Mississippi Freedom Movement was informal, more like a



civilian militia in contrast to the para-military character of the Deacons. Women

like Ora Bryant, Annie Reeves, Laura McGhee, Unita Blackwell, and countless

others regularly participated in the defense of their homes and communities. Yet

women rarely participated in community patrols. As the Deacon's para-military

model is applied the Mississippi Movement and other places outside of Jonesboro,

women are not considered in what was generally considered a man's responsibil-

ity. Thus, the idea of defending the community being equated with "manhood"

became more entrenched as the work of armed defense became more formally

institutionalized.

After the patrols by the Deacons in Jonesboro, the Klan terrorism sub-

sided. The cross burnings and beatings, and other forms of abuse all seemed to

decrease in the face ofdisciplined, armed Black resistance. With armed Deacon

escorts, CORE workers were able to conduct their voter registration in a more

secure environment. Members of the Deacons protected the CORE Freedom

House at night and escorted CORE activists in and out of town. Leading CORE

activists were also provided with personal security. Local police officials were

warned by the leadership of the Deacons that the police activity in the Black

community would be monitored by armed Blacks under adisciplined leadership

and that police brutality would notbe tolerated. The Deacons represented a

parallel police force which represented the forces of the Movement."

The spokesperson and organizer of the Jonesboro Deacons was Earnest

Thomas, often referred to as "Chilly Willy." Thomas, thirty two years old when

the Deacons were first organized, was self-employed, ahandyman by profession.

He was considered well read and informed by his peers. One of his influences was



Robert Williams . Thomas had read and shared Williams' book Neg oer s With

Guns with his Deacon comrades . Thomas was responsible for organizing new

chapters and not only traveled throughout the South but traveled to Northern cities

like Chicago to recruit members and financial support for the work of the organi-

zation."

One of the most important recruiting ventures Thomas made was his trip

to Bogalusa, a town in southeast Louisiana. In Bogalusa, local police, Klan, and

other segregationist forces intensified a violent campaign of terror in 1964. In

1964 Bogalusa had a Black population of 8000 and a total population of 25,000 .

Like Jonesboro, Bogalusa was a one company town. The three local manufactur-

ing plants, a paper mill, a box factory, and a bag plant were owned by the same

San Francisco-based company Crown Zellerbach . Crown Zellerbach was the

"only industry " and "the largest employer" in the city. Though Crown Zellerbach

was a northern based company, its policies in its Bogalusa plants were formally

segregated. Crown Zellerbach had two labor unions at its Bogalusa plants, one

white and one Black. Promotion was also segregated as Black workers regardless

of seniority were frozen at low paying, unskilled positions . Whites were generally

promoted over Black workers who had more seniority. The Klan was very active

in Bogalusa . Bogalusa had "perhaps the highest percentage of active Klans men

of any city in the South." 19

Just as in Jonesboro, in the summer of 1964, after the passage of the Civil

Rights Bill there was an acceleration of activity by the local Voters League with

assistance from CORE. Members of the Bogalusa Voters League began to test

segregated venues after the passage of the Civil Rights Bill. In response to this



offensive by the local Movement andCORE activists, the Klan and local police

began to harass Movement activists and members of the Black community. Klan

nightriders invaded and terrorized the Black community in the evenings.

Blacks however responded. In July of 1964, local white supremacists were

mobilized by the presence of two white CORE activists, Bill Yates and Steve

Miller. The Bogulusa chief of police and a Washington Parish deputy sheriff came

to the home of Robert Hicks, the Voters League vice president, who was to pro-

vide lodging to the visiting activists. The two law enforcement officials informed

Hicks that a white mob of well over 1700 was mobilizing downtown and that

Adeste and Miller needed to leave town that evening. Hicks asked the officers for

protection but was refused. Before leaving, the officers noted a growing number

of armed Black men, over seventy five people, who were arriving at the fucks

residence to protect him and the CORE workers. Hicks believed that the officers

awareness of the presence of armed Blacks prevented a lynch mob from invading

his home that evening. Later that summer, six white racists came into a Black

Bogalusa neighborhood and physically attacked two civil rights activists. They

were apprehended by Black civilians, who held them until the police arrived.

Blacks were alarmed that the police did not arrest the white civilians , but allowed

them to go free. These kind of incidents led Bogalusa Blacks to the conclusion

that the Blackcommunity needed an organized armed force to protect its neigh-

borhoods and the Movement.'

On February 21, 1965, Earnest Thomas of the Jonesboro Deacons was

present at a meeting in Bogalusa in his capacity as spokesperson for the Deacon

for Defense and Justice. The purpose of this meeting was to discuss the formation



of the Deacons in Bogulusa. The leadership of the local Bogalusa Voter's League

and CORE were present at this meeting. According to FBI surveillance reports of

this meeting, Thomas informed the Bogalusa activists what was necessary to form

a chapter of the Deacons. He also discussed what type of weapons, ammunition,

and logistical support was necessary for this level of paramilitary organization.

According to FBIreports, the Jonesboro Deacons' spokesperson also revealed to

the Bogalusa group that he hadcontacts in Chicago and Houston who could

supply automatic weapons. Another feature ofThomas' presentation alarmed the

FBI. They were concerned about his call for paramilitary, armed patrols to prevent

law enforcement from arresting Black people and Movement workers."

The day after the meeting with Thomas, the leaders of the Voters League

met to discuss the merits of forming a Deacons chapter in Bogalusa. FBI counter-

intelligence document report that Bogalusa Voters League vice-president Robert

Hicks reviewed the details of the previous days meeting. According to the FBI

reports, Hicks "pointed out to those in attendance .. .the advantages of arming

themselves . Hicks went into detail concerning how young Negroes could defend

themselves by converging on police officers at the time the arrest of a Negro was

being made. Three days later, Hicks was visited by two FBI agents who warned

him about associating with the Deacons. Despite this type of harassment,

Bogalusa activists, including Hicks and Voters League presidentA.Z. Young

decided to form achapterof the Deacons. Besides being Voters league leaders and

organizers of the Deacons, Hicks and Young were playing a central role in orga-

nizing Black workers at Crown Zellerbach to challenge racial discrimination at

the local plants . The local Black union was intimately tied to the local Movemem



as the Voters League met at the Union Hall and most Voter League members and

Deacons were union members

While Hicks and Young were considered the primary spokespersons for

the Bogalusa Voters League, clearly the public representative and leader of the

Bogalusa Deacons was Charles Sims . Sims was a veteran of the U.S. Army and

World War II. An insurance agent by profession, prior to 1964, Sims was consid-

ered a "trouble-maker" in Bogulusa . Having been arrested before his formal

entrance into the Movement for carrying a concealed weapon and assault, Sims, a

prototypical "Bad Negro," did not fit the stereotypic image of a southern Move-

ment leader. Like C.O . China, Sims was not a minister or a idealistic young

student but a bold talking, gun carrying "tough" who had a reputation for verbally

and physically confronting local whites. Sims did not change his image as the

leader of the Deacons . In fact his image may have been an asset in the frontier

climate in this Louisiana town . In confronting the Bogalusa Klan, civility was not

a virtue?1

In the spring and summer of 1965, violent confrontations ensued between

the Deacons and Klan forces . On several occasions armed Deacons had to rescue

CORE workers from local white terrorist civilians . As in Jonesboro, Deacon

patrols monitored Bogalusa Black neighborhoods in the evenings from invading

nightriders . Hicks and Young also received special protection. On July 8th, Dea-

con Henry Austin was arrested for shooting and critically wounding a white male,

Alton Crowe, who was physically attacking participants in a demonstration .

Louisiana Governor John McKeiten dispatched state troops to Bogalusa to pre-

vent further violence and threatened to disarm Deacons and Klans men alike.



McKeithen also called for negotiations between the leaders ofthe Voters League

and local officials. Movement leaders believed without the presence of organized,

armed Blacks, the Governor would not have intervened . 24

It was in Bogalusa that the Deacons received the most publicity and

notoriety. Unlike Jonesboro, the tense situation in Bogalusa drew national media

attention . CORE also placed emphasis on Bogalusa sending personnel and re

sources to support the local struggle there. The presence of CORE national chair-

man, James Farmer, in Bogalusa also received national media attention . Farmer

was transported to and from Bogalusa and was also provided security by Sims and

other Deacons . The affiliation of non-violent CORE with the armed Deacons did

not escape the attention of the media. When questioned as to how non-violent

CORE could associate with a paramilitary organization, Farmer replied "CORE is

non-violent, but we have no right to tell Negroes in Bogalusa or anywhere else

that they do not have the right to defend their homes. . .Its a constitutional right." 15

Because of the visibility and significance of the Deacons to the Bogalusa, when

the local struggle became a national media focus, the Deacons also received

attention . In 1965 The Wall Street Journal and The New Times Magazine both did

features on the Deacons . The existence of an armed Black military presence in the

southern Movement was reported in the national media for the first time since

Robert Williams was forced into exile in 1961 .

The Deacons served as a model for Blacks interested in armed self-de-

fense in Mississippi and throughout the South. The effectiveness of the paramili-

tary Deacons in Jonesboro and Bogalusa had gained the respect and admiration of

Movement activists and Black people in the South and the United States in gen-



eral . Given the lack of protection provided by the FBI and the Justice Department

and the inaction and complicity of state and local police with white terrorists, for

many Mississippi Black activists and supporters, the paramilitary organization of

the Deacons seemed to be the natural progression. Armed resistance had always

complimented the activism of the Mississippi Freedom Movement. With the

model of the Louisiana Deacons, armed resistance would now become more overt

and organized.

It was in Natchez, Mississippi, in 1965, that the bold rhetoric and leader-

ship of Charles Evers, the organized vigilance and terrorism of Rudy Shields and

his enforcers, and the paramilitary presence of the Deacons were combined as part

of acomprehensive boycott strategy to achieve basic civil and human rights . The

strategy developed in Natchez would serve as a model for other Mississippi

communities.

Natchez is an important center in the history of Mississippi. Located in the

southwest comerof the state of Mississippi, on the banks of the Mississippi River

Natchez, is the county seat ofAdams County. What is today Adams County was

the home of the indigenous Natchez nation. This area was the first section of what

is presently known as Mississippi to be settled by Europeans, French colonists,

utilizing captive African labor. The Natchez nation formed an alliance with

African maroons to fight the French in the Eighteenth Century. After their defeat

in 1730, the Natchez lost their sovereignty over this territory. As result of the

Treaty of 1763, this area became British territory and was occupied by Anglo



settlers . Natchez was the hub for the British in their southwest section North

American possessions . In the antebellum period, the Natchez white elite were

significant players in state politics . Natchez was the heart of the antebellum

plantation economy of Mississippi. In the late Nineteenth Century and early

Twentieth Century, the Natchez elite's power and influence in the state diminished

due to several factors . The Natchez elites wealth and power decline due to natural

calamities including floods and the boll weevil, depletion of the soil from re-

peated cotton crops, and the development of the Delta as a center of wealth and

privilege . 16

By the early 1960's, Natchez had developed a manufacturing base with

industries like Armstrong Tire and Rubber, the International Paper Company and

the John-Manville Corporation located in this "New South" city. The development

of an industrial economy did not eliminate the institutionalized racism, which had

its roots in slavery and peonage . In 1965, Adams County had a population of

37,730 and the city of Natchez had nearly 24,000 residents . People of African

descent were fifty percent of Adams County's population . In Adams County the

median income for whites was $5,600 per year and $1,994 for African descen-

dants . The large gap median family income in the county between the white and

Black community clearly demonstrates the continuity of white supremacy in

"New South" Natchez .27

COFO attempted to establish a voter registration campaign in Adams

County in 1963, but experienced little success . Natchez was considered a "Klan

stronghold." The Ku Klux Klan in Natchez, led by E.L . McDaniel, was among

the most violent and organized in the state . By intimidating local Blacks, the



Natchez Klan group played a role in COFO's lack of success. In spite of the

terrorist intimidation of the Klan, COFO remained and attempted to build the

local campaign to register voters . The local police seemed to offer no significant

protection from the Klan. The Natchez Police, ChiefJ.T. Robinson, was also a

vocal advocate of white supremacy and had no problems using force to uphold the

system of segregation. Some local Blacks also believed the Natchez police feared

the Klan. While Natchez MayorJohn Nosser called for racial tolerance he had no

effective control over the Natchez police or Chief Robinson?a

Prior to COFO activity in Natchez, the NAACP was the primary Move-

ment organization in Natchez. While there was some competition between COFO

and the local NAACP, the two organizations had established a cooperative rela

tionship . Some COFO workers even resided at the home of local NAACP leader

George Metcalf. The relationship between COFO and the Natchez NAACP

became strained with the involvement and leadership of Charles Evers in the

Adams County Movement . Evers and COFO leaders differed on the strategy and

tactics of the local movement as well as methods of organizing and decision

making.

Evers involvement in the Natchez Movement meant a more visible de-

fense presence to counter the violent terror of the local Klan . The presence of

Evers was complimented by the security team that had developed around him in

Jackson. In the Spring of 1965, Evers led a campaign to desegregate local hotels .

During this campaign, white hostility grew to the point where Evers's security

team had to position snipers at the Holiday Inn where the NAACP leader was

residing in Adams County. Later that same summer an incident would occur that



would spark an acceleration of activity in Natchez . 1'

On August 27th, 1965 NAACP leader, George Metcalf, was seriously

injured after a bomb hidden beneath the hood of his car exploded after he turned

on the ignition . While Metcalf was fortunate enough to survive the blast, he had to

be hospitalized with several broken bones, lacerations and bums. The explosion of

Metcalf's vehicle had occurred in the parking lot of the local Armstrong Tire

plant. Metcalf had just finished a shift at Armstrong. The explosive was so potent

it completely demolished Metcalf's vehicle and damaged several others nearby.

Since Metcalfwas asked to work overtime the evening of the bombing, some

local Blacks believed his supervisors had collaborated with the perpetrators of the

bombing. The attack on Metcalf occurred eight days after the NAACP submitted a

petition on behalf of Metcalf and eleven other Natchez Blacks to the local school

board to desegregate Natchez public schools on the basis of the 1954 U.S . Su-

preme Court Brown case . Metcalf had also recently contacted the Adams County

Chancery Clerk to seek compliance with Federal voter registration legislation."

The attack on Metcalf was part of a reign of terror that included house and

church bombings since the arrival of COFO in Adams County. On several occa-

sions between 1963 and 1965, COFO workers and Black residents of Natchez

were harassed and beaten by white vigilantes and hooded members of the Klan.

On one Saturday evening in September of 1964, two explosions jarred the home

of Natchez mayor John Nosser and Black contractor Willie Washington . Nosser,

an American of Lebanese origin, believed his home was bombed because he

attempted to serve as a "peacemaker" during the racial hostilities of Freedom

Summer. In January, 1965, Metcalf's home was also sprayed with gunfire from



nightriders. Leading up to the bombing of his car the NAACP leader was the

target of several acts of harassment and intimidation at home and his place of

employment."

After the bombing attack on Metcalf, Evers assumed control ofNAACP

activity in Natchez and seized the leadership of the local Movement. Evers did not

take a non-violent posture in asserting himself into the leadership of the Natchez

Movement. On the day of the bombing, Evers was quoted as saying "There is

going to be trouble, no question about that.. .the Negroes have armed themselves."

That same day, Evers spoke to a rally in Natchez. While cautioning Natchez

Blacks not to initiate violence against whites, Evers stated "if they do it any more,

we're going to get those responsible. We're armed, every last one of us, and we

are not going to take it.""

While much of Evers rhetoric was probably designed to pressure the local

white power structure to the negotiating table and to put second thoughts in the

minds of white terrorists, his statements were not without substance. Journalists

and local leaders commentedon how Natchez was an "armed camp" with both

Blacks and whites well equipped with firearms . Particularly driven by the reign

of terror in Adams County andother parts of southwest Mississippi, several

Natchez Blacks had been arming and preparing themselves fora violent confron-

tation with hostile whites . After Evers made his speech, in spite of his pleas

against random acts of violence, many local Blacks walked the streets of Natchez

ready for retaliation. That evening a rock was hurled at a police car patrolling the

Black community, shattering the window. A standoff then developed between four

police officers, who had jumped from the vehicle, and a crowd of angry Blacks .



Even though the police officers were armed with shotguns, the crowd did not

retreat. This standoff was only diffused by the pleas of Movement activists.33

Natchezand the Mississippi Deacons for Defense and Justice

Weeks prior to the bomb attack on George Metcalf, a small group of Black

men met secretly in Natchez to form a para-military organization . As in Bogalusa

and Jonesboro, the Natchez para-military group was created because of the inabil

ity or refusal of law enforcement officials to protect the Movement, it leadership

or the Black community. Most of the men were Black workers who had grown up

in Adams County and had known each other most of their lives. These men were

also either members or supporters of the local NAACP The Natchez paramili-

tary group began to protect Metcalf, his family members, and his home prior to

the bombing.34

The activity and the size of the Natchez group accelerated after the attack

on Metcalf. On August 28th, One day after the bombing attack on George

Metcalf, James Jackson, a local barber and one of the leaders of the Natchez para

military group, publicly announced achapter of the Deacons for Defense and

Justice was formed in Natchez. The Natchez group had heard of the success of the

Louisiana Deacons in neutralizing white terrorists in Bogalusa and Jonesboro.

According to Bogalusa leader Robert Hicks, Charles Evers requested some of the

Louisiana Deacons to come to Natchez and help establish the organization there.

On the 29th, Charles Sims, the spokesperson for the Louisiana Deacons, arrived

in Natchez to discuss the formation of the Deacons for Defense in Adams

County."



According to Natchez activist James Stokes, the Natchez para-military

group decided not to affiliate with the Louisiana Deacons. While Sims offered

advise on how to set up a para-military organization, the Natchez group felt they

had little to gain from a formal affiliation with the Deacons. Stokes remembered

Sims offering no significant material aid to the Natchez para-military group other

than the use of the name of the Deacons for Defense and Justice. Sims stated in

order to use the Deacons name, the Natchez group had to pay a percentage of

their dues to the Louisiana Deacons. The Natchez group rejected Sims offer and

politely asked him to leave town.'

While the Natchez paramilitary group decided not to officially affiliate

with the Louisiana Deacons, they had no problem using their name. The Natchez

group was known throughout the Movement and the state, as the Natchez Dea

cons for Defense and Justice. As they began to assist other para-military affiliates

established across the state, the Natchez group helped form the Mississippi Dea-

cons for Defense and Justice. By early October 1965, a little over a month since

the attack on Metcalf, the Natchez Deacons were visible on the streets of Natchez

providing security at marches and demonstrations . Visible members of the

Natchez Deacons wore overalls and a white shirt while conducting the

organization's business of protecting the Movement and the Black community.'

Officially the Natchez Deacons were chartered in the state of Mississippi

as the Sportsmen Club. On the surface the Sportsmen Club sounded like an

apolitical hunting association, but conciliatory language in its charter reveals a

broader purpose. While the Sportsmen Club's charter stated the organization was

"non-violent" this hunting group pledged, according to Stokes, to "abide by the



U.S. Constitution [including the Second Amendment, right to bear arms)" and to

"protect property." As an organization chartered by the state, the Sportsmen Club

was authorized to function anywhere in Mississippi . The Sportsmen Club charter

was extended to other Mississippi Deacons groups in Wilkerson, Clairborne, and

Copiah counties.'$

Just like the Deacons in Louisiana, the Natchez Deacons never revealed

how big their membership was. This kept the Klan, local police and the FBI

confused about the actual size and capability of the group. Organized much like a

secret society, the Deacons realized the least their enemies knew about them the

better. James Young, who joined shortly after the attack on Metcalf, revealed the

Natchez Deacons actual size was about ten to twelve men. As in Jonesboro and

Bogalusa, a few central leaders were identified to represent the Deacons to the

public . James Stokes was appointed spokesman. James Jackson was the fast

president of the Natchez Deacons . James Young was selected secretary and was

responsible for the development of the by-laws and the charter for the Deacons

and the Sportsmen Club . According to Stokes "The strongest thing we had going

for ourselves is that nobody knew, not even some of our members, how many men

there were in the organization . . ." The Deacons concealing their size served as a

weapon to instill doubt and concern in white supremacists since they really didn't

know what to expect from the Natchez para-military group'9

Even Movement folks outside of the Deacons were privy to the identities

of the entire Deacon membership. SNCC activist Hollis Watkins remembered:

It was a situation where none of us knew all of them and in many



cases that was the beauty of it . . .In some cases they'd call and say `
we'll have two or three of the brothers at y'alls rally or at y'alls
meeting. . .You don't know who they are, because you don't know
all the people from the community.'°

Since secrecy was essential for the mission of the Deacons, it was impor-

tant that the organization selectively recruit its member and that its membership

did not reveal its secrets . Because the initial group only recruited men they had

grown up with and knew their background and character. "Everybody we had, we

knew" said James Young. A Deacon recruit had to be sponsored by someone

already in the group. Anyone with a history of abusing alcohol or a criminal past

was not allowed to join . The Deacons did not want to have members who could

be easily compromised by police pressure.°'

Before induction into the organization, a member was informed about the

seriousness ofjoining the Deacons . The Deacons informed their recruits that

revealing organizational secrets could result in death for the informant. At the first

meeting of the Natchez Deacons, in late August of 1965, a founding member by

the name of "Otis" expressed his seriousness about protecting the integrity of the

organization . On that occasion "Otis" stated :

Your tongue is the worst weapon against you. . .I mean it from the
heart, that I. . . swear before God, may he kill me now if I don't
mean it, for something as important as this, I'd burn my brother.
I'd blow his damn brains out . . .Before I'd let one guy mess up a
whole lot of guys. . . '`2

In an interview, James Stokes also emphasized how serious the Deacons viewed

internal security. Stokes stated " . . .if he (a Deacon) leaked anything out, we let it



be known, you better figure on dying." Stokes believed no member of the Dea-

cons ever divulged information about the Deacons to local, state, or federal law

enforcement. The Deacon's internal security methods were apparently effective

and prevented the Mississippi State Sovereignty Commission, the FBI, local

police, and the Klan from receiving an adequate assessment of the size and

capability of the Deacons. Also, in order to maintain security, small groups within

the membership made all of the plans. Individual members knew their assign-

ments, but not the entire security plan . This also prevented information from

leaking to the opposition.

Unlike the informal defense group which protected Blackcommunities in

places like Harmony, McComb, and Greenwood, women and youth were not

involved in the Natchez or most other Deacons groups in Mississippi. All mem

bers in the Natchez group were male and over Twenty-one years of age."

As earlier stated, the proliferation of arms in the Black community in

Natchez was a response to the white supremacist reign of terror which heightened

in Adams County around 1963. The Natchez Deacons believed it was important

for them to be well armed in order to meet the demands of protecting the Black

community and the leadership and workers of the Movement. One unidentified

source in the Natchez Deacons revealed the organization possessed "handgre-

nades, machine guns, whatever we needed." According to this source, only one

store in Natchez would sell ammunition to the Deacons. If white supremacists

knew the Deacons had a limited supply of ammunition, the Deacons defense

would be compromised. To counter this the Natchez Deacons received ammuni-

tion from outside sources. According to the above unidentified source Fidel



Castro's Cuba was one source for obtaining "all the guns and ammunition we

needed."

Mississippi law allowed for civilians to openly carry loaded weapons in

public .Acitizen could also carry a loaded firearm in a vehicle as long as it wasn't

concealed. This allowed the Deacons to openly carry guns to protect demonstra

tions, mass meetings, and community institutions . The public display of weapons

by Black freedom fighters served to prevent attacks from white supremacists .

According to James Stokes, "we (the Deacons) used to walk up and down these

Mississippi streets with our guns in our holsters, day and night, and they were

afraid to bother us." I The Deacons openly carried their weapons on marched

demonstrations to protect Movement activists and supporters from attack. James

Stokes described the Deacon security at a march and how racist violence was

prevented. Stokes stated :

They (white supremacists in a vehicle) would try to break through
the line (of demonstrators) . . .We would always have Deacons at the
block intersection .. .and at the end of the block ...And if we saw a
car coming, he wouldsee us with ourguns on and he wasn't about
to come that way. This is how we protected people:"

On September4, 1967, in Centrerville, a small town in the southwest Mississippi

county of Wilkerson, the Natchez Deacons, aligned with the Wilkerson County

chapter of the Deacons for Defense, scattered a mob of white supremacists . After

a member of the mob trained his weapon at participants in a demonstration for

Black voting rights, twenty-five armed Deacons responded with guns drawn to

prevent the demonstrators from harm.4 Deacon James Young described the



situation that day:

These pecker woods down there, they lined up at the junction of
the 15 highway. . . They was all bad and we pulled in there. The
President of the Deacons got out and come up to them and said `
Ok, unblock that road.. .We pulled in there and started unloading all
of this heavy artillery and they loaded up and left.'

SNCC Hollis Watkins, who was also there that day remembered the leader of the

Deacons stating " We represent the Deacons for Defense, if you come in here with

that you're going to be in trouble." According to Watkins, hearing the name

"Deacons of Defense" invoked was almost as effective in scattering the mob as

the guns

The Deacons were not hesitant about using their weapons also . One

evening in the late 1960's, the Natchez Deacons were asked to provide security in

Jefferson County, just north of Adams, at a mass meeting in a rural church. An

armed watch was placed on the perimeter of the church . Any white person coming

after dark was considered suspicious, so white allies of the Movement were asked

to come to the meeting early. After the meeting started acar approached the scene

of the meeting. The security observed some whites in the automobile coming

down the road leading to the church with the vehicle lights out. One of the whites

in the vehicle was observed preparing to throw a Molotov cocktail . A Deacons'

security team, armed with a dozen shotguns, bombardedthe vehicle preventing

the fire bomb from even being propelled from the vehicle. According to Stokes

the potential bomber was seriously injured. Stokes said "we mutilated his but." S'

Ed Cole, One of the participants in the meeting, reported:



They found the car two days later, about fifteen miles away from
the thing at the church . But as far as we have been able to deter-
mine, there never was a report written . We don't know if anyone
was injured . There was blood in the car. We don't know if anyone
was killed or what . 52

The armed presence and preparedness of the Deacons prevented the movement in

Natchez and in southwest Mississippi in general from being terrorized and intitni-

dated. White terrorists were on alert that any foray into the Black community or in

the vicinity of movement activity was not without consequence .

As in Louisiana, Mississippi state officials opposed to the Movement

wished to find means to disarm the Deacons. On September 3, 1967, FBI docu-

ments reveal a proposal was forwarded, by an unnamed source to the Governor of

Mississippi to make it illegal for members of the Deacons for Defense in the state

to possess firearms . On September 4, 1967, the same day as the confrontation

between Deacons and the white mob in Centreville, three members of the Dea-

cons were arrested for illegal possession of firearms . The State District Attorney

for the Southwestern District of Mississippi gave the Mississippi State Highway

Patrol the "authority to disarm all members of the Deacons for Defense and

Justice." In Mississippi, and other southern states made it illegal for anyone to

transport rifles and shotguns in the cab of a car. These laws required rifles and

shotguns to be carried on a rack on the back of a vehicle.s3

Even though the Deacons experienced repression concerning their posses-

sion of firearms, being armed as an organized force served as an asset to the

organization and the Movement . The armed organized presence of the Deacons

and their preparedness for combat, as well as the uncertainty on the part of white.



of the Deacons capabilities, provided the Movement with a serious bartering chip.

As Stokes stated "white people had become so fearful. Anything we wanted they

was [sic. were] always trying to offer you a deal. Come down and talk." The

presence of the Deacons combined with effective boycotts provided Evers and

local leaders a position of strength to negotiate.- 4

To have an effective paramilitary operation, besides weapons logistical

support was necessary. To aid them in their defense activities, the Deacons pos-

sessed walkie talkies, citizen band radios, and vehicles that were radio equipped.

Aware of surveillance of their radio communication by the police and the Klan,

the Deacons developed codes to confuse listers. To secure funds for this commu-

nication equipment, vehicles, as well as to purchase weapons the Deacons, par-

ticularly their spokesman James Stokes, participated in speaking engagements and

also received financial contributions from civic groups in the North. In October of

1965, Stokes participated in fundraising tour in California, speaking at San Mateo

College and to civic groups and Movement supporters.'

In the field visible members of the Deacons wore badges as identification

and carried permits for their weapons. Law enforcement officers, particularly

Highway patrol and local police were informed by Deacon officials not to inter

fere with Deacons attempting to protect Movement demonstrators from racist

attackers. In some cases , the Deacons had negotiated with law enforcement to

serve Deacons with traffic violations later, if they were speeding to come to the

rescue of activists or members of the Black community. James Young stated law

enforcement were told "if you see one of these men moving (to the defense of

Movement activists, supporters, or members of the Black community).. . get his



tag (license plate) and get out of the way."56

The Natchez Deacons became an essential ingredient in the Natchez and

the Mississippi Movements. The Deacons provided the Movement with an instru-

ment to neutralize the violence of Klan and other white supremacist civilians. The

potential of the Deacons for defense and retaliation also gave Evers and other

leaders more potency in their negotiating position with the white power structure

and more boldness in their public statements . Without adoubt, the Deacons made

the Natchez and Mississippi movements more effective.

Natchez-the Boycott, and Enforcing the Movement

The day after the attack on Metcalf, on August 28, 1965, Evers and local

leaders of the Black community presented "A Declaration of the Negro Citizens

of Natchez" to Mayor Nosser and the Natchez city government . "A Declaration of

the Negro Citizens Of Natchez" was a list of twelve demands for civil and human

rights for local Blacks . The twelve demands included the desegregation of local

schools, a denunciation by city officials of the Ku Klux Klan and other white

supremacist groups, expanded employment opportunities, ( particularly store

clerks and police officers ), police escort for Black funerals. One basic human

right that the Black leaders included was that local police and civil servants

address Black adults as "Mr," "Mrs.," or "Miss" as opposed to "Boy," "Girl," or

"Auntie." The Black delegation gave Nosser and the city government until Sep-

tember lst, four days, to respond to their demands before the Natchez Black

community would apply coercive action . According to journalist accounts of the

meeting, one Black participant in the meeting threatened " violence might ensue



unless City government acted favorably on matters contained in the declaration .""

On September 1, 1965, the Natchez Board ofAldermen rejected the

demands of the Black leaders . In a public statement the Aldermen stated the city

government would:

Make no concessions to any group under duress or intimidation .
. . .City government would not be coerced by demands accompanied
by veiled threats of violence made in times of extreme tension and
in reasonable time consider proper petition from any local citizens
embracing any matter which this board had jurisdiction58

One year after the racial explosion in McComb and weeks after the Watts uprising

in Los Angeles, local and state officials implemented measures to prevent a Black

rebellion . To ensure no uprising occurred in the Black community the Natchez

government imposed a curfew from lOam to 5am to restrict activity in the city

during the evening and early morning hours . All alcohol sales were also banned

during this time. Stating Natchez was in "imminent danger of a riot," Governor

Paul Johnson ordered 650 armed National Guardsmen to the city.s9

Upon hearing the decision of the Board of Alderman and the restrictions

imposed by state and local government, debate ensued within the Natchez move-

ment on how to respond to the challenge . COFO and MFDP forces wanted to

immediately challenge the curfew with marches and demonstrations . There had

been tightly mass meetings from the time ofthe bombing attack on Metcalf until

the evening after the city government rendered its rejection of the Black leaders'

demands. At each of the mass meetings, the consensus was that a demonstration

would take place if the demands were not met. Charles Evers, who announced a



boycottof all white businesses on the evening ofAugust 28th, wanted to place

emphasis on the boycott rather than demonstrate. Evers believed that the presence

of the National Guard and the potential for violence created an unfavorable

environment for demonstrations. Evers told those assembled that evening "there is

too much chance of bloodshed to ask you to walk down the streets of Natchez."6°

Evers won the debate and was able in the coming weeks to cement himself as the

leader of the Natchez movement. When the National Guard left Natchez the

following weekend, Evers approved demonstrations in Natchez, even in opposi-

tion to court order. By October 6, 1965, these marches were secured by the

Natchez Deacons.

While demonstrations were an important aspect of the Natchez movement,

local NAACP leaders would credit the economic boycott as the decisive element

of the Natchez campaign . The NAACP organized boycott was very successful.

Movement leaders claimed the Black community boycott of white businesses was

almost 100 percent effective. Names of Blacks who violated the NAACPboycott

were announced at mass meetings.62 Violators of the boycott were not only iso-

lated but were harassed by the enforcer squadwhich was organized by Rudy

Shields. Shields, who had come to Mississippi from Chicago, was called to

Natchez by Evers from Belzoni, Mississippi. Shields primary responsibility was

to make the boycott successful. As one movement participant stated "Rudy was

mostly a boycott man...whenever you had aboycott, he was right up front." 6s

Just as it was the Deacons role to protect the movement and the commu-

nity from external enemies, it was the responsibility of Shields and his squad to

deal with "internal enemies." The Natchez movement resorted to terror within the



Black community to enforce its decisions. For those in the Black community, who

did not take seriously the edict of the NAACP and the Natchez movement,

Shields and his squad would provide coercive violence as an incentive . Ed Cole

offered:

Rudy just didn't appeal to folks (to support the boycott). . .He
whipped them. He made it expensive. Folks go shop , beak the
boycott, they didn't get home with the damn groceries.. .cause
somebody was waiting for them when they got there.

The movement considered breaking the boycott a serious offense and the violators

had to be disciplined. With the sanction'of the movement's leadership, Shield's

.nd his team were committed to punishing the violators . As Evers stated "We

didn't go around bragging about it, but we were ready to enforce those boycotts,

to die if necessary.""

State and local officials, law enforcement and local press often stated the

Deacons were responsible for the enforcement ofboycotts. There seems though to

be a division of labor between the Deacons, who were solely responsible for the

defense of the Blackcommunity and the movement from external enemies, and

Shields enforcer squad, that was particularly responsible for harassing and terror-

izing Black people who violated the boycott. When asked if the Deacons enforced

boycotts, Natchez Deacon Charles Young responded "We had another team out

there. If you went in there (a white owned business) this time, after they (the

enforcer squad) got through with you, you weren't hardly going back any more.'`

The Deacons and the enforcer squad recruited different types of people for

each respective organization. The Deacons tended to be adult males over 30 year-.



of age who were considered disciplined, stable and respected in the community.

The enforcer squad tended to utilize working class males in their late teens to

early 20's . As opposed to the older Deacons, the recruits of the enforcer squad

tended to considered to be less stable and from the more volatile elements of the

community. Activist Ed Cole described the difference between the Deacons and

the enforcer squad. Cole stated:

The Deacons.. .were stable and over 40 year old men.. .'(The Dea-
cons would say) We don't want to risk no kids . We want somebody
who could take something, but knows when its time not to take
something.. .but what Rudy was doing, he needed somebody who
was foolish . When some sixty year old woman...that done crossed
the boycott line and went and bought ten pounds of sugar and a
sack of flour, then you needed somebody foolish enough to go with
a knife and cut that shit open. Right now it looks cold and callous,
but if it hadn't been for that, them boycotts never would have
worked.16

While women weren't recruited into the Deacons, females did play a

significant role in enforcing sanctions on internal enemies. Women, young or old

were not included in Shield's boycott enforcers but were involved in punishing

suspected female informers. The movement suspected certain Black domestics

were providing, either voluntarily or through coercion, information to the white

powerstructure. A team of NAACP women were organized to physically disci-

pline the suspected informants

The vigilance of enforcer groups certainly aided the Natchez Movement in

maintaining an effective boycott. On October 12, 1965, an NAACP delegation

met with Natchez city officials. The NAACP delegation came from the meeting



claiming victory , announcing the mayor and the Board ofAldermen agreed to

most of their demands. Two days later, Natchez city officials denied agreeing to

the NAACP's proposals. The boycott and marches continued. Within atwo month

period, six white ownedenterprises went out of business. Concerned that the

boycott would effect the Christmas season, a significant number white merchants

gave their consent to the white power structure to negotiate with the NAACP On

November 29, 1965, the NAACP and the white power structure came to an

agreement. The NAACP agreed to lift the boycott on twenty three white owned

businesses in Natchez. In turn, the city of Natchez hired six Black policemen,

desegregated municipal public facilities, and agreed to appoint a"qualified Ne-

gro" to the school board. The twenty -three white businesses conceded to hire or

promote Black workers to the position of clerk. While some in the local Move-

ment, particularly COFO and FDP forces, did not believe the agreement went far

enough, the settlement was hailed nationally. The Natchez boycott strategy,

including armed Deacons and enforcer groups, would be replicated in communi-

ties throughout southwest Mississippi.

Though not as visible as Evers, the Deacons, or the NAACP, the work of

the enforcer squads, both that of Shields' and the NAACP women, was essential

to the movement . The enforcer groups ensured accountability and respect for the

decisions of the Natchez movement. If the boycott was almost 100 percent effec-

tive, recognition has to be given to the work of the enforcer groups . While this

has escaped most accounts of the Mississippi movement, the participants in the

movement, particularly those active in southwest Mississippi, recognize the

significance of Rudy Shields and the enforcer groups he organized. Ed Cole



remarked:

Them boycotts never would have worked. They didn't work no
where else. They worked in Natchez. And they worked in Port
Gibson . They worked in Fayette. And they worked in Woodville.
In all these places is where Rudy did the enforcement."

The Natchez Paradigm and the Mississippi Movement

The formula developed in Natchez to combat the local white power struc-

ture to win concessions towards human and civil rights were utilized throughout

the state, particularly in southwest Mississippi communities. Other local commu

nities observing the success of the Natchez boycott, underthe leadership of Evers

and Shields began to organize boycotts utilizing the model developed in Natchez.

The Natchez model had proven the necessity to utilize the threat of a coercive

response to defeat external and internal enemies of the Mississippi freedom

movement. Chapters of the Deacons for Defense and Justice and enforcer squad

were established in other Mississippi communities.

When Evers and Shields became involved in boycott campaigns in

Jefferson and Wilkerson counties, the Natchez Deacons directly became involved

in these local campaigns. Since Jefferson County and Wilkerson County were

contiguous to Adams County, the Natchez Deacons could take amajor responsi-

bility in these counties . Wilkerson County activists established their own chapter

of the Deacons for Defense and Justice. While having theirownchapter of the

Mississippi Deacons of Defense and Justice, the Wilkerson Deacons received

personnel, support, and virtually came under the chain of chain of command of

the Natchez Deacons. In both of these communities, Rudy Shields organized



teams to enforce the boyott1

In Claiborne and Copiah counties, local communities established local

Deacon chapters that were more autonomous from the Natchez group . When

NAACP led boycotts developed in Claiborne County and in the towns of

Hazelhurst and Crystal Springs in Copiah County, these respective communities

organized local chapters of the Mississippi Deacons of Defense and Justice . In all

of these communities, the Deacons and enforcer squads were organized as part of

boycott campaigns to pressure the white power structure to concede to demands

similar to those presented by Black leaders in Natchez.

The Claiborne County Deacons for Defense and Justice was among the

most well organized and effective paramilitary organization in the state. In 1960,

Claiborne County had a population of 11,000, with 8,239 (76 percent) of its

residents of African descent . During the same year, Claiborne's county seat, Port

Gibson had a population of 2816 . The population of Port Gibson was almost

evenly divided between African descendants and whites. There were no Black

elected or appointed officials in the county. In 1966, prior to the initiation of the

NAACP boycott of white merchants in Port Gibson, there were only seven Black

registered voters in the whole county. Claiborne County is also the home of

Alcorn A&M, Mississippi fast public Black college .'°

The Deacons for Defense and the enforcer squads, now known as "Da

Spirit," were organized in Claiborne County after the Black community under the

leadership of Evers and the local NAACP called a boycott on April l, 1966 . The

Deacons were organized after Rudy Shields arranged a meeting between James

Stokes, State Spokesman for the Mississippi Deacons for Defense and Justice,



based in Natchez, and local NAACP activists and supporters prior to the initiation

of the boycott. Once forming a local chapter of the Deacons, Claiborne County

activists officially resigned their membership in the NAACP"

The Claiborne County Deacons were popularly known as "the Black

Hats." Friend and foe alike in Claiborne County called the local Deacon chapter

"the Black Hats" because Claiborne Deacons wore a black helmet while on duty.

Khaki pants were also part of their uniform. "The Black Hats" first appeared in

public on April 1, 1966, the day the boycott was initiated in Port Gibson. The

Deacons came out to protect the NAACP picket of white merchants in downtown

Port Gibson. Claiborne Deacon president George Walker remembered "We (the

Deacons) were in the street all day, because we didn't know what they (the white

supremacists) were going to do." The pickets and"the Black Hats" remained

visible in the Port Gibson streets for the next three years. The Deacons also

patrolled the Black community during the evening monitoring the activity of the

local police, the Klan, and other white supremacists forces . The Claiborne Dea-

cons for Defense and Justice were committed that "another Neshoba County

(where Chaney, Goodman, and Schwerner were murdered)" did not happened in

their county.'

Rudy Shields, the principal organizer of the boycott received special

attention from the Claiborne Deacons. Shields wasescorted by armed Deacons

when entering or leaving the Claiborne County line . When the activist left

Claiborne south to Jefferson County, Natchez Deacons took responsibility for his

security. One evening in 1966, armed Deacons came to the aid of Shields in a

confrontation with two local police officers . The police were responding to an



argument between Shields, and a white merchant in downtown Port Gibson. Prior

to the police arriving on the scene, armed Deacons positioned themselves on

building above the argument. When the two police officers arrived, guns drawn

and threatened the boycott organizer and other Blacks around him, George Walker

remembered Shields responding:

I tell you what officer, ...You got your weapon on me and you got
your weapon on the rest of the people out here .. .If you shoot me
tonight, you gonna die too, `cause if you don't believe it, there's
guns on you too.

Accordingto Walker, upon hearing Shields threats, the two white officers returned

to their car and left the scene. The protection of armed Deacons made Shields

more bold in his actions and agitation and confrontation with white merchants and

police .'3

The boycott of white ownedenterprises in Port Gibson lasted over three

years driving several white merchants out of business. The boycott of white

businesses in Port Gibson was definitely made more effective by the leadership of

Shields and the activity of "Da. Spirit." Shields organized a network youth in

neighborhoods throughout the county to harass violators of the boycott in their

community. James Scott was one of the militants of the "Da Spirit" of Claiborne

County described the activities of the group to researcher Emile Crosby. The

following excerpts of his interview, demonstrates the clandestine, illegal character

of "Da Spirit." In his interview with Crosby Scott revealed:

In order to make the movement successful, we had a list, we used



to have people going around watching to see who would go in
those stores. And.. . we would go take care of them that night. You
know how we was going to take care of them that night? With
some shot guns. Wouldn't shoot to kill, but take for instance, shoot
through that window. We'd always be in automobiles and we'd
always do it, say, before day four in the morning. You know, why
the law be sleep, you know, they wouldn't know who it was. We'd
always know, if you gon' put a shell in the gun, you'd always have
something on there to cover the shell up so they wouldn't come
back and get the hull and get your finger prints .'

As Black leaders began to win concessions from the white power structure

and local merchants and tensions began to ease, Evers and the NAACP leadership

began to discourage the activity of Shields and the "Da Spirit." While Evers was

willing to ease the boycotton white businesses wishing to comply with some of

the demands , Shields believed in maintaining the pressure to win more gains for

the Black community. Evers began to believe he no longer could control Shields.

The tension between the two men in the Port Gibson boycott eventually led to the

severance of their working and personal relationship . Shield left Port Gibson and

primarily organized in Yazoo County, Mississippi until he died in 1987. In Yazoo,

Shields reorganized "Da Spirit" as a protective and enforcer squad not only to aid

boycotts in the county but as apermanent armed wing of the Yazoo County

movement."

Due to the solidarity of the Black community and the enforcement by "Da

Spirit," by 1969 several white merchants acquiesced and consented to hire Black

workers. By this point tensions had calmed and the local movement decided to

demobilize the Deacons. In April of 1969, local leaders initiated a second boycott

after the shooting of a Black man, Dusty Jackson, by white police. The death of



Jackson also led to near uprising by the Black community. After the second

boycott was called in 1969, the local Movement leaders did not see the need to

mobilize the para-military Deacons. By 1969, local Blacks had won several

concessions from the white power structure and were beginning to participate in

local government. While the organized defense wing of the first boycott was no

longer seen as necessary after 1969, the organization of the Deacons in Claiborne

County is partially responsible for Black political gains in the county,,

In a few cases the Bogalusa Deacons were active in local Mississippi

campaigns. In 1965, the Bogalusa group unsuccessfully attempted to establish

Mississippi chapters of the original Louisiana Deacons for Defense and Justice in

Natchez and in Jackson. In spring of 1965, Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party

(FDP) activists had made contact with the Bogalusa Deacons and discussed

organizing a chapter of the para-military organization in Jackson. FDPmembers

organized a meeting of approximately 175 people, held on August 29, 1965, to

hear Bogalusa Deacons spokesman, Charles Sims speakabout the possibility of

the organization being formed in Jackson. FBI and Mississippi State Sovereignty

Commission surveillance shows no evidence of the organization being formed in

Jackson after the meeting." The Louisiana Deacons were not active in Missis-

sippi until 1966. In the early months of 1966, Charles Sims and otherBogalusa

began to be active in acommunity campaign in Hattiesburg, Mississippi. The

campaign was sparked by the murder of NAACPleader Vernon Dahmer, on

January 10, 1966, by night riding Klans men. After a group of over a dozen Klans

men firebombed his home, Dahmer and his wife Ellie were awakened by the fire .

The Klans men waited in front of the Dahmer home, presumedly to assassinate



any survivors, particularly Vernon . Ellie woke up their three children, while

Vernon scattered the nightriders with shotgun blasts. While defending his family

inside a burning house, Dahmer fatally inhaled the burning fumes, which irrepara-

bly scorched his lungs.'8

In response to this brutal slaying, Charles Evers urged an economic boy-

cott to achieve the basic rights Vernon Dahmer had committed his life to . Citing

Natchez as an example, Evers stated "The only thing the white man understands is

the ballot and the dollar. . .We're going to get both of them." Weeks later local

leaders presented Hattiesburg and Forrest County officials with a list of demands,

including employment opportunities in the public sector, the desegregation of

public facilities, and implementation of federal civil rights and voting legisla-

tionI Bogalusa Deacons, Charles Sims and Roy Byrd, represented the organiza-

tion at the funeral of Dahmer, five days after his brutal murder. The two Bogalusa

Deacons also participated in a protest march after the funeral of the NAACP

leader. The Bogalusa Deacons returned to Hattiesburg to establish a chapter of the

para-military organization. In Hattiesburg, the local Deacons were known as "the

police unit." As Deacons group in other southern towns their basic responsibility

was the protection of Movement leaders, activists, and the Black community in

general. Through contacts in the Deacons group in Hattiesburg, the Bogalusa

para-military organization was able to establish a Deacons chapter in Laurel,

Mississippi . In Laurel, the Deacons supported voter registration efforts and

became the basis of the para-military organization of a labor movement in

Laurel."

While the Deacons were originated in Louisiana, like other communities



implementing the Natchez model, Rudy Shields was involved in organizing the

boycott enforcer squad in Hattiesburg. By the summer of 1967, Mississippi law

enforcement surveillance revealed the Black community economic boycott in

Hattiesburg was 100 percent effective. It was in Hattiesburg that "DaSpirit"

received its name. James Nix, Hattiesburg organizer of the"Da Spirit," stated "...a

spirit is something that you don't see. This is the reason for it . . .we would harass

people . . .And this was ourjob." In Hattiesburg, "Da Spirit" also aided in providing

covert security for local Movement leaders. The pressure of the boycott gradually

won concessions from the Hattiesburg white power structure. As in other Missis-

sippi communities, white merchants in Hattiesburg pressured political elites to

negotiate with NAACP leaders to end the economic boycott.

The Natchez model was applied throughout the state, particularly in

southwest Mississippi. Whether organized by the Mississippi or the Louisiana

Deacons, Black Mississippians organized para-military organizations to protect

Movement leaders and activists and the Black community during economic

boycotts designed to winbasic civil and human rights . Also local leaders recog-

nized, based in the Natchez experience the necessity of a para-military enforcer

squad, generally separate from the defense organization, to ensure accountability

and solidarity in the boycott effort . The armed aspect of the Natchez model was

essential for gaining basic rights in communities throughout the state.

The Impact of the Natchez Model on the Mississi0i Freedom Movement

As it was stated in ChapterTwo of this work, since Reconstruction, Black

Mississippians lived in an environment where white supremacists violence played



an essential role in Black subjugation . After the Smith vs. Alrightand the Brown

vs Board decisions, and the voter registration and direct action campaigns in the

state by SNCC and CORE, escalating campaigns of terrorist violence occurred in

the state. These campaigns resulted in the deaths and exile of Black leaders,

activists, and supporters as well as the continued intimidation and disenfranchise-

ment of the masses of Black Mississippians .

The development of paramilitary organizations in the Mississippi Move-

ment signaled a new day in Black communities throughout the state. The capacity

of the Movement to protect itself and the Blackcommunity, as well as to retaliate

against white supremacist terrorist, gave Evers and other Black leaders more

leverage in negotiating with local white power structures. The ability of Move-

ment leaders to maintain effective economic boycotts through solidarity and

intimidation gave NAACPeven more negotiating strength . The Natchez model,

combining economic boycotts with paramilitary defense and the potential for

retaliation, proved more effective in winning concessions and social and cultural

change on the local level than non-violent direct action or voter registration

campaigns depending on federal protection.

The Natchez model served as the majorparadigm for Black resistance in

the state of Mississippi until the end of the decade. After Rudy Shields left

Claiborne County, he helped organize economic boycotts in several Mississippi

communities including Yazoo County, Belzoni, West Point, and Indianola. In each

of these communities Shields would apply the Natchez model10 In the late 1970' "

economic boycotts would be organized by the United League of Mississippi in

several communities in the northern Mississippi, including Holly Springs,



Okolona, Tupelo, and Byhalia. The United League continued the armed tradition

of the Natchez model in the economic boycott it organized in northern Missis-

sippi. The leaders of the United League openly declared the right of Black people

to protect themselves and their Movement . Members of the United League carried

weapons to protect demonstrators from the Klan and other white supremacists,

and in some cases engaged in gun battles with racist whites."

The Mississippi experience made armed resistance amore viable option

for social change. The majority of Black Mississippians did not demonstrate an

attraction to non-violence as a means of political action . After the experience of

Freedom Summer, for many Mississippi activists reliance on the federal govern-

ment for protection had been proven a false hope. The evidence suggests that the

Movement could only survive and grow through reliance on the Black armed

resistance tradition. The Natchez model was therefore a continuation and the

expansion of the Black armed resistance tradition began by captive Africans

centuries prior to the existence of the Deacons for Defense and Justice and "Da

Spirit."
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CONCLUSION

"....the armed liberation struggle is not only a product of culture
but also a factor of culture." Amilicar Cabral at the Eduardo
Mondlane Lecture, Syracuse University, New York, February 20,
1970'

The above statement was made by one of the most important African

thinkers in the Twentieth Century. Amilcar Cabral was the political leader and

primary theoretician of the national liberation movement in Guine Bissau and the

Cape Verde Islands from Portugese colonialism. In this instance, he was speaking

about the role ofthe armed struggle in defending the emerging national culture of

the colonized African and as an aspect of the culture of national resistance. By

stating that armed struggle is "a factor of culture," Cabral, like Frantz Fanon also

asserts that anti-colonial violence plays a role in transforming the culture of

oppressed people . Amilcar Cabral's perspective on the relationship between

armed resistance and culture could also be applied to the Mississippi Freedom

Movement.

The tradition of armed resistance of African descendants in the U.S . is the

human response to oppression itself. As one can see from otherhuman experi-

ences, armed resistance is one natural response of human beings to oppression

and to achieve social change. Parallels can be drawn between the armed resistance

movements of South Africa and that of Black people in the U.S . The initial

resistance of the Zulu kingdomin the late Nineteenth andearly Twentieth centu-

ries, led by such leaders as Cetewayo, Dingane, and Bambaata against European

settlers, are early examples of indigenous SouthAfrican armed resistance . In the



modern era the Poqo movement and the Azanian Peoples Liberation Army

(APLA) of the Pan African Congress, the Umkonto We Sizwe (MK) of the Afri-

can National Congress, the Azanian National Liberation Army (ANLA) of the

Black Consciousness Movement, and the young "Comrades" of Soweto and the

urban bantustans of South Africa are only continuations of the armed struggle

initiated by Zulu military oriented kings in the Nineteenth century. Other forms of

protest and resistance were also utilized in the South African freedom movement,

including boycotts, direct action, and litigation . The liberation struggle in South

African was multi-faceted, with various traditions of protest including a tradition

of armed resistance . In the liberation movement of people ofAfrican descent in

the U.S ., varied tactics have also been employed to achieve political and social

freedom . Armed resistance represented a tradition in South Africa from the Zulu

fighters to the modem fighters of APLA, MK,And ANLA. In the same way,

Twentieth Century South African freedom fighters embodied the tradition of Zulu

warrior ancestors, the Black freedom movement in the Mississippi, in places like

Tylertown, Harmony, Mileston, McComb, Natchez and Port Gibson were continu-

ations of the legacy of Maroon and captive African rebel fighters in North

America centuries before. The armed resistance of African descendants in the

U.S. is a similar response to that made by other peoples in the World who engaged

in armed insurgent movements, including anti-colonial and national liberation

movements in Northern Ireland, Palestine, the Basques in Spain, and South

Africa.

The literature of the Civil Rights Movement generally ignores or underes-

timates the role of armed resistance . This study has not only documented the



existence of armed resistance in the Mississippi Movement, but it also illustrated

its essential role in the survival and developmentof the Movement. Armed resis-

tance was utilized by Black Mississippians and Movement activists to protect

leaders, workers, and Black communities around the state. At times, retaliatory

violence was employed or threatened by Black people which allowedconcessions

to be won by Movement leaders. Violent force was utilized or threatened to

impose the will of the Movement on other Blacks who did not agree with or

support the tactics or objectives of local boycotts or desired to collaborate with

the white power structure.

Armed resistance played a crucial role in campaigns in other Southern

communities. In previous chapters, examples were given of armed resistance in

other Black community struggles in the South. Movement organizers depended on

protection from armed militants and supporters in Monroe (North Carolina),

Danville (Virginia), Jonesboro andBogalusa (Louisiana). Another example is the

role of armed resistance in the community struggle in Cambridge, Maryland.

Movement activists commented on their ability to conduct marches in a racially

hostile and violent environment due to the armed protection provided by armed

supporters.' Further studies of the Movement in other southern states will most

likely demonstrate similar informal and formal efforts to utilize armed force to

protect the friends and intimidate and neutralize the enemies of the Movement.

In my opinion, an understanding of the Black armed resistance tradition

will give students of the Blackexperience, a more complete view of Black

culture and protest in the U.S., particularly in the South. In the conclusion of this

study, I will address four points which result from my research . These points will



highlight what role armed resistance has played in the culture of people of African

descent in North America, particularly in the South, and in the Mississippi Free-

dom Movement (from 1955 until 1967) .

Point One : Armed Resistance is a Tradition Within the Black

	

x

	

rience

In his work, Black Self-determination A Cultural History ofAfrican

American Resistance , historian V.P. Franklin describes resistance as a "core

value" in the Black experience. Franklin argues that from the period of enslave

ment and captivity, people ofAfrican descent in North America have struggled by

any means available to them for cultural integrity and basic human rights . ; As a

"core value", Black resistance has become a tradition, being transmitted from

one generation to the next . Chapter One of this work gives evidence of over four

centuries of armed Black resistance.

Armed resistance is more than a tactic in the Black freedom movement. It

has been an important tradition within the culture and history of people of African

descent in North America from the Sixteenth century to the present. In Chapter

One, the tradition of armed black resistance is outlined from the first captive

Africans coming to North America until the years after World War II. Subsequent

chapters describe how this tradition was alive in Mississippi as the NAACP

organized chapters in the state in the post-World War II era and when non-violent

activists of SNCC and CORE became active in the state. Eye for An Eye also

demonstrates how the armed resistance tradition played a dynamic role in Free-

dom Summer and was expressed through the development of para-military orga-

nizations to compliment economic boycotts from 1965 until the late 1970's .



Some may argue that the evidence presented is too episodic to constitute a

tradition of armed resistance. These critics should be reminded that while discon-

tent of marginalized groups is constant, active insurgency of any nature is not .

Offering a Gramscian view of culture, Cornel West stated tradition is an "active

formative and transformative modality." Since it has continued for generations in

southern Black families and communities as a means of defense and change,

armed resistance could be considered a "active formative and transformative

modality." In various ways, armed resistance was passed from one generation to

the next in southern Black families . The continuity of acts of armed resistance,

presented in Chapter One, combined with the Post World War II armed resistance

described in other chapters demonstrate that armed insurgency has existed in

virtually every generation of the Black experience in North America.

Armed resistance became an "active formative and transformative modal-

ity" in southern Black communities, specifically transmitted from elders to the

youth. Particularly in rural Southern communities, Black people like Annie

Reeves and Hollis Watkins were instructed how to use weapons by their elders . In

this rite of passage, Black youth were also taught the necessity of defending

themselves, their family and property from white supremacists .

The tradition of armed resistance was also transmitted as an aspect of the

hidden transcript of Black insurgency. Through the oral tradition, young Blacks

heard stories of real and mythic armed challengers to white supremacy. Often

Blacks like Eddie Noel and Robert Charles became folk heroes, due to their

challenge to white power. These examples and others have been linked to the

"nachal man," "Bad man" and "crazy nigga" of Black lore because of their violent



rebellion to white hegemony. In the Mississippi Freedom Movement, men like

E.W. Steptoe, Hartman Turnbow, C.O. Chinn, Vernon Dahmer, and Rudy Shields

were all regarded as folk heroes by people in their communities and Movement

activists . Some of the stories told about these men actually take "larger than life"

dimensions . Due to the steadfast resistance of certain communities, like Mileston,

Harmony, and the Black community of Tylertown, have come to represent sym-

bols of collective Black defiance . When listening to a Mississippi Black or Move-

ment participant tell a story about one of these freedom fighters or communities,

one feels a sense of pride and admiration for their courage in the face of adversity.

The Black folk hero of the armed resistance tradition reveal the inability of white

supremacy to completely terrorize and subjugate the Black will to be free . In this

way, the tradition symbolizes the defeat of fear of violence by white racism . The

stories of Black folk heroes aided in transmitting to future generations, whether

intentional or unintentional, the tradition of armed resistance .

Looking at the actual acts of armed resistance, the culture and hidden

transcript of people of African descent in the American South, one can clearly see

a "formative and transformative modality." Armed resistance exists in the Black

experience, not as sporadic events of protests, but as a continuum of physical,

spiritual and ideological resistance to white supremacy. Eye for an Eye illustrates

this continuity and illuminates the potency of the tradition.

Point Two: Armed Resistance: A Compliment and Alternative to Non-Violence

The Civil Rights Movement is described by certain scholars and in popu-

lar circles as the "non-violent movement." This description narrows the character



ofthe Movement and doesn't appreciate the heterogeneous character of the

Freedom Movement in the South. Eye for an Eye demonstrates armed resistance

served as, at times, a compliment and as a alternative to non-violence.

Particularly since federal, state, and local law enforcement had proved

unwilling and/or unable to protect non-violent activists in the South, the armed

security organized by local Blacks was vital . When non-violent organizers from

SNCC and CORE came to Mississippi in the early 1960's, their physical survival

depended on the armed protection of local Blacks . Just as local Blacks provided

food, shelter, transportation and other resources to activists, who were committed

to non-violence, received armed security from local Blacks in the hostile environ-

ment of white supremacist Mississippi. Local Blacks provided armed security, an

essential element in the survival of non-violent activists .

Marches and demonstrations, which were announced as being non-violent,

were protected by armed observers of the protests . When march participants in the

marches were generally committed to practicing non-violence, particularly in

demonstrations in Leflore and Holmes, armed observers stood ready to protect

them from terrorist attacks. This awareness of armed observers allowed some

Blacks to participate in demonstrations with more confidence and in some cases

discouraged violent attacks from white terrorists .

Particularly after Freedom Summer, the strategy of projecting non-vio-

lence to obtain federal support fell from favor in the Mississippi Freedom Move-

ment. In the opinion of most Movement activists, the federal government had

proven inadequate in terms of providing security, as well as intervening to make

local white power structures comply with civil rights . After 1964, Movement



activists participated in and supported the development of para-military organiza-

tions as a clear alternative to non-violence . The use of the potential for retaliatory

violence by Charles Evers and other Black leaders demonstrated a new strategy to

win concessions from local governments . This potential became the "bartering

chip" as opposed to the threat of federal intervention .

The Black armed resistance tradition made the Mississippi Freedom

Movement more potent . As a compliment to non-violence, armed self-defense

helped non-violent activists survive and local people participate more safely in

non-violent marches and demonstrations . When Movement activists believed non-

violence was no longer effective, armed resistance became an alternative to non-

violence and reliance on federal intervention . Thus while non-violence was

employed and widely advocated in the Civil Rights crusade, the Movement was

not a "non-violent movement."

f

Armed resistance, in the words of Amilcar Cabral, is a "factor of culture ."

In the Mississippi Freedom Movement, armed resistance on the part of Black

people helped to assert their humanity, to affirm they were not inferior. Commu

nity pride was enhanced when local Blacks relied upon their own resources to

defend themselves from aggressors and to assert their humanity.

Chapter Two describes the role of white supremacist violence in enforcing

segregationist caste behavior and maintaining Black people as a subject class in

Mississippi . The primary role of white supremacist violence was to intimidate

Black people to "stay in their places ." To effectively challenge white supremacy,



it was necessary for the Black community to challenge the environment of fear

which was used by segregationists to maintain the system of white supremacy.

In spite of the terrorist violence in the state, there were a small number

Black people who were openly defiant and oppositional to segregationist caste

rules. While the day-to-day resistance of most Blacks was covert, "Bad Negroes"

openly challenged the intimidation of white supremacist terrorism. These indi-

viduals were often revered by Black people, even though often vicariously, and

despised by most local whites . Even during the period of enslavement, some

individual Africans captive were defiant and even feared by some whites . This

phenomenon continued into the Reconstruction and Jim Crow eras. Labeling

defiant Blacks as "crazy" was intended to isolate them from other Black people or

designate their open resistance as deviant behavior, even in the Black community.

Looking at the "Bad Negro/ crazy nigga" phenomena, SNCC activist Hollis

Watkins stated :

See, when you look at our culture.. ., you see where those few who
didn't have fear or were willing to stand up were called crazy.
`That's one of those crazy niggas there. Don't wont' about him. He
might do or say anything." That was to crake all the other Blacks
think that this was supposed to be the norms

One social effect of the Civil Rights Movement on southern communities

was the creation of an environment with more individuals who were willing to

openly challenge caste rules. The Movement "broadened the scope and perspec

tive of the norm." The actions of "Bad Negroes" was no longer deviant and more

folk were inspired to be like the "Bad Negroes." Armed resistance played a role in



this process. In The Wretched of the Earth, Frantz Fanon addressed the issue of

liberatory violence and its effect on the personality of the colonized person . Fanon

asserted "At the level of individuals, violence is a cleansing force. It frees the

native from his inferiority complex and from his despairand inaction ; it makes

him fearless and restores his self-respect ." , In communities like Canton, where an

inspirational "Bad Negro" like C.O. Chinn supported the Movement, other Blacks

were moved to support it through offering themselves as to protect COFO work-

ers. In other communities, like Natchez, Blacks were moved to challenge white

supremacy throughjoining the Deacons or other forms of armed resistance after

an act of racist terrorism (e.g. the bombing attack on George Metcalf). In these

instances, individuals consciously decided to sacrifice themselves and to chal-

lenge their personal fear to support the Movement. As other Blacks began to see

their fathers, uncles, brothers, mothers, aunts, sisters and neighbors pick up

weapons to defend the Black community and the Movement, fear was overcome

and confidence in Black humanity was increased.

Equally important, white supremacists were challenged by open Black

defiance and armed resistance . Fear and intimidation were major instruments in

the system of segregation. Not only did white supremacist terrorism create fear in

Black people, but their submission to this system allowed white racists to be

openly arrogant and haughty in their "superiority." Confronting better organized

and more numerous Blacks with guns upset the environment which allowed white

supremacists to act with such insolence and open disrespect . In turn, due to armed

resistance, fear of Black rebellion and retaliation began to increase in the white

community. This proved to be a great weapon, not only winning concessions from



the white power structure but also changing the treatment of Black people in

general. Hollis Watkins also commented on the effect of armed resistance in

destabilizing segregationist attitudes and behavior :

The other thing about fear is that when you attempt to instill fear
and you don't instill it, part of that fear you that you attempt to
instill reverts back on you. And then you begin to be partially
afraid, because `It didn't work. What am I going to do? I've got to
figure out something else. And what if he know more than I think
he knows?' Then all of that fear starts to come back on you?

So armed resistance served as a "factor of culture," a force to reform

social relations between whites and Blacks and to transform Black consciousness .

As Watkins again stated

"I think it [armed resistance and Black defiance] broadens the base
and the conscious level in a lot of Blacks . And as it begins to
happen with Blacks, . . .white folks begin to accept the reality of that
and got a little fear in themselves."8

The most significant contribution of armed resistance to southern Blacks may be

its role in seizing their dignity and collective self-respect.

Point Four: Armed Resistance and Gender in the Mississippi Movement

In terms of gender relations the armed resistance tradition within the Black

experience has contradictory characteristics . In patriarchal societies the role of

protector is generally assigned to the masculine gender. Consistent with patriar

chy, Black gender conventions often equate the use of armed force with masculin-



ity. In contradiction to the conventions of patriarchy, Black women in the South-

ern freedom movement participated in collective defense efforts. Different house-

holds took different postures in terms of women participating in the armed de-

fense of the family and the community. The images and stories of women, like

Laura McGhee, Ora Bryant and Annie Reeves, who regularly participated in the

defense of their homes and communities, challenge many assumptions about the

role of women in the Movement.

As para-military organizations became more routine in the Movement, the

role of women in armed resistance diminished . The development of formal para-

military organizations, such as the Deacons for Defense and Justice, shows that

the more armed functions became institutionalized, it became more patriarchal .

As communities developed formal armed organizations, with few exception,

women are excluded. Armed defense developed into a "man's job" as "the protec-

tor" of the community.

On the issue of gender, there exists one clear difference between the

Mississippi Freedom Movement and anti-colonial national liberation movements.

In several anti-colonial liberation movements, as armed resistance became more

organized and advanced, women's participation increased . This was particularly

true in armed struggles which occurred in countries like Nicaragua, Eritrea, and

Guine-Bissua. On the issue of the relationship of gender and armed resistance,

further investigation is necessary to identify why the Mississippi Freedom Move-

ment differs from most anti-colonial national liberation movements .
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Significance of "Eye forAn Eye"

It is my hope that Eye for An Eye makes a significant contribution to how

the Civil Rights Movement and Black insurgency is viewed by scholars and

eventually the general public . Earlier in this chapter, I addressed the how identify

ing the Civil Rights Movement as a "non-violent movement" ignores the hetero-

geneous character of the Movement.

Dialogue in the academy on its heterogeneous character is needed. Such a

dialogue will help give students of the Movement a better understanding of how

social and political change happened in the South, particularly on the local level.

On the one hand, concessions won by Black leaders in Mississippi communities

did not fundamentally change power relations between the majority of Black

community and white elites. On the other hand, the changes achieved by the

Movement were significant and allowed Black people of all classes new social

and political space. The new social and political spaces won by the Movement

allowed the Black community more flexibility and possibilities to struggle for

ever greater change. A understanding of the role of armed resistance will help

students of the Movement better understand how the reforms wonby the Black

freedom movement was won.

I also hope Eye forAn Eye will assist students of the Black experience,

particularly that of the Black South, with abroader understanding of how people

of African descent were able to respond to racism and white supremacy. Armed

resistance and self-defense should be seen as important aspects of the survival and

development of southern Black communities. The imageof Black people in rural

areas and small towns protecting their lives, loved ones, homes, and institutions is



certainly different from the stereotype of the completely terrorized and powerless

Black communities in the days of segregation . Hopefully, this study will aid in

constructing the full spectrum of responses to oppression and white supremacy in

the United States and in the American South and give voice to Movement partici-

pants underrepresented in Movement literature and media accounts of Movement

history.

Finally I hope that this project leads to the initiation of other works by

other researchers in other southern states to identify commonalities and differ-

ences with the Mississippi freedom movement. Several of the communities and

individuals mentioned in this work could be the focus of future scholarship .

Hopefully, Eye for An Eye will spark new discussions, new ideas, and new

focuses that will raise our understanding and create a more inclusive historiogra-

phy . This is the challenge of any generation of scholars. Let us leave the next

generation with new challenges and broader and more sophisticated understand-

ing of the past .
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